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Welcome
to Forum Views magazine.

Indian Economy trying to come back
on track.
The Indian Economy has been slowly
crippling back to normalcy with the Unlock
3.0 being implemented from August 5, 2020.
The GST collections figures which came were
quite encouraging since in April the GST
collection was around Rs. 30,000 crores
while in May it went to Rs. 60,000 crores and
in June it was Rs. 90,000 crores and in July it
has come to Rs. 87,000 crores. This has
encouraged - that the economy is now trying
to come back on track. The Auto sales for the
month of July has also been encouraging with
almost all the companies seeing revival in the
demand as the sales have gone up for all the
segments.

Under the BBF - Investor
Education & Awareness
initiatives we conducted
20 webinars which were
attended by over 1500
participants.
The COVID-19 stats for India seem to be
better than the world as the recovery rate has
touched 67% and the mortality rate is only 2%
as compared to the rest of the world.
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The RBI monetary policy was on expected
lines that there was no change in the interest
rates. The important announcement for the
banks and NBFCs who
lend against gold
jewellery was that now
they can lend upto 90
percent of their value of
gold and jewellers as
against earlier provision
of 75 per cent.
Dr. Aditya Srinivas
In fact, on the defence sector the government
decision to ban import of 101 items and give
push to local defence manufacturing was
taken with huge cheer by the stock markets.
The Indian stock markets have continued
their upward journey, with the Foreign
institutional investors pouring Rs. 20,000
crores into Indian markets (from 1stAugust
to 13th August 2020) and they have become
net buyers in the year 2020 to the tune of Rs
9000 crores. The Indian mutual funds have
been net buyers to the tune of Rs. 28,000
crores from January 2020 till date. BSE
SENSEX gave fabulous return of 30% in the
last 3 months as the markets gave V shaped
recovery after the fall of March 2020 when
the Foreign Institutional Investors had sold
shares worth Rs. 61,000 crores in one single
month.
At the global level there seems to be no stop to
the liquidity angel with all the central banks
giving push near zero interest rates, the flow
of money at the global level is pushing stock
markets and yellow metal to new highs. The
yellow metal has touched Rs. 57,000 per 10
grams.
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Higher data costs
pose a growing
and material
challenge to the
effective
functioning of
markets.
Authorities can
and should
address this issue,
as it is consistent
their purpose and
role in promoting
sound securities
markets
regulation.

PETER EISENHARDT
Secretary General
International Council of Securities Associations (ICSA)
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GLOBAL PRINCIPLES TO ADDRESS
ESCALATING MARKET DATA COSTS
The BBF is a key member of ICSA, the global organization of
nineteen securities industry associations. Founded in 1988,
ICSA provides a forum for member associations to understand
developments, exchange views, and collaborate to work for
better global capital markets. (www.icsa.global).
A key function of the financial system is to allocate capital and
risk in a manner that supports economic development and
growth, including though the provision of financing, investment,
and hedging products. This allocative function is dependent on an
effective price discovery process based on quality information
available to all financial market participants - including investors
and securities issuers- at a fair and reasonable cost. Government,
regulators, standard setters, and industry firms and their
associations all share a common purpose in promoting the policy
and business conditions under which financial markets can best
serve the economy.
Higher data costs pose a growing and material challenge to the
effective functioning of markets. Authorities can and should
address this issue, as it is consistent their purpose and role in
promoting sound securities markets regulation.
Trading venues (exchanges and other multilateral trading
systems) are essential for economic growth, prosperity, and risk
mitigation as they form the core financial infrastructure in modern
economies. Their fundamental function is to match buyers and
sellers of securities at a price that balances supply and demand
through transparent rules and processes. The sale of market data
is a related but separate by-product of that primary function.
Over the last few decades, trading venues have greatly
evolved in response to market forces and technological and
regulatory developments. The privatization of exchanges and
implementation of best execution and fiduciary duty obligations
has given exchanges significant market power with respect to
market data unique to their trading venue. Globally, trading
venues can utilize their market power with the consequence of
limiting market data access, data distribution, and competition.
The negative effects of increased market data costs are widely
recognized, including by supervisory authorities.
Increasing market data costs force many data consumers to
scale back their data purchase to a minimum and sometimes
economically suboptimal level. Certain investments or markets usually smaller companies and smaller, foreign markets - are deselected. This results in reduced transparency, decreased levels
of cross-border competition, and less market integration. The
consequences of these outcomes are less informed markets,
weaker competition, and higher costs for investors and potential
higher cost of capital for smaller companies.
Despite some attempts to solve the problems, market data costs
have continued to increase.
9

Given the importance of these consequences to the general
health of the capital markets, it is recommended that
governments, regulators, central banks, and standard setters
establish core principles to address the problem.
As a starting point, authorities should recognize that trading
venues hold disproportionate market power on market data
generated from orders and trades conducted on their venues. As
such, market data costs (the market data pricing, licensing
practices, definitions, audit procedures and connectivity fees)
must be subject to regulatory oversight. Rigorous supervision of
the entire market data business (as well as contiguous markets
and products where the search for revenue could shift once there
is increased scrutiny of market data sales) is crucial in order to
maximize the economic benefits of financial marketplaces.
The Core principles should entail
1. The price of market data and connectivity must be based on the
efficient costs of producing and distributing the market data
(as opposed to the value market participants derive from
market data) with a reasonable mark-up. The cost should be
measured against a recognised cost benchmark.
a) Regulators should require trading venues to submit detailed
cost and revenue data to understand the mark-ups
imposed.
b) As market data should be based on cost with a reasonable
mark-up, trading venues should simplify contract terms and
eliminate “non-display” categories. Instead, trading venues
should consider simply differentiating between
professional and non-professional users.
2. Trading venues of a single market system should standardize
key market data contract definitions, terms, and
interpretations. Contract definitions, terms and policies should
be specific and avoid overly broad or general terms.
Market data licensing contracts should avoid “derived data”
terms, which are lopsided and unfair and standardized
agreements should be subject to regulatory review.
3. Market data licensing contracts should be simplified to ease
administration and so that audits are not necessary.
The increased cost of data is forcing many asset managers to
significantly scale back data purchases. This leads to less
informed markets and decreased competition. The high cost of
data also negatively affects the net performance of investment
funds and, by way of consequence, the return to investors. The
recommended principles recognise this and promote outcomes
that are fair for all involved.
Peter Eisenhardt is the Secretary General of the International Council of
Securities Associations. He also acts as a consultant for leading investment
banks and teaches courses in capital markets and asset liability management.
He has over thirty years’ experience in banking. He was Head of Short-Term Fixed
Income Origination at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in London. He worked for J.P.
Morgan in New York, London, and Tokyo in treasury, money market trading, bond
options trading, repo, credit, and origination.
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If your product or
service is universal, in
terms of a target
market, then connect
with others who
engage. Find a creator
with a large following
and add value to their
posts while connecting
with the thoughtful
commenters.

SAM DOWNS
Engagement Specialist
SLD & Company
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GENERATING LEADS WITH AN OLD SCHOOL
MENTALITY AND A NEW SCHOOL APPROACH
It’s no secret that we have seen many changes in the last 5
years in sales and with business in general. But why do we
continue to use the same approach as if we are trapped in
1985? How do we change our practices to conform with the
age of social media? In this article, I will be talking about the
approach I have implemented into dozens of businesses to
build long term relationships online to offline.
Sam Downs here, I am a LinkedIn content creator and a
consultant/founder of SLD & Company. Throughout my career,
I have spent about eight years in the sales realm in various
industries ranging from retail, auto sales, health & life
insurance, and the IT sector. Amid my career, I have cold called
over tens of thousands of businesses and have done my fair
share of closings. Like most millennials, I craved more via my
ravenous appetite for success.
During my last role, I used LinkedIn as a prospecting tool and
the rest is history. At the time, LinkedIn was still a new
platform, in terms of entertainment and content creation. Very
intimidated and unsure of what exactly I was doing, my first
video was produced. And then another.... And another, you get
the idea. I began to produce funny, relatable, sales content and
that is when I began to blow up. In late 2019, I was awarded a
Top Sales Voice of LinkedIn. My hard work was finally paying
off, this is where things get interesting.
Prior to the LinkedIn article being published, I thought if I can do
it for me, then I can do it for others. Low and behold, SLD &
Company was born. We help our clients by generating high
qualified leads to build more relationships and connect with
their target market. Since then, we have reached out to
thousands of businesses with multiple strategies. But the one I
am about to share, has bore the most fruit.
Is cold calling dead? No. However, it is becoming more
challenging to generate new business from cold calling alone.
In today’s world, business owners and virtually the entire
world communicate differently. We consume most of our
content, news and information online, so why not start there?
If you are in the business to business realm, LinkedIn is the
place to be! LinkedIn started as a networking site for
employment opportunities, but now it has exploded into one of
the largest social media platforms. Four out of five LinkedIn
users are the primary decision makers for their company. That
is a lot of influence, but do they convert? According to
HubSpot’s study of over 5,000 businesses, LinkedIn generated
the highest visitor-to-lead conversion rate, three times higher
than Facebook or Twitter! Now how do you generate inbound
leads and outbound leads on LinkedIn in 2020? Here are some
best practices and what to know to begin a successful social
selling campaign.
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For starters, you MUST start building your personal brand.
Personal branding has become quiet the buzz word on social
media, but it’s more than your favorite color and funky glasses.
Your personal brand is what builds a relationship prior to even
sending a direct message while prospecting.
Optimizing your profile is step number 1. You want visitors to
have a clear understanding of not only what you do, but how
you help others. Your profile picture should be professional, yet
a glimpse into your personality and your banner photo should
describe what you do, with a simple call to action. A tag line is
important as well like, “I help _____ do ______ so they can
effectively do ____.“ Your bio section should not be a place to
rattle off the features of your product, but your feature set.
What makes you unique? Why should people follow you?
Monetize and capitalize within each section of your profile, it
goes a long way!

The more connections you
have that engage, the more
social proof and credibility you
will gain. Also, it is not all
about gain, but giving it back
to others too.
You have your profile set up, now to do next? Content. Creating
small pieces of content can really set yourself apart from the
hundreds of direct message decision makers receive in a
month. I know because I am a decision maker and I get a lot of
direct messages. Bad ones, might I add. Most are not posting
content on their profile about their industry or product. If they
are not excited about it, then why should we?
But where do I start and what do I post? Here are some ideas:
• Make an introduction video. Who you are, what you do,
and what should others know about you?
• Tips about your industry, give ‘free’ advice to your
audience.
• Common questions and answers within your industry
• Educate your audience about your product/ service, focus
on the benefits vs. features
• Add some humor into your content. Poke fun at your
industry, within reason of course!
• Share personal stories of failures and how you overcame
them
FORUM VIEWS - SEPTEMBER 2020

Here are some practices to shy away from:
• Heavy selling in your content, like a used car salesman
• Generic ‘copy and paste’ messages and comments
• Engagement pods/ growth hacking, build an organic
network
• Connecting with your target market only
• Spreading hate and aggressively engaging
Connect, Engage, Video, Call.... This is the strategy that I have
implemented throughout my client’s sales cycle.
The first step is to connect with your target market. I am not
saying to only connect with your target market, because the
key is to build as many relationships as possible. But to be
more strategic of who is visiting your profile, you can do a few
things to find your perfect prospect.
Hashtags are a great place to start. Let’s say your product
works well with real estate companies. In the search bar in
every platform, you can search keywords related to real
estate. Like, #realestate, #realitor, #realestateindustry, and
connect with every user that is talking about real estate. To
take it a step further, you can purchase additional licensing to
optimize your searches by company size, location, revenue,
industry, etc. via LinkedIn Sales Navigator.
If your product or service is universal, in terms of a target
market, then connect with others who engage. Find a creator
with a large following and add value to their posts while
connecting with the thoughtful commenters. The more
connections you have that engage, the more social proof and
credibility you will gain. Also, it is not all about gain, but giving
it back to others too.
Next, engage in your target market’s content that personally
resonates with you. Bring as much value to their page as
possible. Again, do not leave a generic, “great post” comment.
Put some actual thought and meaning behind your comments
to connect on a deeper level. Engaging is also a great place to
start if you are not creating your own content. You can be a
successful lurker, just be a thoughtful lurker.
But what is the proper way to reach out to a connection for a
potential business conversation? Well first, find out if your
prospect is regularly active on LinkedIn (you can figure this out
in their activity section). If so, reach out first on LinkedIn.
When your prospect is not active on LinkedIn, email will be the
best form of first contact. But not just any message or
email…. A video message. Video has become the ultimate ice
breaker because there’s nothing like putting yourself out there
for a stranger to judge.
To send a video message on LinkedIn, you will need the
LinkedIn mobile application. The best response rate that I have
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received for myself and clients, have been just a simple
introduction of no selling. Like, “Hi, it’s Sam Downs! Great
connecting with you, I see what you’re doing with your
content and I am such a fan already, where are you from?” Simple to the point and they do not feel bombarded with an
immediate pitch upon connecting. Continue the conversation
if they answer back (most do), or if you do not want to send a
video just yet, send a voice note!
A video software called Loom can also help you accomplish
the same objective via email. Loom is a free software, up to 10
users, that can embed a small video to the body of your email
for a warm introduction. Be open about how you got their
information and why you are randomly sending them a video
email. Pro tip: add the word ‘video’ into the subject line
because it has proven to have more open and click through
rates.
After you have sent the video message/ email, I typically will
set a reminder for 1 week to call the prospect directly. This is
where you get the prospect talking about business and probe
for a potential need of your product or service. It has had the
overall best response rate, because they know who I am and
have seen pieces of my content for an extra dab of social proof.
I will begin the conversation like this, “Hi there, this is Sam
Downs from LinkedIn, did you like the video I sent you?
Awesome, I was looking at your company and I was overly
impressed by the work you guys do there! So, tell me a little bit
more about what you guys do there....” Ego fluffing and asking
generic questions to get them talking about their business to
uncover a potential need, solid.
If you have your entire sales team following this simple outline,
it can save countless wasted hours and efforts of copy and
pasting messaging. My apologies for being so redundant, but
out of the hundreds of direct messages I receive a week, no
salesperson is sending videos or voice notes. And it is a waste
of a feature set on every platform. Video is how you stand out
in 2020 and if you want to build more relationships online, I
highly recommend implementing this today.
Thank you for reading and if you have found success with this
formula, make sure to reach out to me and share your
feedback! Connect with me on LinkedIn if this has brought
some value to you and your organization, Sam Downs, with a
capital ‘D’.

Sam Downs is a LinkedIn content creator and the founder of SLD & Company.
She spent years in the corporate world until gaining the confidence to brand off
and start her own consulting agency. So far, she has implemented a successful
sales & marketing strategy to generate new business for her clients. Awarded a
LinkedIn Top Sales Voice of 2019, she is passionate about expressing her unique
individuality via her humorous and educational content.
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When you make your
bigger plans keep the
editor on and break
them into small
targets, achievable in
small time duration.
Having plans in your
hand will give you a
sense of control and
being open to edit/
change them will
bring confidence &
power of keeping your
life in your charge.

APARNA MISHRA

Wellbeing Stratagist I Conscience Coach®
Director, Shivaakriti Creations Pvt Ltd.
Chairperson & MD, Kalasaadhna® - Indian Art & Wellbeing Centre
Founder - theconecience.in
13
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MAKE THE SMARTEST INVESTMENT - THE TIME IS NOW!

U

nderstand your behaviour and how you function, and
then invest in your wellbeing. Investing in self always
brings the best returns.

In these testing period, it is time to look back and analyse our
own credit and debit entries. Take A TIME OUT to understand
how your system functions, understand how well you have
hedged yourself in terms of immunity & mental strength. What
have you been feeding your mind & body is your savings A/c
&SIP’s. It is what will help you in moments of crisis! Looks like
you finance people have got into my head! Fine! Let us get
started and investigate important a check list (because you do
study internal details like “what’s & why’s” before investing !!!)
Let’s see the top listings and why they top the Sensex of health!
1. MIND
Life is often messy, chaotic and uncertain - but you can’t stop
yourself from experiencing it! Turn the chaos of life into fun by
training yourself to deal with it & give it a long shot - Hey life,
bring it on!
The cells in our body react to everything that our mind says.
Negativity brings down the immune system. Your belief in
yourself gives the mind the power to achieve even the most
difficult of goals. Feed your mind wisely - find your own unique
recipe with ingredients of positive & constructive thoughts to
prepare a well looked delicious meal for the mind!
Subconscious mind is a double-edged sword. On one hand it is
naturally programmed to prioritise your safety - over being
successful and taking risks, whereas on other - it has all your
data and profound knowledge for you to explore your potential &
possibilities.
Now the trick here is to tame this wild …wild animal (i.e. your
mind) -and make it obey your orders … to use its potential to
reach where you aspire to be.
Mind is always listening to you - taking all your commands like a
good secretary, but it is just not programmed to differentiate the
do’s/don’ts or yes/no. So make yourself think good and always
wish and pray well for others - because the challenged
secretary is taking notes by default and will act accordingly whatever you wish - for self or others - it’s going to bring it in
your life.
So now do you realise how often have you wounded yourself by
getting angry, jealous, or vengeful? Let us heal them all with
gratitude love & compassion!
2. EMOTIONS & PSYCHOLOGY
Just because you cannot see them ...do not ignore. Emotional
scars are more severe than physical wounds. We neglect the
wounds on our emotions and move on. We believe the common
phrase of seeing is believing hence ignore emotional scars
14

which in turn helps those scars to getburied deep inside us. It
leads to we being emotionally unwell and many other
psychological disorders. So act in the present, attend to those
wounds in the present, before you take them along with you in
future, where it degenerates it into something that is beyond
your control.
I help people strategize their wellbeing & lifestyle and coach
them to rectify & amalgamate their mind, body energies &
conscience. After achieving the synergy, I tune them to a
frequency where they assist you as a platform to perform your
best!
7 out of my 10 clients (mostly from finance & IT industry) have
psychological & emotional wounds which they are carrying
from the past. You are a business tycoon - professionally
successful & financially stable - is that all to life? How well are
you able to process the Navrasa (nine emotions) is important
because it’s a score card for your mental, emotional,
psychological & your spiritual health, and your relationship with
yourself!
Do not shy away from accepting, experiencing & expressing
what you feel, but do it with grace and optimism. If it makes you
feel better, its ok to shout, cry and wipe your tears, eat that
damn ice cream ( these calories won’t harm you !!) take it
outside of your mind and experience it out side, live the
emotional reactions - let it go and move on.
People who judge you while you’re vulnerable - honestly do
they even matter to you???
Start working on your mental strength & emotional wellbeing tap into your feelings keep the
baggage empty & light.
3. ETHICS & CONSCIENCE
Don’t underestimate your conscience - this is where all your
intuition, gut feelings & 6th sense operates from. Keep it in good
health!
You think god has time to watch you and evaluate your
Karma, reward and punish you accordingly? There’s an
Automated software installed inside you - your own
conscience, it does all the evaluation, rewards as well as
punishment!
Depending on the intentions of your deeds, your Conscience applauds or condemns within. Listen to your conscience, allow
it to guide you - It knows how to get you what you want through
what is right for you.
Ethics is very important to cover the chances of loss and failures
- because being ethical is listening to your own self and
following your own inner intelligence.
FORUM VIEWS - SEPTEMBER 2020

4. BODY
The science of our existence is artistically woven with the body
through which we experience life & operate from. In the
hierarchy of wellbeing - this is the base on which the rest of
things stand. It is the chief operating officer of our life!
To boost the immunity & be healthy, I highly recommend
conscious eating to maintain the balance of the Vatta, Kafa &
Pitta of the body. When I train my clients - their food is one of the
most important things I consider. Your nutrition regime should be
according to your physical & psychological make up so that their
guna & dosha’s are balanced and they nourish each & every cell!
I highly recommend eating well - attending well to your hunger
desires & cravings, understand the signs of your body and
respond to its needs.
You can’t neglect your body or else it may start reacting like an
unwell cranky unattended hungry baby and would keep you
diverted from your higher goals of life! When this baby is put into
a proper systematic care, it will let you free to strive for higher
goals of life. You need to make it independent and cannot be
sitting around for it most of the time.
5. LIFESTYLE
A healthy lifestyle is nothing but a management system like you
have one at your office. In your home you must have one for your
life. It’s time to ditch medicines and Invest in a healthy lifestyle.
Commit to the positive things in life - like a good hobby, a
healthy habit & lifestyle, try it out and settle to it at your own
pace.
A combination of yoga, Pranayama & meditation helps in
Stress reduction, insomnia prevention, emotion control,
improved attention.
Indulge in nourishing & delicious food that makes your
senses & gut happy because your gut is your second brain make sure it releases happy signals. Engage in nice hobby
and any form of art - that helps your release and express
your emotions.
Hangout with people whom you love & care about - with
whom you can share/ express your emotions and share your
deepest thoughts without being judged.
Try to discover the one act of kindness that that defines you engaging in it will bring fulfilment & confidence! When we
engage in an act of kindness - endorphins (a natural painkiller)
are produced in our brain and study shows that being kind
elevates the levels of cortisol - the hormone which leaves you
with the feeling of high, happy and worthy!
Whatever it takes, be happy and make sure to treat yourself with
love kindness and respect - you deserve it.
6. THE POWER OF NOW
Don’t let things get piled up. It’s a very common habit to ignore
things or push it for later because the reality is, we don’t want to
face them ever. Live in the moment - practice the power of
now.
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FACE IT - DON’T PUSH IT AWAY - take charge, attend to it
and settle it - do it NOW
Take a few minutes every day to identify stress points in your life
and find ways to reduce or eliminate them.
Now is the time, we must consciously work on immunity,
emotional wellbeing & strength of mind and be prepared to fight
the UNKNOWN. Unknown’s in terms of health, climate,
pandemics, business & economic crisis or may be even war!
Create small plans indulge in small targets - and enjoy the
little pleasures of life. I always advice - engage in small goals that brings you sense of achievement. Make a list of things you
always wanted to do - and do it NOW
When you make your bigger plans keep the editor on and
break them into small targets, achievable in small time
duration. Having plans in your hand will give you a sense of
control and being open to edit/ change them will bring
confidence & power of keeping your life in your charge.
To see your life changing in positive direction you need to Let
things change inside, because this is what will reflect
outside.
These are very basic principles not just for a healthy life and
wellbeing - but also to excel in the financial world - Aaaah there
you go - isn’t it exactly what you do while investing in the
market! It’s very important to love, to care, be compassionate &
show gratitude.
And yes, it is very, very important to be happy & confident about
who you are.
Wish you health, happiness & Content life!

Aparna Mishra is an enterprising businesswoman, social worker, experienced
& globally followed Wellbeing Strategist & Conscience Coach. With
achievements in a multiplicity of fields, the portrait of her life is filled with many
colours.
At the age of 13 she laid the foundation of ’Kala Saadhana Academy’. Her
diligence and dedicated efforts on this trajectory transformed into what is today
known as the Kala Saadhana - Art & Wellbeing Centre. She strategies wellbeing
through her own devised format of Fitness Mantra.
Entire revenue of “Kala Saadhana” goes to the upliftment of lesser privileged
youth & children, specially abled & rural women associated with “Shivaakriti
Foundation”. “Shivaakriti Foundation” has been founded by Aparna, for the
mission of wellbeing & social upliftment.
Her achievement list would be incomplete without mentioning the meaning she
has added to the lives of countless individuals through her innovative training
program “Conscience & Wellbeing’ which redefines the concept of wellbeing.
She has devised a therapy that seeks to promote “Wholesome Wellbeing” which
focuses on rectification & amalgamation of an individual’s mind, body energies &
conscience as per the unique makeup of an individual.
Another one of her ventures is the Shivaakriti Creation Pvt. Ltd. - a group of
companies focusing on Events & Productions, Finance & Advisory & IT solutions.
Her persona, Wellbeing therapies & social activism have won her several
national & International laurels from educational institutions, media houses,
state governments, bureaucrats, and others. Her journey of exploration and selfactualization continues on the path of creating a happy & healthy world.
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M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED COUNTRIES
In July 2020, there was a total of 806 deals in the region and China remained the most active market for M&As. Compared to the same period last year, both the
number of deals and the total value of deals shrunk by 15% and 12% respectively. Philippines experienced a 982% elevation in the total deals value, followed by
Taiwan who had a 292% increase.

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Jul’20)
Country
China
Australia
Japan
South Korea
India
Vietnam
Singapore
Hong Kong
Malaysia
Thailand
New Zealand
Taiwan
Indonesia
Philippines

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
285
20,097.20
131
2,660.50
91
9,097.70
60
2,143.00
57
1,184.60
38
229.90
34
1,230.40
31
7,591.10
29
57.30
14
97.00
13
1,084.90
12
1,550.00
7
22.10
4
1.00

Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)
20 YTD
Jan 1, 2020 31-Jul-20
China
Australia
Japan
South Korea
India
Vietnam
Singapore
Hong Kong
Malaysia
Thailand
New Zealand
Taiwan
Indonesia
Philippines
Total

1,709
730
811
372
403
215
192
204
170
117
96
41
62
41
5,163

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020 - Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison
Through
Through
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-20
1,997
134,588
145,019
-14%
-7%
-9%
805
22,115
30,313
-27%
-7%
873
38,256
29,860
28%
441
-16%
16,786
22,285
-25%
604
-33%
12,949
27,033
-52%
210
2%
1,876
711
164%
239
-20%
13,572
19,725
-31%
-12%
233
18,296
11,961
53%
212
-20%
1,818
7,203
-75%
-16%
140
2,272
8,084
-72%
-16%
114
2,664
1,713
56%
38
8%
2,599
664
292%
104
-40%
774
3,013
-74%
-15%
982%
48
2,198
203
6,058
-15%
270,762
307,788
-12%

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0 - 12
>12 - 57
>57 - 114
>114 - 171
>171 - 228
>228 - 285

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of August 1, 2020. Figures are
based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending
transactions as well as those without transaction values. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes.

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS BY COUNTRY
There was a significant increase in both the IPOs number (137%) and total value (154%) for China this month. YTD 2020, the region had minimal changes in deal
volume but a 42% climb in the total value of IPOs, compared to the same period last year. New Zealand had a remarkable performance - it has doubled the number of
IPOs and increased the capital raised by 522% on a YoY basis

No. of IPOs and Value by Country/Region (Jul’20)
Country
China
South Korea
Japan
Malaysia
Hong Kong
India
Australia
Singapore
Thailand
Indonesia
New Zealand
Philippines
Taiwan
Vietnam

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
83
12,190.20
10
345.20
7
96.70
5
38.70
3
441.30
3
68.00
2
7.00
2
20.00
2
484.40
1
2.80
1
32.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

No. of IPOs and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)
20 YTD
Jan 1, 2020 31-Jul-20
China
South Korea
Japan
Malaysia
Hong Kong
India
Australia
Singapore
Thailand
Indonesia
New Zealand
Philippines
Taiwan
Vietnam
Total

17

260
33
41
18
20
19
14
11
5
29
2
1
1
5
459

Value of IPOs ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020 - Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison
Through
Through
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-20
170
53%
38,117
23,641
61%
38
-13%
1,429
1,200
19%
44
-7%
662
1,093
-39%
23
-22%
184
436
-58%
28
-29%
1,089
960
13%
44
-57%
1,474
1,695
-13%
23
-39%
76
412
-82%
15
-27%
665
2,210
-70%
482%
15
-67%
2,768
476
32
-9%
252
658
-62%
100%
522%
1
41
7
NA
32
NA
5
-80%
2
78
-98%
16
-69%
14
32
-55%
454
1%
46,806
32,897
42%

Key

Threshold (No. of IPOs)
0
>0 - 17
>17 - 33
>33 - 50
>50 - 66
>66 - 83

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of August 1, 2020. Figures are
based on public offerings offer date. Includes all closed transactions.
Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
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PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS & BUYOUTS: SELECTED COUNTRIES
Compared to June, India has surpassed Japan and became the second most active player in the PE market. There was a further boost in both the deal volume (27%)
and the aggregated deal value (99%) within APAC. Indonesia had a 114% YoY growth in terms of the number of deals while Vietnam had an 1103% YoY growth for the
total value of deals.

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Jul’20)
Country
China
India
Japan
South Korea
Australia
Singapore
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Taiwan
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
93
5,103.40
22
1,966.30
18
828.70
18
274.30
5
2.20
5
1,261.20
2
12.00
2
111.40
2
1,044.80
2
41.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)
20 YTD
Jan 1, 2020 31-Jul-20
China
India
Japan
South Korea
Australia
Singapore
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Taiwan
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam
Total

519
133
202
110
63
43
9
15
11
5
4
2
4
12
1,132

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020 - Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison
Through
Through
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-20
389
37,693
13,667
33%
176%
9,041
159
-16%
9,449
5%
126
60%
8,355
1,828
357%
6,902
94
17%
7,635
11%
50%
42
4,494
2,188
105%
59%
27
1,565
1,705
-8%
11
-18%
115
451
-75%
114%
7
1,828
405
351%
38%
8
1,051
183
473%
67%
3
66
77
-14%
11
-64%
47
349
-86%
3
-33%
132
37
258%
NA
121
NA
1103%
11
9%
832
69
891
27%
73,386
36,904
99%

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>0 - 19
>19 - 37
>37 - 56
>56 - 74
>74 - 93

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of August 1, 2020. Figures are
based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending
transactions as well as those without transaction values. Tables are
provided for illustrative purposes.

VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: NON BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY
In July 2020, China had the highest deal number and deal value. Similar to last month, the size of deals had a 52% YoY growth whereas the number of deals remained
the same compare to the same period last year.

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Jul’20)
Country
China
Japan
India
South Korea
Singapore
Australia
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Taiwan
Malaysia
Vietnam
Philippines
Thailand

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
123
5,049.60
47
804.00
35
1,626.90
18
276.00
17
1,270.90
8
26.70
7
32.80
5
361.60
4
5.20
3
49.00
1
0.10
1
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)
20 YTD
Jan 1, 2020 31-Jul-20
China
Japan
India
South Korea
Singapore
Australia
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Taiwan
Malaysia
Vietnam
Philippines
Thailand
Total

18

755
329
280
98
105
69
26
52
15
9
9
21
2
8
1,778

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020 - Jan 1, 2019 - YoY Comparison
Through
Through
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-19
31-Jul-20
31-Jul-20
737
2%
29,762
19,055
56%
318
3%
5,775
2,193
163%
318
-12%
8,900
8,110
10%
102
-4%
3,183
2,701
18%
116
-9%
2,724
1,354
101%
30%
53
2,617
2,133
23%
37%
19
174
356
-51%
16%
45
2,202
489
350%
25%
12
53
59
-10%
50%
1790%
6
101
5
14
-36%
41
88
-54%
22
-5%
835
385
117%
7
-71%
125
285
-56%
7
14%
123
54
127%
1,776
0%
56,616
37,269
52%

Key

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>1 - 25
>25 - 49
>49 - 74
>74 - 98
>98 - 123

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of August 1, 2020. Figures are
based on transaction announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending
transactions as well as those without transaction values. Non-buyouts will
include all features except for leverage buyouts ( LBO), management buyout
or secondary LBO. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
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RECENT S&P GLOBAL CREDIT RATINGS ACTIONS
Company Name
AMP Group Holdings Limited
AMP Limited (ASX:AMP)
Avation PLC (LSE:AVAP)
Central Japan Railway Company (TSE:9022)
Coronado Global Resources Inc. (ASX:CRN)
Delhi International Airport Limited
GMR Hyderabad International Airport Limited
Mulhacen Pte. Ltd.
Nissan Financial Services Australia Pty Ltd
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. (TSE:7201)
PT Modernland Realty Tbk (IDX:MDLN)
Sunshine 100 China Holdings Ltd (SEHK:2608)
YanAn Bicon Pharmaceutical Listed Company (SZSE:002411)
Zijin Mining Group Company Limited (SEHK:2899)

Rating Action

Rating Date

PriorRating

Current Rating

Geographic Locations

Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade
Downgrade

Jul-13-2020
Jul-13-2020
Jul-09-2020
Jul-03-2020
Jul-07-2020
Jul-06-2020
Jul-24-2020
Jul-14-2020
Jul-03-2020
Jul-03-2020
Jul-08-2020
Jul-03-2020
Jul-31-2020
Jul-14-2020

BBB+
BBB+
B
AAB+
BBBB
BBBB
BBB
CCCCCC
CCC+
BBB-

BBB
BBB
CCC
A+
B
B+
BBCCC+
BBBBBBSD
CCCCCCBB+

Australia (Primary)
Australia (Primary)
Singapore (Primary)
Japan (Primary)
Australia (Primary)
India (Primary)
India (Primary)
Singapore (Primary)
Australia (Primary)
Japan (Primary)
Indonesia (Primary)
China (Primary)
China (Primary)
China (Primary)

Source: S&P Global Ratings, as of August 1, 2020. Credit ratings are prepared by S&P Global Ratings, which is analytically and editorially independent from any other analytical group at S&P Global.
Tables are for illustrative purposes only.
S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the Corporations Act 2001. Credit Ratings issued by S&P Global Ratings (Australia) and related
research are not intended for and must not be distributed to any person in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act).

MARKET ATTRIBUTES: INDEX DASHBOARD
Summary

• Asian equities rallied in July, with the S&P Pan Asia BMI up
4%. Except for Japan, all single-country indices posted
gains.
• Momentum and Quality were the leading factors, whilst
Information Technology and Energy were the top
performing sectors.
• With the exception of the S&P/ASX 200 VIX, volatility
continued to decline across Asia.
• Commodities rallied, with Silver as the leader, up an
impressive 30% in July.
• With the exception of China, performance for Asian fixed
income indices was positive.

S&P Pan Asia BMI Country Contribution
July 2020
S&P Pan Asia BMI: 4.04%
China

2.08%

Taiwan

0.89%

South Korea

0.64%

India

0.53%

Australia

0.43%

Malaysia

0.11%

Singapore

0.05%

Indonesia

0.04%

Hong Kong

0.03%

New Zealand

0.03%

Pakistan

0.01%

Philippines

-0.02%

Thailand

-0.03%

Japan -0.75%
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates. Data as of June 30, 2020. Index performance based on total return. Numbers in brackets are closing price levels for the corresponding
indices. Returns for single country indices and single country strategies are in local currency, otherwise USD. Sector contributions to the S&P Pan Asia BMI are calculated over the prior month.
Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more information, please visit our website at www.spdji.com
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NEETA RAJENDRAN
Award-winning Investment Banker,
Advisor, Speaker, Consultant

ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE IN TODAY’S BUSINESS

T

o quote what Ratan Tata said in a current
interview:“Making Money is not bad, but it must be
made ethically”

“Chasing profits is not a bad thing, but the question is:
a) What you do to get there
b) How much value you are adding to your customers and
shareholders and
c) How ethical your journey has been”
Basically, Are we doing the right things and Are we making
the right decisions - Even if they are hard.
Ethics means doing what is right regardless of what the law
says. It's entirely possible to be ethical without being
compliant. Ethics is proactive, rather than reactive as
compliance is. Our personal values system, including our
character, values and core principles, guide us when we
make decisions.
There are well known companies who are Compliant but not
necessarily Ethical.An ethical focus is more than legal
compliance. While the conduct may be legal, is it ethical?
The best way to ensure legal compliance is to promote a
culture of ethics.
An ethical culture benefits a company in several significant
respects: employee misconduct declines, employee
morale improves, employee willingness to report any
misconduct increases and overall corporate profitability
and sustainability of operations increases.
I believe that most of us are Ethical; the problem arises
when we are faced with challenging situations and what
path we choose.
While this applies to every Industry and Profession, I will
explain this through my story and my journey in handling
20

There are well known
companies who are
Compliant but not
necessarily Ethical.An
ethical focus is more than
legal compliance. While
the conduct may be legal,
is it ethical? The best
way to ensure legal
compliance is to promote
a culture of ethics.
the client’s finances over a career spanning more than two
decades.
I have followed some Basic Principles throughout my
career: as an individual as well as a Leader and ensured that
my team and partners follow the same philosophy:
1. ALWAYS PUT THE CUSTOMER’S INTEREST FIRST:
While you would follow the proper process of financial
planning right from - Need Analysis, Risk Profiling, Due
Diligence, Goal Setting, Portfolio Allocation, Regular
Portfolio Reviews etc., Keep it simple for the customers and
the below mentioned key things have to be always kept
foremost:
a) What is the ROI (Return on Investment):
The client should be able to understand: “I invested this
much - The current value is this much”
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Do not confuse the client with financial jargons and
Asset Classes
b) Maintain complete transparency:
Regarding the following:
• Charges / Fees involved
• Past performance of the recommended investments
• Exit loads
• Fund allocation
• Lock in periods and minimum years of investment
involved
• Asset class of the investment: Equity / Debt, Market
linked or guaranteed
• Any Risks involved etc.
c) Maintain Complete Confidentiality:
Do not disclose the client’s investment details to
anyone, including Spouse, Family, Friends, Siblings,
colleagues etc. Because clients regularly refer their
friends, family, colleagues etc. and disclosing their
details would beat the objective and is against the
ethics of right advisory and planning.
d) Track the Portfolios regularly:
To confirm whether the portfolio is on the right track as
per the goals set initially during the planning stage and
check whether any changes are needed in the portfolio.
e) Suggest changes in the Portfolio (If any):
ONLY for the right reasons, in the interest of the
customer.The changes might be needed due to changes
in the Regulatory guidelines, taxation, client’s financial
situation like a promotion or job loss, changes in family
size, Lifestyle, pandemics like the current one of COVID
19 etc.: anything which calls for a rebalancing or
changes in the portfolio. However, at no stage it should
be done for the sake of “Churning” to earn higher
revenues or commissions.
f) After sale service, till the entire Investment Cycle:
Staying connected with the clients till the full
investment cycles and providing Good and Right
advisory in all situations is a must, not just when the
initial investment is done and revenue is earned. It’s
commonly observed that the enthusiasm shown by the
Relationship Managers and Wealth Outfits during
acquiring the clientele fades down once the
investments are done and when the client Portfolios
need to be tracked by providing good service and
support.
2. IF IT IS RIGHT FOR ME, IT IS RIGHT FOR THE
CUSTOMER:
21

“Will I invest my Hard-earned money in the product /
service which I am recommending to my clients?”
Basically, treat the customer’s investments more carefully
than you would handle your own investments. Do a proper
due diligence and homework across all the available
options in the Industry, matching your client’s needs.
3. CONFLICT OF PROFITABILITY V/S RESPONSIBILITY:
Maintaining a balance between the Organization’s interest
and client’s interest is crucial. Every organization has a
target for achieving revenue and it has tie ups with certain
distributors of products and services. Some brands offer
higher revenue percentages compared to others to push
their products / services. The Organization pressurizes its
employees to achieve targets and the employees in turn
push those products which offer higher percentage of
revenue to the clients; irrespective of whether it’s the best
recommendation for the client or not. This leads to misselling and wrong advisory. Hence it’s important to
maintain a balance between the Organisation’s interest and
the client’s interest by always recommending what is Right
for the client, rather than chasing higher revenues by
recommending a wrong product. The targets can be
achieved steadily and surely with the right advisory and it
would build credibility and trust amongst the clients and
referrals of happy and satisfied clients would enhance the
revenues eventually.
There is no compromise or shortcut to success in life. It’s
important to find a balance. I have always ensured that my
team follows these ethics and principles under my
leadership. Target can be overachieved and Organisations
can be profitable while being ethical.
Ethical organizations encourage feedbacks from
stakeholders and employees to report any misconduct.
Organisations like Facebook, Apple, and Google reward
people for identifying bugs.
The so called “Problematic clients” who raise concerns are
in fact your genuine clients who provide constructive
feedbacks for improvement of your service. They should be
respected and the feedbacks should be acted upon.
Similarly the employees who highlight misconduct in the
organization as whistleblowers should be respected and
encouraged as they put their careers at risk to raise
concerns on the wrong doings, in the interest of the
organization.
BENEFITS OF BEING ETHICAL
Being Ethical and Compliant pays in many ways, Ethical and
Complaint organisations experience higher profitability as
follows:
a) Better Branding: Across and amongst all stakeholders
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b) Better Productivity from employees: as they are
happy to be associated with fair, transparent and ethical
organizations.
c) Reduced costs: Lower manpower turnover, lower
operational costs and lower advertisement expenses.
d) Enhanced customer loyalty: Customers want to do
business with ethical and compliant organizations and
do not mind paying extra.
e) Better Publicity: through referral clients, word of
mouth, testimonials which are more genuine forms of
publicity compared to paid forms of advertisements.
f) Overall higher business growth and profitability
In the same way, when an organization is unethical or is
focused solely on making money at the cost of the interest
of its stakeholders, it loses its branding and profitability in
the long run. Unethical and non-compliant organisations
can be typically identified from following factors:
a) Higher Manpower Turnover: The employees and
Relationship Managers change frequently.
b) Higher charges and fees than the industry standards.
c) Delayed processing of payments
d) Longer Turnaround time (TAT) to respond to queries,
service issues
e) Exorbitant daily targets to its employees, who in turn
pressurize the customers and indulge in wrong
advisory and misselling.
f) Product push for services / brands which may not be
best in the industry, for higher gains.
g) Lack of knowledgeable Top Management
Executives: People with lack of adequate industry
experience and knowledge occupying senior positions
in the company.
If you notice or experience any or all of the above in any
organization you are dealing with, then your finances are in
the wrong hands and needs to be shifted on priority.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN WEALTH MANAGEMENT
The HNI and UHNI clients and Corporates are shifting
towards Independent Financial Advisors and Family Offices
who can provide a neutral and right advisory without
pushing a particular product for higher gains and who would
stay connected with the clients throughout their full
investment cycle. They are your single point of contact
(SPOC) for all your financial needs under a single window.
This is not possible with Banks and Wealth outfits where
the Relationship Managers change in every 2-3 years and
the new Relationship manager churns the portfolio for
personal gains.
The way we have family doctors, now the trend is to have a
family financial advisor who is there to guide you
throughout your lifecycles and investment cycles.
To summarize, being ethical and compliant supercharges
the profitability and inculcates trust and credibility.

Neeta Rajendran is a highly accomplished Investment Banker with over two
decades of expertise in handling the Wealth Portfolios of several of India’s
millionaires. Her career spans across organizations like Barclays, ICICI Securities
Private Wealth, Kotak, Max Life Insurance etc. Neeta has set up the Best
Practices and Marketing Strategies in Wealth Management - a system she
continues to perfect.
Some of her accomplishments include: She is the Recipient of the ‘Business
Women Excellence 2019” Award, "Iconic Women creating a Better world for All
2020" Award at the Women Economic Forum (WEF) Bangalore 2020 - Digital
Summit as a Speaker on the Topic: ‘The Ethical Business model : How putting
Ethics first will supercharge your business’, Invitee Speaker at “Women in Tech
Summit 2020”,. Featured in the “Signature” Magazine 2019 of Taneira (a Tata
Group Company) which celebrates key talented women achievers, Travel
Blogger with articles featured in The Economic Times.
A financial guru in many ways, Strong believer in Ethical selling and Right
advisory always keeps the customer interest above all. She is accomplished in
fulfilling the financial dreams of several clients by multiplying their wealth
through her expertise and knowledge.
An altruist believing in directing her actions towards making a positive impact.
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MADHAV BHADRA
CEO
AQM Technologies Private Limited
CYBER SECURITY & CYBER RESILIENCE
FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION
When hackers are active
24*7, your guards should
also be up 24*7
1. What are primary benefits of adopting Cyber Security &
Cyber Resilience Framework?
India resolved to protect its cyber space by adopting The
National Cyber Security Policy, 2013. The policy is percolated
to critical infrastructure through institutional framework of
regulatories. Moving from post-mortem actions to real time
actions is the basic principle of Cyber Security & Cyber
Resilience Framework. The speed of attack and the propensity
to damage has increased manifold due to sophisticated cyberattacks. Periodic policy reviews, audits and vulnerability
assessments are no more sufficient armaments to tackle 24*7
cyber threats. The basic principle of Cyber Security & Cyber
Resilience Framework is to create an organizational culture to
monitor, prevent, detect and resolve any threat on 24*7 basis.
In order to establish a minimum basic common structure, a
framework is developed which organizations can adopt in
commensuration of its exposure to cyber space and
consequential impact on larger infrastructure of institutions. In
layman’s terms, the hacker is active 24*7, so you be prepared
and remain alert 24*7. Cyber Security & Cyber Resilience
Framework gives basic guidelines to be prepared and remain
alert 24*7.
2. We conduct our annual system audit regularly. Do we
still need to conduct separate Cyber Security &Cyber
Resilience audit?
This question needs to be broken down into two parts. Part
one, whether we should conduct two separate audits? Part
two, whether we should create two separate reports?
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If an organization wants to have independent views on
security strength of its policies, procedures and practices, it
may appoint two auditors and can have two independent
views. However, one can conduct one single audit covering
both Cyber Security & Cyber Resilience Framework
requirements as well as other system audit guidelines. Since
both can be conducted by similarly qualified auditors, it is
feasible to be conducted together. In fact, it is efforts and cost
optimum approach to conduct both audits together, since
efforts required for overlapping areas can be saved.
Second part of question is about creating separate reports. Till
the time regulatory does not unify the submission of reports,
two separate reports are required to be created and submitted.
Annual system audit report can give more focus on application
and the infrastructure around application, whereas Cyber
Security & Cyber Resilience audit can give more focus on
cyber threat prevention, detection and resolution mechanism.
3. Is our quarterly incident report also required to be
audited?
Quarterly incident report need not be audited by independent
auditors. However, a broker needs to submit Cyber Security &
Cyber Resilience Framework compliance audit report at
following frequency irrespective of number of terminals:
Type I Broker (Broker who trade only through exchange
provided terminals) - Annually
Type II Broker (Broker who trade through API based trading
terminals) - Annually
Type III Broker (Broker who use Algorithmic Trading facility to
trade) - Half yearly.
4. We are using exchange provided software for trading.
Do we need to conduct cyber security & cyber resilience
audit?
The answer is yes. If you are not using Algorithmic Trading
facility then you need to conduct compliance audit for Cyber
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Security & Cyber Resilience Audit annually, otherwise half
yearly.
5. We conduct regular VAPT and System audit of our
infrastructure. Can we consider ourselves as compliant
with Cyber Security &Resilience Framework?
VAPT, even if it is done on continuous basis, gives a picture of
total possible loop holes in a system which can be exploited in
case of attack. Cyber Security & Resilience framework is
required to monitor, prevent, detect and resolve any attempt
to exploit the vulnerabilities of the system. VAPT is like
checking the strength of lock of treasury, whereas Cyber
Security framework is like putting up a surveillance
mechanism to monitor and detect if anyone is attempting to
break that lock of treasury. The strength of framework will
decide whether an attack will be prevented or detected and
resolved.
6. We are small brokers having limited exposure to
internet, why do we need to do so much expenditure on
security?
Of course, the investment in securing treasury should
commensurate with the value inside the treasury. But in
today’s connected world, one’s vulnerabilities are not limited
to oneself, it can affect and bring down other’s infrastructure
as well. Hence, if your systems are a part of the overall
infrastructure of the institutions, the institutions will still make
sure that the vulnerabilities in your infrastructure does not
extend to the institutional infrastructure. Hence, they may still
insist on implementing Cyber Security & Cyber Resilience
framework irrespective of your size. However, you may adopt
low cost or shared options in order to commensurate the cost
of protection in line with your size of infrastructure.
7. Is it mandatory that we have to subscribe to the SOC
services provided by some institutional bodies or
associations?
No, it is not mandatory to subscribe to any particular SOC
service provider. You can choose the most effective and
efficient service provider of your choice. However, it is
necessary to demonstrate that cyber threat incidences are
being monitored, detected and resolved.
Madhav Bhadra, CEO, AQM Technologies Private Limited. Chartered Accountant (CA), Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
He has over 20 Years of experience of growing a startup to a leading Digital Testing, Information Security and Automation company. He has extensive experience in Capital
Market, Banking, Financial Services, Wealth Management, Insurance systems. Madhav leads a team of 900 plus employees with average 20% growth YOY.
AQM Technologies Private Limited designs and sells solutions in the area of Quality Assurance, Cyber Security, Data Analytics, IT Audits, Risk & Compliance.
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PRASHANT AJMERA
Lawyer & Founder
Ajmera Law Group
Global Investment Advisors

HOW AND WHY SHOULD INDIAN HNIs INVEST GLOBALLY?
1. What is global investment?
Global or international investing means investing in different
global investment instruments so that one’s financial
portfolio becomes geographically diversified. This
international investment not only diversifies the portfolio but
also helps to spread the investment risk among various
foreign markets and companies thereby ensuring the
security and long term safety of the investment.
2. What is the Indian government’s policy on investing
globally?
As per the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Indian
government has opened up doors for investing and remitting
abroad as it believes that joint ventures abroad promote
economic co-operation between India and the host
countries. Since globalization of trade is a two-way process,
integration of the Indian economy with the rest of the world
with all its attendant benefits is achieved through overseas
investment. It is the reverse of Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) and can be termed as Indian Direct Investment abroad.
Thanks to a liberalized economic policy from 1993 onwards
and huge foreign investments by Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) and Non Resident Indians (NRIs), India’s
foreign exchange reserve now stands at several billion
dollars.
This huge fund has permitted the Reserve Bank of India to
implement a much liberalized foreign exchange policy. In
2004, RBI allowed an Indian citizen to invest $25,000 US
abroad. Over the years, this amount has been increasing
steadily and as of today, $250,000 US per year per individual
can be remitted/invested outside of India. This scheme is
popularly known as Liberalized Remittance Scheme or LRS.
Indian HNIs can certainly benefit from these policy changes.
Unfortunately, due to lack of knowledge and awareness
regarding investing globally, a negligible number of Indian
investors have taken advantage of the LRS.
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Since globalization of trade
is a two-way process,
integration of the Indian
economy with the rest of
the world with all its
attendant benefits is
achieved through overseas
investment.
3. What are the types of assets that Indian HNIs can
invest in outside of India?
In general, Indian citizens can invest in equity shares, debt
instruments, foreign portfolio, real estate, life insurance
premium (except term insurance) including opening of
foreign account abroad for investment. The payment can
also be remitted to close relative(s) as a gift or for purpose of
family maintenance. Detailed information is available on
official RBI website.
4. Since the start of LRS, how much fund has been
remitted/invested by Indian HNIs abroad?
According to the RBI, the Indian remittance has increased
from $72 million US in 2007-08 to $19 billion US in 2019-20.
In just over a decade, we are witnessing a huge change in the
spending power and spending pattern of Indian HNIs.
5. If Indian investors have remitted / invested $19 billion
US in the last year, do you think Indian HNIs are savvy
enough when it comes to foreign investments?
Economic liberalization, economic boom and the
aforementioned LRS has resulted in the remittance of more
than $19 billion US outside of India last year alone.
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However, when we examine this data more closely, we find
that a major portion of this remittance by Indian HNIs is
expenditure and a very small portion of the money has been
actually invested. Here is the RBI data for Indian outbound
remittance in 2019-20 (in million US$)
(i) Deposits - 623.37
(ii) Purchase of immovable property - 86.43
(iii) Debt/equity - 431.41
(iv) Gift - 1904.53
(v) Donations - 22.32
(vi) Travel - 6954.20
(vii) Maintenance of close relatives - 3437.46
(viii) Medical expenses -33.88
(ix) Studies abroad - 4989.04
(x) Others -268.74
We can easily infer from the above data that the spending
habits of Indian HNIs have seen a significant shift from
domestic to international.
However, though Indian HNIs spend a substantial amount of
their wealth abroad, their investing and saving habits have
not changed and are still largely concentrated in the
domestic domain. If this trend does not change, it can
eventually result in financial distress for Indian HNIs who
continue to spend abroad but do not invest abroad.
6. Why do you say there could be financial distress for
Indian HNIs?
Let’s take a simple example. 5 crore INR were equivalent to 1
million US$ in 2008. However, at the present time, this 5
crore INR is equivalent to 635,000 US$. This is due to the fact
that the US dollar has been growing stronger year after year.
Its exchange value increased from Rs. 49 in 2008 to Rs. 76 in
2020.
So when Indian HNIs continue to invest in India but spend a
substantial amount of their money abroad, they are not
getting the full value for their domestic investment,
eventually decreasing their net worth and spending power. If
the same amount is invested abroad, then the spending is
balanced out because currency is not devalued as you are
spending in the same currency.
Let’s take another example of an Indian HNI who invests in
stocks and shares in India. He may be earning really well in
India but Dollex 30 Chart of the Indian stock market shows
that in the last 12 years, investing in shares has not given any
substantial return to Indian investors in terms of US dollar. So
if this HNI wants to go abroad for a vacation, send his
children abroad for higher studies or spend on foreign luxury
items, the investments he has made in India must give higher
returns to balance out the currency risk/fluctuation.
7. What is the top foreign spend for Indian HNIs?
Careful analysis of the remittance data gives us an insight as
to how Indian HNIs are spending their wealth abroad. As can
be clearly seen, spending for children’s foreign education is
on top of the list for Indian HNIs.
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8. In what type of asset classes can one invest outside
of India?
There are primarily four options available. They are:
a. The first option is investing in foreign stock markets and
diversifying your portfolio globally. Due to recent
advancements in technology, there are several platforms
available whereby Indian investors can invest in stocks,
debts and other instruments of more than 50 different
stock markets of the world from a single account on any
device. However, the lack of knowledge of foreign stock
markets makes it difficult for Indian brokers and investors
to venture into it.
b. The second option is investment in global real estate. Even
though Indian investors prefer investing in real estate as
compared to other asset classes, this investment in
international real estate is limited to countries in the
Middle East and Far East such as Thailand. However, there
are excellent opportunities available for real estate
investment in countries such as USA, Canada, UK,
Australia, New Zealand and many European countries.
In many of these countries, the real estate market is
booming so much that the government has restricted
foreign investors from making investments in real estate
or implemented additional welcome tax for foreign
investors. In some countries, it is the buyer who has to pay
all the transaction expenses and brokerage.
c. The third option is expansion of business. Not only big
corporations and multi-nationals, now even Indian SMEs
and exporters can invest out of India and expand their
business by establishing their presence in international
markets.
d. The fourth option is to invest in a second passport by way
of Residency & Citizenship by Investment (RCI) programs.
These RCI programs are being offered by more than 30
countries in the world. Investing in a second passport
should not be perceived as abandoning your country but
be seen as an opportunity to achieve many financial as
well as non-financial benefits such as NRI status, visa-free
travel, quality of life, expansion of business, portfolio
diversification and retirement abroad.
The most important benefit that Indian parents can reap by
investing in a second passport is reduction in their child’s
foreign university education fees by almost 80%.
9. How can investing outside of India be beneficial to
Indians, Indian companies and the Indian economy? ?
The liberalization of the Indian economy began in 1993-94. At
that time the object was on attracting foreign investments to
India and that policy continues till date. Over the years the
strength of the Indian economy grew and the Indian
government started focussing on creating bilateral trade
between India and the rest of the world. The government
wanted to create a bigger customer base for Indian
companies and to that end, the Government of India has
implemented certain regulations and policies from 2007
onwards to encourage greater outbound investments by
Indian companies and individual Indian citizens.
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These policies were created by the Indian government with
a long term vision to not only encourage Indian multinational
companies to make investments outside of India but also
strengthen the Indian economy by assisting individuals and
Indian SMEs to venture outside their comfort zone and
promote India’s interests overseas.
One may ask how Indian HNIs and businesspersons can
benefit from all this? The answer is simple. The world is
increasingly becoming a global village and investing outside
of India is a powerful tool that can be used by Indian HNIs and
businesspersons not only for their personal advantage but
also to contribute positively to the Indian economy by
promoting bilateral trade. More NRI businesspersons mean
more bilateral trade and increased remittance of foreign
currency and business back into India.
Foreign investment can also be a highly effective and
dependable strategy for Indian HNIs to assert their presence
in the global business market. India is perhaps one of the last
developing economies in the world where venturing outside
of the country to conduct business has yet to become a way
of doing businesss. Yes, there are businesspersons who
have taken that risk but their percentage is very low as
compared to our population and potential.
In 2020, investing abroad can be equated to creating a
second option for your family and expanding your business
interests. If we look at countries such as China, Taiwan,
Vietnam and Korea, the businesspersons and HNIs of these
countries have made personal as well as business
investments in other countries, thus providing their families
and future generations with a second option along with
economic growth. It’s high time that Indian businesspersons
and HNIs also start thinking in a similar manner.

Every investor must consider four types of risk to their
investments. These are - political risk, interest rate risk,
currency exchange rate risk and most importantly, in the
case of Indian HNIs, new spending habits.
There is no exact mix one can work out for investing abroad
but traditionally, one can take ratio of 70% local market and
30 % foreign market.
Do not be tempted to put too many eggs in one basket, no
matter how attractive and convincing it may seem. As the
Indian government now allows investments abroad, it is time
that Indian businesspersons look closely at new avenues of
investing outside of India and diversifying their portfolios.
Few years back, investing in mutual funds was frowned
upon but now we say, ‘Mutual Funds Sahi Hai!’
Similarly, in the next few years Indian investors will say,
‘Foreign Investment Zaroori Hai!’
Prashant Ajmera (B Sc. LL.B. (India) ICSA (UK)) is a reputed Indian immigration
lawyer, NRI and Canadian citizen with more than twenty-five years of experience
in the field of corporate and migration law and international trade. He assists HNIs
and UHNIs in making investments outside of India in real estate, stock markets,
businesses and a second passport.
In recent times he has spoken at various financial events in India on the subject,
“Why and how should Indian HNIs consider investing abroad?”
He is a member of the International Bar Association (IBA) and has addressed the
IBA Annual Conference as a speaker on two occasions (Cancun-2001 & Durban2002). Over the years he has authored a number of articles for various media and
publications.
In January 2019, he published a first of its kind book,“Millionaires On The Move”,
which is available on Amazon.in. This book explains how one can obtain a second
passport through business immigration by investing in residency and citizenship
programs and Start Up programs of several countries.
His second book,“How to plan for your child’s foreign education in 2020ne - Myth
v/s Reality”, is available on Google play and Amazon.in. It is a handy reference for
Indian parents who wish to send their children abroad for higher education.

Let’s take China’s example. How has this country managed
to capture almost every market in the world? In the last
15 years, China’s corporate investment outside of the
country has increased to almost $2.4 trillion US. This is
approximately the size of the Indian economy. At the same
time, most Chinese millionaires have invested in a second
passport and established a global business presence.
10.The Indian real estate and stock market is booming
right now and very soon India is likely to be a favorite
destination for foreign companies. In such a scenario,
why should Indian HNIs consider investing outside of
India?
‘Do not put all eggs in one basket’.This old saying has been
proven true time and again especially with reference to
national and international economic markets. In most cases,
investors have failed to understand this old saying and have
lost money heavily by investing it in just one type of market.
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DIARY OF A CONSUMER ANALYST 10 YEARS, TOP 10 LEARNINGS

I

n one of the most acclaimed movies of our times - The Dark
Knight, there is a legendary dialogue by Harvey Dent - “You
either die a hero or live long enough to see yourself become
the villain”. The philosophy is applicable to many fields, but in our
opinion, it resonates most with the world of investing. Come
August, as SPARK CONSUMPTION DESK reaches the milestone
of a decade of its existence, we ask the same question to
ourselves, on how to survive long enough and yet not turn into a
villain.

isn’t designed fairly, and information asymmetry can be perilous,
mainly because of the limited cyclical history of the business.
Though in the last decade, we have had blockbuster IPOs in the
sector like Avenue Supermart, V-Mart, etc., but as far as the total
count goes, the scale is very much tilted in favour of
disappointing results. As per our read, the most unsuccessful
consumption IPOs in the last decade were great developing
stories but sub-scale businesses. And pre-mature IPOs
burdened the weak model further with heavy expectations.

Honestly, just in the sheer mood of reflection (and bugged by
WFH) we started scribbling our top observations/learnings of the
last decade as a team. As a lot of these learnings have come
from our clients, hence in the spirit of sharing, it is fair that the
same, if documented, should be shared back with the clients at
large.

The odds of winning in
stock markets are not
necessarily directly
proportional to the years
spent in markets. Market
has humbled us more than
often in the last 10 years
and we don’t expect it to
change materially in the
coming 10 years. The only
endeavour from our side will
be not to repeat the causes
of getting humbled.*

And as Jim Collins [Good to Great fame] says that for an
academician or a teacher, his/her experiences are utter waste, if
they can’t be shared with the world at large. The same applies to
relatively lowly learnings of SELL side analysts as well.
1. Personal Biases should be kept Personal - The worst part
of being a consumer analyst is that everyone & their uncles will
have opinions on your sector and hence you’ll have to overcome
a plethora of PERSONAL BIASES. And the most dangerous of all
will be your own. Initially, we missed many good stocks
(footwear, FMCG etc.) because the consumer in us couldn’t align
with the brand. But Indian consumer is way more plural and
complicated to be fully defined by an analyst stuffed in his AC
cubicle. Hence, looking at the aggregate number is the best way
to overcome the bias. BTW, on this point, a consumer analyst
envies his Pharma counterpart the most, because it is easier for
a layman to argue with a consumer analyst on Horlicks than a
pharma analyst on Hydroxychloroquine.
2. IPOs + Financial investor exits = Premature deliveries As they say, IPO = It’s Perhaps Over-priced. Though we can’t
generalize, but can safely state from experience that in IPOs. one
needs to bring his/her best analytical foot forward. The game
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3. Growth is a ‘Gangajal’ for most Corporate Governance
Sins - Perhaps not true for other sectors, but largely true for
consumption. The huge gulf between a bad management and a
visionary management can be bridged with maximum of 3-4
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quarters of consistent growth and good guidance. Similarly, the
journey works backwards as well. In consumption, market
sensitivity to Corporate Governance concerns like Pledge
shares, Inter Corporate Deposits, Related Party transactions,
etc. get active only during a bad growth phase and is forgotten
during a good phase. Sometimes even a quarter of robust
growth is good enough to jump the CG hump. Obviously,
integrity violation of reported financials is beyond any
redemption. But for lower degree Corporate Governance issues Growth is a time-tested vaccine.
4. Have Faith on your thesis and doubt on your Faith - The
worst phase of an analyst (or any practicing investor) is to stop
questioning his/her investment thesis. In the VUCA world,
where business cycles are getting compressed and disrupted on
a regular basis, having doubts on your thesis helps to refine the
thesis further. Hence, we frequently resort to our favourite
INVERT THINKING framework, it has helped us to avoid many
(not all) mistakes. But, still sometimes we get carried away.
5. Channel Check is a necessary Condition but not a
Sufficient One - Philip Fisher popularised the tool of
‘Scuttlebutt’ AKA ‘Channel Checks’. It is a very powerful tool to
neutralise the management bias and get a 360* feedback on the
business. But then channel checks can be one of the many tools
but not the only one. Interestingly, both our top picks (Paints,
LOG, Footwear stock turnaround etc.) and top blunders (mainly
in small cap retail) had a fair contribution of channel checks.
Hence, it is a tool to be used with extra sophistication. In our
experience, sometimes two brothers in the same shop will have
different outlooks on the same business. So, one needs to
develop a robust filter to separate biases from facts. If done
rightly, Channel checks can be a fabulous tool to evaluate
customer loyalty. And yes, channel checks should be avoided for
Quarterly previews, a very low strike rate.
6. All things being equal, back the most articulate
management - Articulation of business strategy is an art and a
rare one. And it can have a huge bearing on P/E a stock will
command. Let us elaborate with an example. Around 2014, 2
FMCG companies took price cuts in the same quarter. - in
respective earning calls, one called it a “PRICE CUT” and the
other “Democratisation of Prices”. The former was accused of
lack of pricing power, while the latter was praised for reaching
out to the mass consumers. On a serious note, better articulation
also signifies management’s clarity of thought, ability to think
through complicated business problems and ability to write
problem statements correctly. So no doubt, execution is the key,
but better articulation helps.
7. Wealth Destruction vs Value Destruction - The last 5
years of the decade have taught us this better than before.
Though leverage is not a big concern for the sector, in some
cases, promoters’ ambitious bets in the personal domain
weighed heavily on the listed companies. Hence, a lot of wealth
destruction happened without much value destruction in the
business. Similarly, led by value migration, wealth destruction
can start way before visible value destruction begins. Viz. TV
Broadcasters, GT only oriented fashion brands, newspapers,
etc. As we look ahead, we see many such value migration led
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possible disruptions in the offing in the consumption space
(Perhaps a separate note on that later).
8. Every price demands a narrative, sometimes “We don’t
know” is the best one to offer - So, this one is our favourite.
Throughout the last decade, a 10%+ monthly fall in a particular
paint company stock fuels the narrative that there is some
turbulence in promoters’ families and at every 52-week high, it
becomes a world class professionally managed company.
Similarly, in a packaged foods company, at every 10%+
correction, “CEO is resigning” becomes the favorite narrative to
offer. We have learnt that, even at the risk of sounding
uninformed to clients, many times “I don’t know” is the best and
honest answer one can offer.
9. Spreadsheets are overrated, Framework under rated The initial urge to capture every moving part of the business in
MS excel is tempting. But with experience the limitations of the
same starts surfacing. In our experience, our best ideas came
from a comprehensive sector framework rather than the
precision in forecasting next year’s EPS. Spreadsheet is an
imperative analytical tool to aid the process but relying solely on
models to generate insights can generate faulty outcomes.
10. Corporate access, a double-edged sword - Meeting
management is imperative, and can't be underemphasised.
Especially in India, where the pilot is as important, if not more,
than the plane, at no point Management access can be
underplayed. But purely from an objectivity angle, an overreach
of the same has proved to be counterproductive. And again, in
our limited experience, we have realized that, most
managements’ (there are exceptions) long term outlook is also
vulnerable to get colored by current business momentum. So
like channel checks, we have learnt to utilize corporate access
also with a lot of caution. Interestingly, on hindsight, we can
assign our biggest mistakes to corporate access overdose. At
some passive level, it clouds thinking. Our best calls have come
where we have restricted access largely to earning calls only.
Finally, it seems, the odds of winning in stock markets are not
necessarily directly proportional to the years spent in markets.
Market has humbled us more than often in the last 10 years and
we don’t expect it to change materially in the coming 10 years.
The only endeavour from our side will be not to repeat the causes
of getting humbled.*

*Disclaimer: The contents of this document are for general consumption only and
are not to be construed as either a Research Report or a recommendation of any
manner by Spark Capital Advisors (India)Private Limited or its affiliates (“Spark
Group”). Spark Group shall not be responsible for any investment decisions made
by the readers and recipients of this report.
Tejash Shah is a Consumer sector Lead Analyst at Spark Capital Advisors (India)
Pvt Ltd, one of India’s leading Institutional Equity Research houses. He has close
to 13 years of experience in Financial Markets of which the last 10 years has been
on sell-side research with Spark Capital. Tejash holds an MBA degree in Capital
Markets from NMIMS, Mumbai. He has been the recipient of Thomson Reuters
sector awards for Top Stock Picker for 2016, 2017 and 2019 and has bagged
multiple Top 5 Asia Money sector rankings as well.
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Advocates & Solicitors
CHINESE WHISPERS AND CHINESE WALLS:
THE LAW ON INSIDER TRADING
In the short run, the market
is a voting machine, but in
the long run it is a
weighing machine.
- Benjamin Graham

T

o instil confidence and trust in the securities market, it is
of paramount importance that contrived market conduct
like insider trading is dealt with effectively. Market
manipulation is an anathema and completely erodes integrity
of the market. The Securities Exchange Board of India
(“SEBI”), the guardian of the securities market in India has
through a series of regulations attempted to keep in check the
malaise of insider trading.
1. What is the scope of the SEBI (Prohibition of Insider
Trading) Regulations, 2015? What are the essential
elements that constitute violation of insider trading
regulations?
High standards of corporate governance and transparency are
essential for the development of capital markets. The
disclosure of information regarding a company enables
investors to take informed decisions regarding investments in
securities of such a company. Such information should be
equally available to all market participants at the same time.
Naturally, distortions occur in the market if company insiders
possess information that they use to trade in the securities of
their company, which is unavailable to the counterparties with
whom they trade or to the market generally. Therefore, the
basic intent of an insider trading regulation is to preserve
market integrity and ensure fairness to all the shareholders.
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Keeping the above object in mind the SEBI (Prohibition of
Insider Trading) Regulations, 1992 (“1992 Regulations”)
were enacted. Though, the 1992 Regulations did not provide
for a definition of “insider trading”, insider trading in the usual
parlance means trading in the securities of a company by
persons who are in possession of Unpublished Price Sensitive
Information (“UPSI”). As the markets evolved, based on
experience of past cases on the subject, a committee chaired
by Hon’ble (Retd.) Mr Justice N.K. Sodhi was set up in 2013 to
examine the 1992 Regulations and suggest comprehensive
recommendations.
The Committee made several recommendations in a Report,
most of which were accepted and led to the enactment of SEBI
(Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 (“PIT
Regulations”). As per these regulations, the mere possession
of UPSI at the time of trading is sufficient to bring the
transaction within the regulatory scanner. Insider means any
person who is a connected person or in possession of or
having access to UPSI. The definition of “connected person”
which plays a pivotal role in ascertaining who is an “insider”
has also been widened to include within its ambit persons
associated with the company in a contractual, fiduciary or
employment relationship. The concept of “generally available
information” has also been introduced to determine whether
an information is in fact UPSI.
The PIT Regulations were further strengthened by the
recommendations of the T.K. Vishwanath Committee, which
led to the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition
of Insider Trading) (Amendment) Regulations, 2018. To further
strengthen the regulatory regime, Regulation 4(1) of the PIT
Regulations has been amended to incorporate a legal
presumption that when a person who has traded in securities
has been in possession of UPSI, his trades would have been
presumed to have been motivated by the knowledge and
awareness of such information in his possession. Regulation
4(1) provides that no insider shall trade in securities that are
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listed or proposed to be listed on a stock exchange when in
possession of UPSI. Before the amendments, there was
absence of clarity surrounding the phrase “proposed to be
listed”. As a result, the term was defined and includes
securities of unlisted companies if such unlisted company: (i)
has filed offer documents or other documents, as the case may
be, with the Board, stock exchanges, registrar of companies in
connection with the listing or (ii) is getting listed pursuant to
any merger or amalgamation and has filed a copy of such
scheme of merger or amalgamation under Companies Act
2013.A new provision Regulation 3(2A)has been introduced
wherein the board of directors of a listed company are required
to make a policy for the determination of "legitimate purposes"
for which disclosures of UPSI may be made. Many more
amendments have been made to strengthen the institutional
framework on the subject.
The essential elements of insider trading regulations can be
summarised as follows:
a. The possession of UPSI by an Insider before becoming
generally available information;
b. Such insider shall not either i. communicate, provide, or allow access to such UPSI,
relating to a company or securities listed or proposed to
be listed, to any person including other insiders except
where such communication is in furtherance of
legitimate purposes, performance of duties or
discharge of legal obligations; or
ii. trade in securities that are listed or proposed to be
listed on a stock exchange when in possession of UPSI.
2. Who is an "Insider" and what constitutes UPSI under
the SEBI (Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations,
2015?
Insider
The term “Insider” is defined under Section 2(g) of the PIT
Regulations to mean any person who is a connected person or
in possession of or having access to UPSI.
It is evident from the above definition, that the concept of
“connected person” as defined under the PIT Regulations is
crucial for the purposes of defining an “Insider”. Connected
person is defined to mean any person who is or has during the
six months prior to the act (of Insider Trading) associated with
a company in any capacity that would allow such person
access to UPSI relating to the company or whose association
is reasonably expected to allow such access. Such
association with the company and access to UPSI may arise
owing to the connected person holding any position of
employment with the company, being in any contractual or in a
fiduciary relationship with the company. For e.g. director,
officer of the company etc.
The definition of connected person also lists category of
persons who shall be deemed to be connected persons unless
the contrary is established. Such persons are immediate
relatives of connected persons, holding company or associate
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company or subsidiary company, an intermediary (stockbroker, sub-broker, merchant banker, banker to an issue, share
transfer agent etc.) or an employee or director of such
intermediary, an investment company or trustee company or
asset management company or an employee of such
company, an official of a stock exchange or clearing house or
corporation, a member of board of trustees of mutual fund or a
member of board of directors of the asset management
company of a mutual fund or its employee, a member of the
board of directors or an employee of a public financial
institution, an official or an employee of a self-regulatory
organization recognized or authorized by the SEBI, a banker of
the company,and a concern, firm, trust, Hindu Undivided
Family, company or association of persons wherein a director
of a company or his immediate relative or banker of company,
has more than 10% of the holding or interest. It is pertinent to
note that the categories of persons specified in the second part
of the definition of connected persons are presumed to be
connected persons but such a presumption is a deeming legal
fiction and is rebuttable.

It has become appallingly
obvious that our
technology has exceeded
our humanity.
- Albert Einstein

UPSI
If a person is not a connected person then any person who is in
possession of or having access to UPSI may also be
considered as an Insider. Hence, it would be important to
understand the meaning of UPSI. UPSI means any information,
relating to a company or its securities, directly or indirectly,
that is not “generally available” which upon being generally
available, is likely to materially affect the price of the
securities. Further, the definition provides examples of events
and developments, the information about which would
ordinarily be regarded as UPSI. This includes information
pertaining to financial results, dividends, mergers,
acquisitions, delisting, disposals and expansion of business
and such other transactions and changes in capital structure.
In order to understand UPSI it is essential to know what
constitutes “generally available information”. Essentially,
information that is accessible to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis would be considered generally available
information. For e.g. - Analysis and research based on
generally available information would be considered as
generally available information, a research report that is priced
for purchase and is made available to all clients of a stock
broker would be considered non-discriminatory as any client
of the broker or any class of clients of a broker having a certain
risk profile may acquire that research report. The fact that the
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report is priced and needs to be purchased would by itself
mean that access to it is non-discriminatory. Whether some
information is available on a non-discriminatory basis would
be a question of fact to be answered adopting the standard of a
reasonable man.

Regulations like adoption by companies of “Institutional
Mechanism for Prevention of Insider trading” and a sound
whistle blower policy where the whistle-blower is
incentivised to report insider trading violations without fear of
victimisation or retaliation.

3. Can the circulation of unpublished price sensitive
information through Whatsapp constitute a violation?
“It has become appallingly obvious that our
technology has exceeded our humanity.”
- Albert Einstein

Companies must not forget that even Chinese whispers can
fell the strongest “Chinese walls”. Therefore, it is incumbent
upon companies to work closely with the regulator to ensure
effective implementation of the insider trading regulations so
that the interests of the investors are safeguarded.

In 2017, Reuters ran an exposé on the “Market Chatter”
Whatsapp group wherein financial information of several
companies which was not in the public domain was being
shared. The above article, galvanized SEBI to immediately
commence an investigation across several cities in India and
led to search and seizure operations of 26 entities of the
“Market Chatter” Whatsapp group and approximately 190
devices and records were seized. SEBI also directed several
companies to conduct an internal investigation into the
leakage of UPSI relating to its financial figures including NPA
results and take appropriate action against those responsible
for the same, in accordance with law.
Infamously known as the “Whatsapp Leak Case”, the
investigation conducted thereon has resulted in atleast seven
orders being passed this year by SEBI against 3 - 4 individuals
identified as responsible for communicating UPSI on a
Whatsapp group regarding earning data and financial results
of several companies. The aforesaid Orders raises several
interesting and novel issues concerning insider trading and the
concepts of “insider” and “unpublished price sensitive
information”.
The Orders passed in the Whatsapp Leak Cases bring to fore
the importance of a company having a robust internal system
of checks and balances which stems the leakage of UPSI. In
harmony with the above object, the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Prohibition of Insider Trading) (Amendment)
Regulations, 2018 introduced amendments to the PIT
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Views expressed are personal and do not constitute legal advice.
(Advocate Zerick Dastur and team comprising Advocate Smriti Singh and
Advocate Khushil Shah and Advocate Kunal Kothary)
Zerick Dastur is Proprietor of the Law Firm, practicing in the field of Court
litigation, Dispute Resolution, Arbitration and Competition Law. He is a triple Gold
Medalist from Mumbai University. His practice covers diverse areas of Corporate
Commercial and Regulatory disputes, Competition Law and Securities Law. He is
representing a number of clients in the Port Sector, Infrastructure and Mining
Sectors. He has represented clients in domestic and international, commercial
arbitration matters and has acted for clients on mergers, acquisitions and other
transactional matters. His practice involves representing clients before various
Courts, Statutory Tribunals and Regulators including the Securities Appellate
Tribunal, Competition Commission of India, the Securities and Exchange Board of
India and the Tariff Authority for Major Ports. He was a former Partner at the Law
Firm, J. Sagar Associates.
He has litigation experience before the Hon’ble Supreme Court, various State
High Courts as well as a number of Tribunals and Regulatory Bodies. He has been
involved in a number of matters involving issues of Constitution Law. He has been
involved in matters involving defense of Auditors and Corporate clients before
various Civil/Criminal Courts/Tribunals and Regulators in connection with
Corporate frauds and scams. He has also advised various clients in matters
involving shareholder disputes and minority actions before the NCLT and CLB.
He has advised clients in connection with Competition Law issues in everyday
business operations including issues relating to anti-competitive agreements
and abuse of dominance by enterprises. He also practices Securities Law and
appears before the Securities Appellate Tribunal and the SEBI.
He has also written a number of Articles for various national publications on
various Corporate, Commercial and Competition Law issues.
He writes for various national newspapers and publications on Corporate,
Commercial and Competition Law. He is a regular speaker at events organised by
VC Circle, Indian Merchant Chambers, Economic Times, Corporate Knowledge
Foundation and the World Zoroastrian Chamber of Commerce.
He is a Member of the Law Committee of Indian Merchant Chambers.
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ROSHAN KUMAR BAJAJ
Director
JPNR Corporate Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

PARTICIPATION OF ELIGIBLE FOREIGN INVESTORS
AND FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTORS AT
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRE (“IFSC”)
This is our twenty eighth release in the series of
awareness articles on IFSC
1.0 Synopsis of the previous release
In our last two releases, we had discussed provisions of
sections which has been recently notified of the
International Financial Services Centres Authority Act,
2019 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”).

Securities and Exchange
Board of India (SEBI) has
issued IFSC Guidelines,
2015 on March 27,
2015and also issued
further guidelines for
functioning of Stock
Exchanges and Clearing
Corporations in IFSC on
March 18, 2019
respectively.

3.0 Guidelines for participation/functioning of Eligible
Foreign Investors
(EFIs) and FPIs in International Financial Services
Centre (IFSC)
The proposed regulatory framework on participation of
Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs), in partial modification to
SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines, 2015,it has been decided as
follows:
3.1 Partial modification to SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines, 2015,
it has been decided as follows:
S.No.
1

2

3

4

2.0 Coverage in the current release
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has issued
IFSC Guidelines, 2015 on March 27, 2015and also issued
further guidelines for functioning of Stock Exchanges and
Clearing Corporations in IFSC on March 18, 2019
respectively.
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Participants
SEBI registered
ForeignPortfolio Investors
(“FPIs”), proposing to
operatein IFSC.

Process
They are permitted, without
undergoing any additional
documentation and/or prior
approval process.

In case of participation of
FPIs in IFSC, a trading
member of the recognized
stock exchange in IFSC

They may rely upon the due
diligence process already
carried out by a SEBI registered
intermediary during the course
of registration and account
opening process in India.
In case of participation of They may rely upon the due
an EFI, not registered with diligence carried out by a bank,
which is permitted by RBIto
SEBI as an FPI, but
operate in IFSC, during the
desirous of operating in
IFSC, a trading member of account opening process of
EFI.
the recognized stock
exchange in IFSC
FPIs, who presently
operate in Indian securities
market and propose to also
operate in IFSC

Theyshall be required to ensure
clear segregation of funds and
securities. Custodians shall, in
turn, monitor compliance of
this provision for their
respective FPI clients. Such
FPIs shall keep their respective
custodians informed about
their participation in IFSC.
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4.0How to participate at International Financial Services Centres (IFSC)
Type of Foreign
Entity
SEBI registered FPI

Eligible Foreign
Investors

Definition
Cat I, II, Cat III (nonindividual)

Trading
Clearing
Provider for
Client of Client of Intermediary Services
(Non-Broking)
Member Member
Nominee Account Broker Provider
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
(with IFSC (with IFSC (FPI Cat I & II)
subsidiary) subsidiary)

Non-individual foreign
Yes
participants not registered as (with IFSC
FPIs with SEBI
setup)

Foreign Bank Branch • Already present in India
• Set up as IFSC Banking
Unit
International
Associate1 as defined in
Associates of SEBI
SEBI (Intermediaries)
registered nonRegulations, 2008
broking / non-clearing
intermediary

Yes

NA

Yes
Yes
(with IFSC (if Trading Member/
setup)
Clearing Member of
International Stock
Exchange / Clearing
Corporation)
Yes
Yes
(If Trading Member at
IFSC)
NA
NA

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes
Intermediary options:
[Merchant Banker,
Banker to an issue,
Underwriter, Investment
advisor, Portfolio
Manager, Custodian]

#“Associate” means any person controlled, directly or indirectly, by the intermediary, or any person who controls, directly or indirectly, the intermediary, or any entity or
person under common control with such intermediary, and where such intermediary is a natural person will include any relative of such intermediary and where such
intermediary is a body corporate will include its group companies (as defined in the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (Act No. 54 of 1969) or any reenactment thereof) or companies under the same management.

5.0 Clarification on participation of Eligible Foreign
Investors (EFIs) in Commodity Derivatives in IFSC (Vide
SEBI Circular SEBI/HO/MRD/DRMNP/CIR/P/2019/39
dated March 18, 2019)
As discussed above vide SEBI circular IMD/HO/FPIC/CIR/P/
2017/003 dated January 04, 2017 wherein Guidelines for
participation/functioning of Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs)
and Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs)in International
Financial Services Centre (IFSC) have been issued.
5.1 Clarification on how EFIs may participate in
commodity derivatives contracts traded in stock
exchanges in IFSC subject to the following conditions:(i) The participation would be limited to the derivatives
contracts in non-agricultural commodities only,
(ii) Contracts would be cash settled on the settlement
price determined on overseas exchanges, and
(iii) All the transactions shall be denominated in foreign
currency only.
5.2 The advised given to Stock Exchanges pertaining
to participation of Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs)
The steps which need to be followed are given below-:
(i) take steps to make necessary amendments to the
relevant bye-laws, rules and regulations for the
implementation of the same.
(ii) bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of the
members of the Exchange andalso to disseminate the
same on their website.
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Hence, the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act,
1992, had framed these guidelines to protect the interests
of investors in securities and to promote the development
of, and to regulate the securities market.
6.0 Conclusion
To promote the development of, and to regulate the
securities market, a Circular has been issued to clarify that
Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs) can participate in
commodity derivatives. SEBI had issued guidelines for
participation or functioning of EFIs and Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPIs) in IFSCs.
Further SEBI clarified that EFIs may participate in
commodity derivatives contracts traded in stock
exchanges in IFSC subject to the following conditions:
• The participation is limited to the derivatives contracts
in non-agricultural commodities only,
• Contracts would be cash settled on the settlement price
determined on overseas exchanges, and;
• All the transactions will be denominated in foreign
currency only.
Roshan Kumar Bajaj [FCA, CIFRS]
He is a Director in JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited which is a
business advisory and consultancy company, incorporated under Companies
Act, 2013. The company is engaged in providing services related to Goods and
Services Tax, advisory services to International Financial Service Centre [Gujarat
International Finance Tec-City (GIFT)]. During his association with Deloitte
earlier, he has gained rich experience in providing Audit and Assurance services
to various large Corporate including Telecom, FMCG, Cement, Consumer
Appliances, Port, Healthcare, Hospitality sectors, Steel, Mining etc. He has
expertise in providing services relating to IFRS and Ind-AS also and has handled
domestic and international projects for the same. He also contributes to various
articles relating to his domain.
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GOLD... “THE UNSTOPPABLE”
By Ayush Aggarwal
CIO (Chief Investment Officer), SMC Private Wealth

T

he record massive rally and stunning rise of $600 in
past six months has put the lovable metal gold in the
mainstream of investment avenues. What a magical
move in both gold and silver...it stunned the entire world
and the financial world will remember it for long. It started to
make bottom near $1450 and made a historic high of $2050
in the month of August. Back at home, it made a low of
37100 and high of 56191 in MCX. This year, 2020, Gold and
Silver are set up to have their best year of price appreciation
over the past four decades. Silver at $30 an ounce headed
for its biggest weekly jump since 1980. This year the entire
world witnessed all negative news which had never seen in
the past; and this made the bullion counter the most
suitable to get into.
First time due to the pandemic, half of the world came into
lockdown situation and because of that the businesses
came on halt; and thus the economic data saw its worst
releases in decades. Unemployment data, PMI, Housing
data along with GDP all got hit badly. World has never seen
such a rapid downside revision by various world agencies.
Global growth is projected at -4.9 percent in 2020, 1.9 %
points below the April 2020 World Economic Outlook
(WEO) forecast. The COVID-19 pandemic had a more
negative impact on activity in the first half of 2020 than
anticipated, and then the recovery is projected to be more
gradual than previously forecast.

Now before moving ahead we should have a quick look on
performance of major asset classes and their performance
in the first half of the 2020. Above picture is showing that
why people talked so much about gold and silver. They are
among three top performer. Silver gave the return of more
than 55% whereas gold gained more than 35%. Gold and
silver has skyrocketed this year, as concerns that the
Federal Reserve’s stimulus, aimed at weathering the
pandemic could result in inflation, which precious metals
are often believed to provide a hedge against.

Gold and silver has skyrocketed
this year, as concerns that the
Federal Reserve’s stimulus,
aimed at weathering the
pandemic could result in
inflation, which precious metals
are often believed to provide a
hedge against.

Performance of Assets Class in 2020
57.37%
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10.44%
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Gold Silver ratio: What a comeback we have seen in Silver.
It saw its worst when the gold silver ratio hit the high of
126:1 in the month of March. Silver outperformed gold from
past few months and because of that it improved to 72:1.
The ratio should move in range of 84:1-64:1 in near term.
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Some important factors to be watched:
Record Stimulus: World has given more than $15 trillion to
the world to get out of the woods. This ultra-lose money is
resulting in more in bullion counter when GDP outlook is
low.The $15 trillion covers the “G10” group of major
economies plus China, where total stimulus is harder to
track.The sum equates to about 17% of an $87 trillion global
economy last year.
Lower interest rate: Most of the world is aggressively on
interest rate cut spree to cushion up the economy. Lower
interest rate make gold more attractive and we are
expecting that the low interest rate regime should continue
upto 2-3 years atleast which will make this counter remain
attractive.If economic conditions continue to deteriorate
and the Fed is forced to seriously consider negative policy
rates.
Inflation fear: Because of inflation fear we have seen
continuous rise in the prices in gold. Gold is pretty much
known as hedge against inflation.
Fragile currency environment: With the recent downside
in dollar index which is still in 50% of total currency trade
has sent gold higher. There is inverse correlation with dollar
index and gold. Currency performs well economy perform
well and vice a versa and in present context the recovery in
economy would be slower. The greenback is the global
reserve currency. In last 20 years, even though US GDP as a
share of world GDP has declined, but 65 per cent of official
forex reserves remained US dollar denominated and 50% of
the world trade is invoiced in this currency.

Investment demand: Whopping investment demand in
gold ETFs, bonds, futures etc compensated the decline in
physical buying in gold and in net the invest is positive so far
in 2020 in gold.
Election in US: US lection is scheduled in 2020, till the rime
people will keep the money in safe haven buying as the
clarity is not there who will win: Republican or Democrats.
No consensus on further stimulus in US: the U.S.
Congress has yet to conclude negotiations on another
COVID-19 aid package even as President Donald Trump said
he would take executive action if the standstill persists.
Good monsoon: There is positive correlation between good
monsoon and more physical buying in gold. Any sharp
correction may lead to more physical buying in time of
festival and wedding. In India, gold has special cultural
value rather than just an investment avenue and is also
treated as one of the reliable means to pass on and preserve
wealth from one generation to the next.
Friend of bad time: Gold has outperformed other asset
classes in turbulent times be it economic recession or major
currency devaluation phases. Take the example of the 2008
financial crisis - where Gold gave return of 6% while Indian
equity markets fell by nearly 60%.

Frequent GDP revision and poor economic
performance: With rapid increase of virus and unlocking of
world economies is slower than expected. Hence the
economic activities are likely to be dull in 2020, it may keep
gold in good demand.
Geopolitical tensions: 2020 is the year when world
suffered most of the natural calamities as well as
geopolitical tensions. From COVID to Forest fire, to flood,
hurricane and what not, they all hit the world badly. On the
top of that sour relationship among many countries also hit
the trade badly. US China relationship became worse in
2020. Border tension between India and China put the world
in jittery.
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INDIAN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
CENTRE,AN EMERGING CATALYST
IN FINANCIAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
By CA Shailendra Sharma
Associate Director, Products (Advisory)
Asset Services, Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd.

T

he Indian economy since a decade
experienced moderate growth, with
significant contribution by the financial
sector generating millions of employment
prospects enhancing GDP contribution of ~
US$ 400 billion by 2020. The Indian financial
services market employs over 3 million
professionals that comprises of nearly 5
percent of India’s GDP with a projected
market capitalization of over USD 200 billion.
The advent of Covid-19 pandemic restricted
the growth plans of world economy which
was structurally making efforts for recovery
from extensive turbulence across challenges.
The unrelenting growth coupled with focused
approach for development in the technology
and infrastructure sector has played a vital
role in growth of the financial services sector
in India. The developed countries to enhance
the financial services activities successfully
designed high-tech financial service hubs,
referred as International Financial Services
Centres (IFSC). Ideally, IFSCs offer a
sustainable regime to create a conducive
financial services environment to promulgate
talent and increase capital flow.

The Indian financial
services market
employs over 3 million
professionals that
comprises of nearly 5
percent of India’s GDP
with a projected
market capitalization of
over USD 200 billion.
Traditionally, IFSC in any country augments
financial service deals developing the
financial ecosystem and offers a favourable
regulatory climate backing economic
development to provide International
Financial Services Business (IFSB). Over a
period of time, few key centres in countries
like New York, London, Frankfurt, Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Dubai and Singapore have
become leading centres for IFSC. The Indian
government launched its first indigenous
IFSC hub set up in GIFT City.
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The column attempts to highlight the role of
IFSC framework in India and the significant
changes made by the Indian government
during pandemic in the IFSC structure to
simplify and create an interest for the
investors / intermediaries to position India for
its share of opportunity in the Global IFSB.
The document also explains few innovative
concepts introduced through IFSC that can
act as a catalyst to generate growth plans in
the financial services sector in India.
Significance of an Indian IFSC
India under the visionary leadership of the
Prime Minister widened its global economic
outlook, to create strategic influencein IFSB.
India’s reliance on foreign capital to finance
its current account deficit and transaction of
IFSB, sublimes its global position, causing
adverse implications on the economic and
strategic space. The dependency can only be
reversed by enabling regulatory, tax,
domestic social security fund investment
policy reforms and onshore activities to
effectively compete with offshore activities.
Traditionally, India with its locational
advantage is ably placed to serve multiple
time zones, trading and cultural ties with
global markets. Besides this, India enjoys
marginal average realty and wage cost when
compared with established centres such as
Hong Kong, Singapore, Dubai, London and
New York. And needless to share India is
gifted with large young talent pool of financial
individuals, professionals and technical skills
given its demographic set-up.
The given boons of Indian financial services
compelled Indian government to focus on a
competitive dedicated financial hub with a
goal to provide benefits not only to nonresidents but, also to residents in a manner
that permits current businesses undertaken
outside India to reinstate its presence in
India. Conceptually, reinforcing financial
services businesses in India not only offers
offshore qualified professionals repatriating
option in India, but also facilitates opportunity
for Indian professionals to pursue global
careers residing from India.
In 2015 the government formally approved
IFSC by introducing operating rules to

establish banks, insurance and capital
market activities as a stepping stone in the
large financial centres world. Though various
location was considered for IFSC, the first
IFSC was registered by the government at
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City
Company Limited (GIFT City), Gujarat, India
by operationalising its Banking Unit
registered at the GIFT City IFSC.
IFSC acts as a vital catalyst in the process to
deliver benefits for the country contributing
towards talent, capital, infrastructure
building and adoption of regulatory best
practices. It also creates a platform to permit
businesses and bring home transactions in
India being executed overseas, resulting in
domestically migrating such activities to the
Indian securities market to sufficiently create
employment for people residing in India and
foreign reserves.
Indian IFSC architecture
Typically, an IFSC renders business / services
to global clients, dealing with flows of
finance, financial products and services
across borders. The Indian IFSC is defined
under the Special Economic Zones (SEZ)
Regulations to be referred as a dedicated
zone / location approved by the Central
Government. Accordingly, the government
may approve the establishment of an IFSC in
an identified SEZ obligating satisfaction of
certain conditions to establish and operate
such centre.
The government subject to the rules framed
by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the
Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI), the Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority and such other
regulatory authorities, issued operational
guidelines to establish and operationalise the
units in an IFSC. The broad objective of
establishing IFSC was for:
• Asset management and global portfolio
diversification by pension funds,
insurance companies and mutual funds
• Fund management activities through
Alternative Investment Funds,
• Fund-raising services for individuals,
corporations and governments
• Banks, Wealth management and
Investment Adviser activities
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IFSC besides financial services intermediaries is keen to enhance capital market
activities through stock broker, merchant
banker, banker to an issue, trustee of trust
deed, registrars to an issue, share transfer
agent, an underwriter, an investment adviser,
portfolio manager, depositary participant,
custodian of securities, foreign portfolio
investor (FPI), credit rating agency, or any
other intermediary or any person associated
with the securities market, as prescribed to
permit them in dealing with securities,
commodities and their derivatives in a foreign
jurisdiction.
The intermediaries supporting the stock
exchanges operating in IFSC encourages
foreign currency other than INR, with a
specified trading lot size on their trading
platform subject to capital market regulators
approval in the following types of securities
and products:
• Equity shares of a company incorporated
outside India;
• Depository receipt(s);
• Debt securities issued by eligible issuers;
• Currency and interest rate derivatives;
• Index based derivatives;
• Such other securities as may be specified
by the Board.
Indian government enhance the liquidity and
volume of the IFSC capital market have
considered suitable measures in the last few
months to attract global investors. The result
has paid off owing to the fair amount of
interest in IFSC zones considering the
simplified rules pertaining to entry and exit
strategies to improve foreign capital balance
and create a level playing field for the Indian
IFSC zone compared to the global markets.
An overview of the promotional steps
introduced by the government since last few
months are briefly described in detail.
1. Product centric focus
a. Introduction of INR-USD F&O contracts
RBI through a task force with relevant
stakeholders like banks, financial institutions,
large corporates in India and abroad, FPIs,
asset managers, industry bodies, etc. after
considering numerous suggestions including
Rupee derivatives (settled in foreign
currency), traded on the IFSC exchanges in
India approved Exchange Traded Currency
Derivatives.
Consequently, Indian Finance Minister,
formally launched INR-USD F&O contracts on
two International Exchanges BSE’s India INX
and NSE’s NSE-IFSC at GIFT IFSC virtually
through video conference owing to Covid2019.RBI guidelines permit currency futures
contracts to be listed on IFSC recognised
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stock exchanges subject to Currency Futures
Directions permits currency futures
contracts in any currency pair involving
Rupee (INR) or otherwise considering the
following features:
• All currency futures contracts to be
settled in foreign currency
• Settlement price for currency futures
contracts involving INR shall be the
Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd
(FBIL) Reference rate, where available, on
the last trading day of the contract
• Currency futures contracts involving INR
where FBIL reference rates are not
available and for other currency pairs,
mechanism to arrive at settlement price
to be decided by IFSC Exchange
• Trade specifications of currency futures
contracts to be decided by the recognised
stock exchange
• Position limits for various classes of
participants in currency futures market
• Trading of currency futures subject to
maintaining initial, extreme loss and
calendar spread margins and the Clearing
Corporation / Clearing House (CC) of the
IFSC exchange to ensure maintenance of
prescribed margins by the participants
• Surveillance and disclosures of
transactions in the currency futures
market as prescribed
• Recognised stock exchanges and their
respective CC shall not deal in or
otherwise undertake the business relating
to currency futures unless they hold an
authorization issued by RBI
• Currency options contracts to be listed on
IFSC exchanges subject to Currency
Options in IFSC issued by RBI to be
carried out in accordance with the
guidelines issued by SEBI
Accordingly, the GIFT-IFSC Exchanges
introduced Contract Specifications on INRUSD and USD Quanto F&O cash settled
contracts at the GIFT-IFSC exchanges
available for 22 hours across all time zones
for all global participants from GIFT-IFSC.
Considering the focus on making IFSC an
international hub in India offering a level
playing field to international investors
through, the state of the art business
environment, ease of operation and access to
GIFT IFSC coupled with competitive tax
regime at GIFTIFSC, it is expected that
trading of INR-USD contracts could attract
investment activities particularly by global
institution participants in India and connect
India’s IFSC globally.
b. Operating framework for Investment
Advisers (IA)
IAs are regulated by SEBI under SEBI
(Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013 to
provide investment advice to clients or other

persons or group of persons including any
person acclaiming itself as an IA, by
whatever name for a fee.SEBI to promote
intermediaries and develop financial
ecosystem in IFSC zone introduced operating
guidelines for IAs.
Under the operating framework, IA is
obligated to comply with various guideline
like qualification criteria, net worth requirement, disclosures norms, and maintenance
of records, perform appropriate risk
profile and establish suitable process for
investments in line with clients’ requirements. Aimed to make IA Regulations robust
and align them with other securities market
necessary clarifications were issued by SEBI
in consultation with the relevant stakeholders
issued clarification to prescribe that:
• Net Worth criteria for IA applicants is
reduced from USD 1.5 million to USD 0.70
million
• Existing IFSC entities can apply for IA
licence without forming a separate
company or LLP
The IA guidelines in IFSC is part of consistent
effort by SEBI and the government to endorse
IFSC as an attractive and alternate
destination for the intermediaries to
undertake financial service activities. IA
Regulations in IFSC goes a long way to
encourage investors and businesses to
initiate financial service activities in the IFSC
bringing such services at par with offshore
jurisdictions.
c. Expanding through Depository
Receipts (DR) scheme
Under the DR Rules, Indian company listed on
a Recognized Stock Exchange in India is
permitted to issue Securities or allow
existing holders transfer of Permissible
Securities, on satisfaction of the prescribed
conditions. A condition under DR is to issue
or transfer permissible securities of existing
holders, only in Permissible Jurisdictions
where DRs are listed on any of the specified
International Exchange(s) as may be notified
by SEBI (notified by the Government).
Accordingly, the government notified the
Permissible Jurisdictions and International
Exchanges for the purposes of implementing
the DR Scheme in seven jurisdictions
specially IFSC - India International Exchange,
NSE International Exchange. The inclusion of
countries issued by the government with the
induction of IFSC in the offshore jurisdiction
expands the scope of IFSC that offer
standards of best exchange practices, value
and liquidity.
d. IFSC intends to introduce International
Bullion exchange(s) in GIFT-IFSC of precious
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metals testing laboratories and refining
facilities as an option for trade by global
market participants to enable India to
enhance its position for better price
discovery of gold and bullion.
2. Regulatory amendments
a. SEBI amends IFSC Guidelines 2015
SEBI amended the IFSC operational
guidelines to streamline process of on
boarding and registration to enhance IFSC
activities through:
1. Approved intermediary in IFSC
SEBI-registered intermediary (except
trading member or clearing member) or its
international entity in collaboration with
SEBI-registered intermediary may provide
financial services relating to securities
market in IFSC, without forming a
separate company subject to prior
approval of SEBI. However, no specific
approval is required from SEBI in case
such financial services are offered
exclusively to:
• institutional investors; and
• institutional investors by non-SEBI
registered intermediary being a registered
or recognized entity with a regulator in a
foreign jurisdiction
2. Financial reporting
IFSC guidelines prescribe entities issuing
and/or listing their debt securities in IFSC
to prepare financial statement in
accordance with Companies Act, 2013.
SEBI clarified that financial statements
can be prepared in line with IFRS/ US
GAAP/ IND AS or accounting standards as
applicable to them in their place of
incorporation.
Where the entities do not prepare its
financial statements as per IFRS/ US
GAAP/ IND AS, a quantitative summary of
significant differences between national
accounting standards and IFRS be
incorporated in relevant disclosure
documents and filed with the exchange.
b. Exemption for eligible units in an IFSC
The government to meet the positive net
foreign exchange earning requirement
notified the SEZ Rules, 2019 to grant
exemption from applicability of Net
Foreign Exchange Earnings (NFEE) norms
for eligible units’ set-up in an IFSC. The
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
notified to amend the SEZ rules to grant
exemption for the following eligible units
established in IFSC of:
• Alternate Investment Fund (AIF) or
• Mutual Fund (MF)
to the extent of foreign investible funds
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from investors being invested from such
investible funds and return on investment
inclusive of principal paid to investors
from such investments. NFEE of a Unit in
IFSC set up as AIF or MF is computed
aggregate of net foreign exchange of the
Fund / Investment Manager to the extent
of investible funds of AIF / MF managed by
such Fund Manager entity.
The proposed amendment in SEZ policy to
grant exemption for eligible pooling
vehicles can offer the much-expected fillip
for investment activities in India being
expected by the AIF and the MF entities
for a while. It is pertinent to have similar
such clarification by the tax authorities to
avail of tax holiday benefits akin to such
advantages available for the jurisdictions
offering a level playing field to attract
offshore investors migrating to India.
3. Tax incentives
a. Key policy announcement introduced in
the 2020 Budget in relation to the IFSC
location for financial activities are:
• Interest payable by an Indian company or
a business trust on monies borrowed by it
from a source outside India by issue of
long-term bonds or rupee-denominated
bonds listed only on a recognised stock
exchange in IFSC proposed to be subject
to withholding tax of 4 percent, subject to
the conditions of such bond is issued
between 1 April 2020 and 30 June 2023
and interest does not exceed the interest
rate prescribed by the government
• Exemption from stamp duty proposed in
respect of instruments transacted in
stock exchanges and depositories
established in IFSC
b. The State of Gujarat earlier in the first
quarter of 2020 introduced operating
guidelines for a refund mechanism of Stamp
Duty to promote financial services
intermediary and capital market activities in
the IFSC exchanges. This was broadly in
consultation and concurrence with the
relevant stakeholders and prescribed
operating framework for stock brokers to
establish a registered office at GIFT City. The
stock brokers registered at GIFT City IFSC are
eligible for stamp duty refund on satisfaction
of certain conditions like:
• Trading related and other ancillary
activities are undertaken from the
registered office of the stock broking firm
in GIFT City subject to applicable net
worth and employment criteria
• Broking entity to appoint compliance,
designated employees for the prescribed
functions in the GIFT City unit alongwith

the details of their physical working
• Occupy the minimum prescribed office
space in the GIFT City for setting-up
registered office
• The treasury function including KYC
address of the clients in GIFT City through
such brokers shall be routed / situated
from GIFT City followed by the risk
management function and square off
transactions
c. Tax treatment for FPI on income
accrued in IFSC
Under Indian domestic laws (FPI/FII) are
taxed on income from securities as capital
gains arising from their transfer. The scope of
activities are extended by the government to
offer FPI licence under the SEBI FPI 2019,
Regulations to include an IFSC alongwith the
qualified EFIs to be eligible to undertake
permissible activities in the IFSC, need was
felt to provide suitable clarity for such FPI on
their taxability of income accrued in IFSC.
Indian domestic law in the last year Budget
prescribed taxability arising from transfer by
a non-resident of securities specifically listed
on a recognised stock exchange in an IFSC
not be regarded as transfer for tax purposes
of securities like:
• bond or Global Depository Receipt (GDR)
as approved
• rupee denominated bond of an Indian
company
• derivative
• such other securities as may be notified by
the Central Government
made by a non-resident on a recognised
stock exchange located in any IFSC and
consideration for such transaction is paid or
payable in foreign currency.
d. Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs)are
deemed FIIs dealing in recognised IFSC
stock exchanges
CBDT issued a notification providing that any
non-resident being a SEBI recognised EFI is
deemed FII / FPI for the purpose of
transactions in securities made on a
recognised stock exchange located in any
IFSC, where consideration for such
transaction is paid or payable in foreign
currency.
The clarification by CBDT settles any
uncertainty pertaining to the characterisation
of income for taxability in the hands of nonresident EFI investors investing in IFSC
exchanges particularly being treated as
capital asset. Accordingly, any transfer of
securities, by a non-resident including an EFI
as prescribed under the Indian domestic law
listed on a recognised stock exchange in an
IFSC shall be tax neutral.
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e. Obtaining tax ID in India for AIFs
registered in IFSC
The Government in an earlier notification of
July last year had prescribed exemptions for
non-residents including Foreign Company
from filing of tax returns in India subject to the
condition that they only have income arising /
accruing from investment in an investment
fund set up in IFSC and where tax is withheld
on such distributed income.
The exemption was restricted to investment
funds established or incorporated in India in
the form of a trust or a company or a limited
liability partnership or a body corporate
approved with a certificate of registration
from SEBI as Category I or Category II AIF.
However, the exemption was restricted for
investors who received notices for
reassessment or other provisions for filing a
return of income for the assessment year
specified therein. The subject was always
debated that even though investors were not
obligated to file tax return in India absent
specific exemption or consequential
amendment to the Indian tax laws, were still
expected to obtain a tax ID in India.
Traditionally, the scope of activities in IFSC
provides qualified AIFs to be eligible to
register for permissible investment activities
in IFSC. It was imperative to provide
necessary clarity for investors and the
investment fund for their taxability of income
accrued in IFSC and its tax return filing. In
continuation of the tax return filing to bring
certainty to this context, the CBDT formally
exempts non-residents investors to obtain
tax ID in India subject to the prescribed
conditions where:
• non-resident does not earn any income in
India, except income from investment in
the specified fund;
• any income-tax is due on such income of
the non-resident investor is withheld and
deposited with the Central Government by
the specified fund at the rates specified;
and
• non-residents furnish the details,
information and documents to the
specified fund such as name, e-mail id,
contact number, address in the foreign
country or specified territory outside India
of which he is a resident, declaration that
he is a resident of a country or specified
territory outside India and tax ID number
of the country or specified territory of his
residence or a unique number of which the
non-resident is identified by the
Government of that country
• such specified fund digitally furnishes and
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uploads a periodic statement disclosing
all the details received, in the prescribed
Form to the tax authorities in the
prescribed timeframe
CBDT through the notification has enabled
amendments to the charging provisions for
tax ID including the consequential provisions
and Rules thereof to exempt investors from
obtaining tax ID in India investing in an IFSCto
promote Indian offshore location for
investment activities. The relaxed guideline
for registration coupled with filing as
prescribed last year is likely to boost
investment activities through registered AIF
in IFSC for the specified categories of
investors participating in such investment
funds.
The notification applies prospectively to
address the challenge recommended from
the stakeholders for foreign investor
community aiming at ease of doing business
tax compliances particularly in considering
the scenario being revenue neutral owing to
the eligible tax relief available in IFSC. Infact
the relaxation of tax ID registration aligned
with the similar principle as prescribed for
foreign portfolio investors and is likely to
attract foreign investors and offer impetus to
the fund management activities in IFSC keen
to migrate from other jurisdictions since the
inception of AIF regime for IFSC.
The government and the RBI have undertaken
a series of measures to encourage the
growth of IFSC, including recent steps such
as operationalising the trading activities in
the IFSC. Thus, considering the present
scenario of pandemic, dedicated regulatory
interventions through a unified financial
regulator for IFSCs will act as a catalyst
towards the dynamics of financial services
and products in IFSCs creating a focused
demand to facilitate the ease of doing
business environment in India and provide a
world class regulatory environment to the
financial market participants.
Key takeaways
The ratification of unified code for IFSC has
provided the much-needed impetus to boost
IFSC as an offshore platform in India
supporting best global practices. It is likely to
address the diverse issues/ need arising due
to the dynamic and unique nature of financial
activities in IFSCs. Certain other regulations
that may require attention to be aligned with
the unified IFSC Bill is income-tax, company
law, etc. for effective implementation and
success of Indian IFSC.

It may be pertinent to note that as NSE IFSCSGX connect implementation progresses,
followed by enhanced integration and
collaborating with other countries like
Mauritius making a reference to strengthen
activities in IFSC in the Budget, reflects
enormous opportunity in the index
derivatives segment. Accordingly, amendment to operational Guidelines for IFSC
coupled with constant effort by SEBI should
streamline the process since the introduction
of unified IFSC Bill 2019 to potentially make
IFSC an attractive and alternate global
destination for the intermediaries to
undertake financial service activities in India.
As India implements many of the above
reforms and paves the way for effective
economic and regulatory reforms, IFSC is
poised to play key role in the global economic
activity and also provide lot of support for the
Economic Development in India and
employment generation to the tune of in
India. This is particularly when the equity
derivatives and gold futures trading have
increased significantly we can expect to see
other segments and products also flourish in
GIFT IFSC.
Lately, GIFT City has seen surge in broking
activity and SEBI has initiated other
intermediaries to provide services in the
IFSC. Activity by other intermediaries in the
IFSC would broaden the nature of financial
services in the IFSC segment. While several
reforms and initiatives in IFSC are introduced
to encourage IFSC activity, there is enough
that still needsto be done. Hence, going
forward, there appears to be enough scope
and hope for both widening and deepening of
the financial markets in IFSC. The efforts of
the government to make the IFSC zone a
successful project will not only contribute
towards the financial robustness in the Indian
eco-system but certainly be a catalyst for
stability and growth during the unusual
situation of pandemic.

Shailendra Sharma is an Indian CPA associated with
a multinational financial services group in India. The
views or opinions expressed in the column are purely
personal in nature based on the professional
experience, research, understanding and capabilities
and by no mean or in any manner represent, resemble
or are expressed in relation to any organisation, group,
firm or other bodies affiliated by the Author. It is highly
recommended for the reader / audience independently
discuss and understand the implications of the
provisions with their tax professionals before
implementing the views expressed in the column.
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IS ALPHA GENERATION A ZERO-SUM
GAME IN INDIAN LARGE-CAP EQUITIES?
By Akash Jain
Associate Director - Global Research & Design
S&P Dow Jones Indices

G

lobally, as markets have matured, we have seen the
institutional share of public equity increasing.1
Professional managers are continuing to enter the
investment management industry, resulting in market
research becoming more institutionalized. Hence, more and
more industry research analysts are competing against each
other and chasing the same set of stocks to generate alpha (or
excess returns over the benchmark). This has been one of the
factors impeding active fund manager’sability to exploit
information asymmetry to generate alpha. A similar scenario
seems to be unfolding in the Indian Equity Large-Cap category,
where generating alpha is becoming increasingly difficult for
active fund managers, as seen in the SPIVA India Scorecards
over the years.
Each box in Exhibits 1a and 1b showcases the spread in alpha2
generated by Indian Large-Cap Equityactive funds in a
calendar year. Exhibit 1a calculates alpha based on gross
returns minus the S&P BSE 100 (TR) returns (benchmark for
large-Cap funds in India), whereas Exhibit 1b is based on
excess net-of-fees returns over the benchmark. The exhibits
show that there is a wide spread in alpha generated by funds.
Exhibit 1a shows thatin each calendar year, a fairly large
proportion of active fund managers failed to beat the S&P BSE
100 benchmark on a gross-returns basis, i.e., even without
deducting management fees. The story looks even more
dismal when we look at net alpha (Exhibit 1b), where the
median active fund beats the benchmark in only 5 of 10 years.
Each observation in Exhibit 2ashows the distribution of yearly
grossalpha for the large-cap category funds for each calendar
year from 2010 to 2019,3 and the gray line is the cumulative
distribution curve of all the observations. Exhibit 2b shows the
same based on net alpha. According to the gross return
distribution in Exhibit 2a, almost 35% of the observations lie to
the left of the vertical line that represents the “0% gross
alpha.”In other words, 35% of the observations had negative
gross returns. When we generate the same chart for net alpha,
the distribution curve shifts to the left, with nearly 52% of the
observations that lie to the left of the vertical line representing
“0% netalpha.” Both charts show that alpha distribution is
skewed to the right with a few outlier observations pulling the
return alpha average values to the right, while the median
values lie to the left of the mean values.
We also conducted a t-test(one-tail) to investigate if the gross
alpha and net alpha are significantly greater than 0. Exhibit 3
shows that at a95% confidence level, gross alpha is
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significantly greater than 0%.However, the same does not hold
true for netalpha. In addition, the mean values exceed the
median values for both the gross and net alpha, indicating the
gross and net alphasare skewed positively by a few high return
funds in thelarge-cap fund category. These results show the
challenges of fishing for outperforming active large-cap funds
over the long term.

Professional managers are
continuing to enter the investment
management industry, resulting in
market research becoming more
institutionalized. Hence, more and
more industry research analysts
are competing against each other
and chasing the same set of
stocks to generate alpha (or
excess returns over the
benchmark).
The short answer to the question in the title of the blog is: quite
nearly. With vanishing alpha, it may have long lasting
implications for the active management industry where the
most skilled managers survive and the funds that lie
consistently on the left tail of the curve in Exhibit 2 would face
strong challenge to grow or survive for long periods. Based on
our SPIVA India Year-End 2019 Scorecard, 68.8% of funds in
this category did not survive for the 10-year period ending in
December 2019.With the competition that the increasing
number of passive investment products brings, active fund
managers may find themselves under pressure to generate
higher gross alpha over the benchmark or to moderate costs
and fees in an attempt to offer enhanced (net) alpha to
investors.4
1. https://www.oecd.org/corporate/Owners - of-the -Worlds -ListedCompanies.pdf
2. Gross alpha = gross returns – benchmark returns; net alpha = net returns –
benchmark returns; net returns = gross returns – management fees
3. Therefore each large-cap fund (that survives and reports during the period from
2010 to 2019) will contribute 10 observations to the histogram. Only funds that
survived and reported returns during the entire calendar year were considered
for alpha calculations.
4. This is analysis is inspired from an earlier research carried out by Vanguard for
mutual funds domiciled in the U.S.
https://personal.vanguard.com/pdf/ISGZSG.pdf
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Exhibit 1a: Calendar Year Equal- & Asset-Weighted Gross Alpha

Exhibit 1b: Calendar Year Equal- & Asset-Weighted Net Alpha

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Morningstar, and Association of Mutual Funds in India. Data from Dec. 31, 2009, to Dec. 31, 2019. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. Exhibits1a &1b consider only those funds that have gross returns data consistently reported in Morningstar over
the specified investment horizon. In each year, the top-5% and bottom-5% values have been winsorized to 95% and 5%, respectively, to limit the influence of outliers on the
distribution curve.

Exhibit 2a: Calendar Year (Gross) Alpha Distribution Curve

Exhibit 2b: Calendar Year (Net) Alpha Distribution Curve

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Morningstar, and Association of Mutual Funds in India. Data from Dec. 31, 2009, to Dec. 31, 2019. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. Exhibits2a &2b consider only those funds that have gross returns data consistently reported in Morningstar over
the specified investment horizon. In each year, the top-5% and bottom-5% values have been winsorized to 95% and 5%, respectively, to limit the influence of outliers on the
distribution curve.

Exhibit 3: Gross Alpha and Net Alpha
ALPHA
Gross Alpha
Net Alpha

MEAN (%)
2.95
0.31

MEDIAN (%)
2.27
-0.25

T-STAT
13.51
1.46

P-VALUE (%)
0
7.18

OBSERVATIONS
976
976

SKEW
0.95
0.83

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Morningstar. Calendar year gross and net alpha (fund returns - benchmark returns) data from Dec. 31, 2009, to Dec. 31, 2019. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes. Exhibit 3 considers only those funds that have gross and net returns data
consistently reported in Morningstar over the observed period. In each year, the top-5% and bottom-5% values have been winsorized to 95% and 5%, respectively, to limit the
influence of outliers on the distribution curve.The t-test (one-tail) with the null hypothesis was setup with mean of alpha = 0.
Akash Jain is part of the Global Research &Design group at S&P Dow Jones Indices, which is responsible for conceptualizing and developing new investable index-based
products across different asset classes. He represents S&P Dow Jones Indices at media engagements, conferences, and other client events.
He is an integral part of Asia Index Private Limited, which is a partnership between S&P Dow Jones Indices and BSE Limited (formerly Bombay Stock Exchange).
He joined S&P Dow Jones Indices in 2016.He has been in the financial markets for more than six years, including at Deutsche, Credit Suisse, and Edelweiss, with experience
in both the buyside and the sellside. He has worked extensively in researching, back-testing,and trading portfolios across different asset classes.
He attained his Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech) degree from Indian Institute of Technology (IIT Bombay) and holds a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) from Saïd
Business School (University of Oxford).
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CHANGING GEOPOLITICS:
UNDERSTANDING INDIA’S ROLE
By Professor Piya Mahtaney
Economist / Author

G

eopolitics is an interesting term
because it encapsulates multiple
dimensions and myriad factors,
its is narrative a riveting one,
characterized by sudden twist and turns,
unanticipated events and the outcomes
that these bring with it. Cutting through
all the differences in era, circumstance
and challenges one fact that remains
unchanged is that it is the economic
dominance whether it is of a nation or a
particular region determines its weight in
geopolitics. This point would be better
explained by recalling the preceding
seven decades, since the end of the
Second World War - this heralded the
beginning of U.S dominance globally and
the commencement of the cold war
which was at the core of geopolitics as it
prevailed at the time and the discernible
impact that this had on the global
economy is an unflinching aspect of the
past. This article is the first of a series
that will elucidate some of the main
aspects that will define changing
geopolitics during the ensuing years.

This article is the
first of a series that
will elucidate some
of the main aspects
that will define
changing
geopolitics during
the ensuing years.
Over the last preceding three decades 2
events that have had the most decisive
impact on the world have been firstly the
end of the cold war and with it the
beginning of economic liberalization and
the secondly China’s remarkable ascent
that began during the nineties. The latter
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has had ramifications for the global
economy in almost every sphere -trade
and foreign policy, financial systems,
security alliances and arrangements and
other strategic concerns. As a country
proceeds on a path to economic
advancement it will in all likelihood
attempt to increase its geopolitical
weight, a fact that applies to China and is
vividly manifest in its quest for primacy
particularly in the developing world and
for that matter even beyond. China has
emerged the world’s third largest foreign
investor after China and Japan and in the
Asia Pacific it is the leading source of FDI
for Myanmar, Mongolia, Cambodia, and
Laos, added to which it is also become an
important investor in Africa, Latin
America and South Asia. The `China
factor’ is imminent and it will continue to
influence geopolitics and inference
articulated by almost every forecast
made. Consequently for almost every
region be it the U.S, Europe Japan, South
East Asia the need to explicitly or
implicitly counterbalance China is an
important consideration of economic
policy. India’s role to counterbalance
China’s growing assertiveness has been
envisioned as a vital one for sometime
however over the past few years it has
been sharply accentuated by China’s
growing assertiveness. For instance the
One Belt One Road initiative or its
development of ports in Myanmar, Sri
Lanka and Pakistan have been issues
that evoked concern earlier however
what will catalyze India’s foreign policy
to move overtly in the direction of
building what I term `countermeasure
capability’ is China’s recent intrusions
into the LAC in Ladakh. Notably this
comes at a time when the middle
kingdom did not play its role as a
responsible nation, (let alone a
superpower in the making) in informing
the world about the corona virus in time.

Such a response (or should I say the lack
of it) has elicited a fair degree of
disenchantment with the Chinese
leadership from the global community.
From the Indian perspective the
implications of this are manifold the most
obvious one being that it will bolster
collaborations and alignments that were
already in the offing with U.S, Japan,
Israel, and most ASEAN nations. Before
proceeding further, it would be useful
to bring into focus some of what this
would mean for India I interviewed Mr
Kashish Parpiani, Research Fellow at
Observer Research Foundation, India.
This as follows:
1. What do you think are the main
drivers of the changing geopolitics?
K.P.: The post-World War II push to liberal
economic interdependence stemmed
from a need to move away from the
erstwhile sense of geopolitics. Although
that push -- under the guise of
globalization, did produce 70-odd years
of unprecedented prosperity and growth,
little has changed in what continues to
animate international relations. As
witnessed in the Cold War's binary
contestation, the emergence of
multipolarity in the post-Cold War years,
and now, China's rise as a near-peer
competitor to the US, geopolitics
continues to be driven by balance of
power considerations and its resultant
quest for relative primacy. Moreover,
unprecedented developments in the
realm of technology have only further
complicated those considerations with
the emergence of asymmetric, nonattributable means of posing threats in
the cyber domain, cross-border
radicalization towards lone-wolf attacks,
and easy dissemination of technical
know-how of weapons of mass
destruction.
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2. Besides counterbalancing China
what in your view are the main
considerations underlying the
changing dynamic of U.S -India
relationship
There is an increasing hope on both sides
-- in Washington and New Delhi, for the
US-India bilateral relationship to evolve
on an independent footing i.e. bereft of
their common threat perception over
China. However, there has been little
development on this front, as the bilateral
relationship continues to be animated
by natural inertia -- with say, the
Indian American diaspora becoming
increasingly influential or businesses on
both sides looking to further their access
into either nation's lucrative markets. But
there certainly is an active effort to
solidify the bilateral dynamic with a
push to institutionalization. Hence, the
ongoing talks over a prospective USIndia trading arrangement which would
formalize the USD 142.6 billion
relationship. Similarly, the US and India
have been looking to graduate their
defense relationship -- with the US
already emerging as India's secondlargest arms provider, to one based on
co-production and co-development.

first century, considerations over how
the US and China establish a new
equilibrium over their respective stakes
in global governance will define the
future. Although China has already
surpassed the US' GDP in PPP terms and
is expected to emerge as the world's
largest economy in the coming years,
there is little evidence to support the
assertion that China will overturn the
current world order based on economic
interdependence -- apart from just
supplanting the US for the top spot. Since
pursuing economic reforms in the late
1980s and then subsequently joining the
WTO, China has benefited from the USled order by successfully lifting over half
a billion people out of poverty. The
brewing anti-China sentiment in the US
however, is over the nature of China's
rise -- in terms of it continuing its stateled economic model which incentivizes
exports, forcibly exacting compliance
from foreign investors to share technical
know-how, engaging in cyber theft of
sensitive technology, etc.

3. How important a role is the
increased slant of U.S foreign policy
towards China going to play in
steering the new world order.

4. The cold war divide prior to the
nineties is a reminder of how sharply
divisive ideological demarcations can
be, do you see a resonance of this
feature with the alignment of more
democratic powers such as India, U.S,
Australia, Japan and Taiwan one one
hand pitted as it were against China
and its allies.

In the coming years, the US-China
relationship is going to continue to
remain as one of the central factors
informing the future of the libera
world order. Already described by past
US administrations as the most
consequential relationship of the twenty-

There surely is an attempt to resurrect a
Cold War-style ideological contest
against authoritarianism. However, the
results of that could be mixed given the
rise of right-wing populism in some
democracies, some powers' overt
economic dependence on China, and
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multipolarity's impetus to nations
pursuing independent foreign policies
and refraining from being bracketed
under US-China binaries.
Conclusion
Arguably the contours of the new
geopolitical order are in the making and
categorical inferences about these are
premature. However an inescapable
reality would be that the configuration of
importance that will steer the course of
geopolitics will consist of U.S, India and
China and clearly this would be one of the
fundamentals of the emerging mulitpolar
scenarios.
The next article would continue with the
enumeration about geopolitics.

Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in
Development Economics from Leicester University
in England she embarked on a career in journalism
with the Times of India. She was an assistant editor
in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to which she
joined as senior feature writer in Economic Times.
As an economist that reported, analyzed and wrote
on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing a
book about economic development and the
emerging trends of globalisation seemed almost
inevitable
The books that she has authored are as follows:
• India China and Globalization (2nd ed), Palgrave
Macmillan (England), December 2014
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic
Development, Palgrave Macmillan (U.S), August
1st 2013
• Institute of South East Asian Studies (Singapore)
published an edition (August 2010) of my book
India China and Globalisation.
• The first edition of India China and Globalisation
was published by Palgrave Macmillan (England,
2007)
• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published
by Alchemy Publishers, India (2004) 2004.
• The first book titled Economic Con Game,
Development fact or Fiction was published by
Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.
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COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT FOR
THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER - 2020
Compiled by CA Kamlesh P. Mehta
(B.Com, FCA, DISA)

M/s. Kamlesh P. Mehta Associates
Segment

Due Date

Particulars

All Exchanges

Implementation of Circular on ‘Margin obligations to be given by way of Pledge /
Re-pledge in the Depository System’

01.09.2020

BSE / NSE

The penal provision for non-collection/short collection of margins by brokers in cash segment

01.09.2020

BSE

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of August, 2020.

01-09-2020 to
07-09-2020

All Exchanges

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session (Subject to circular to be issued by respective
exchanges)

05.09.2020

PMS

PMS- Certification for Activity Report- through SEBI portal for the month of August, 2020

05.09.2020

Income Tax

TDS Payment for the Month of August 2020 for Corporate and Individual.

07.09.2020

NSE

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of August, 2020.

07.09.2020

All Exchanges

Uploading clients’ fund balance and securities balances by the stock brokers on stock
exchanges system as per SEBI circular of Enhanced supervision for the month of August,
2020 - Monthly Basis (No Penal provision for late submission till September 30,2020)

07.09.2020

Depositary

Investor Grievances (Report) • CDSL & • NSDL

10.09.2020

MSE

Uploading of margin funding file for the month of August 2020.

15.09.2020

NSE / BSE / MSE

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of June & July, 2020.

30.09.2020

BSE / NSE / MCX /
NCDEX

Reporting for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) applications and systems
offered and used by market intermediaries for the quarter ended June, 2020

30.09.2020

NSDL & CDSL

Submission of Net worth Certificate and balance sheet as at 31.03.2020

30.09.2020

PMS

Submission of audit Certificate (Report) by Qualified Chartered Accountant to SEBI
for the F.Y. 2019-20.

30.09.2020

PMS

Annual Netwoth Certificate (New requirement)

30.09.2020

NSE / BSE / MSE

Submission of System Audit Report for the period ended 31st March 2020 and
for those who have availed ALGO facility for the half year ended 31st March 2020
(ALGO and Non ALGO

30.09.2020

MCX / NCDEX

Submission of half yearly ALGO & Non ALGO system audit report as at 31/03/2020

30.09.2020

NSDL / CDSL

Submission of System Audit(Cyber audit) on Annual Basis. (First time, New Requirement)

30.09.2020
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NSE / BSE / MCX /
NCDEX

Submission of Cyber Security Audit Report (First time, New Requirement)

30.09.2020

NSE / BSE / MSEI

Submission of half yearly Internal audit report for the period ended 31st March 2020

30.09.2020

MCX / NCDEX

Submission of half yearly Internal audit report for the period ended 31st March 2020

30.09.2020

CDSL / NSDL

Submission of half yearly Internal & Consolidated Concurrent audit report for the period
ended 31st March 2020

30.09.2020

BSE / NSE / MSE /
MCX / NCDEX

Submission of Risk Based Supervision for the period ended March, 2020

30.09.2020

BSE / NSE/ MSEI /
MCX / NCDEX

Submission of half yearly Net worth Certificate as at 31.03.2020

30.09.2020

NSE / BSE

Submission of Margin Trading Compliance Certificate & Networth certificate for the
half year ended March 31, 2020 (For those who have availed Margin Trading Facility)

30.09.2020

All stock exchanges

Exemption from maintaining call recordings of orders/instructions received from clients

30.09.2020

NSE / BSE / MSE

Issuance of Global Report to clients for the trade executed during the F.Y. 2019-20

30.09.2020

Kamlesh P. Mehta B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an
experience of 24 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity market
compliance consultancy.
He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai.
He along with his associated concerns specializes in Audit and Assurance Services of various compliance areas related to Capital Market Operations and system audits of
broking industry.
He is also providing compliance calendar to BSE brokers forum and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his team had drafted compliance
manual for commodity brokers published by BSE brokers forum.
He is a regular speaker of the various seminars for broking and DP compliances organized by WIRC (Western India Regional Council of ICAI) and study circle group.
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DECODING THE RECENT AMENDMENTS TO SEBI’S INSIDER TRADING FRAMEWORK
In order to further enhance the standards of
surveillance on flow of unpublished price
sensitive information (UPSI), the SEBI
board had recently approved certain
changes to the insider trading framework
in its meeting on June 25, 2020. While
some of these changes were notified by
SEBI through an amendment to the SEBI
(Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations,
2015 (PIT Regulations) on July 17, 2020,
the remaining were notified through two
separate circulars issued by SEBI on July
23, 2020.
Revised norms for maintenance of
Structured Digital Database
Through an earlier amendment, with effect
from April 01, 2019, SEBI had mandated
every listed entity, intermediary and
fiduciary, to maintain a structured digital
database containing the name and PAN
details of persons with whom any UPSI is
shared. As per the PIT Regulations, this
database must be secured through
adequate internal controls such as time
stamping and audit trails so as to prevent
any kind of tampering. The above mandate
was primarily introduced with a view to
maintain a trail of information and aid SEBI
in investigations pertaining to insider
trading by establishing a link between
insiders and persons who communicate
and trade on the basis of such UPSI.
Now, through the recent amendments
notified on July 17, SEBI has prescribed
that along with the above information, the
database shall also contain details such as
the nature of UPSI and the details of the
person who shared such UPSI.
Additionally, SEBI has mandated that such
database shall be maintained internally
and cannot be outsourced, and that the
database is required to be preserved for
minimum eight years. In the event any
proceedings have been initiated by SEBI,
the relevant information in the database

shall be maintained till the completion of
such proceedings.
In investigations pertaining to insider
trading, identifying the insider who
communicated the UPSI in the first place
becomes increasingly relevant for
narrowing down potential offenders and to
trace the trail of information, more so in the
backdrop of the recent ‘WhatsApp leak’
case wherein after long investigations,
SEBI had recently penalized certain
individuals for leaking information related
to financial results of certain listed entities
on the popular instant messaging
application. Interestingly, since WhatsApp
messages are usually protected through
end-to-end encryption, in the above
mentioned case, neither the origin or
source of the information was traced nor
any connection was established by SEBI
between the promoter or management of
the listed entities and the persons who
circulated such UPSI, thus setting an
alarmingly low standard of proof in such
cases. It is hoped that the new structured
database may assist and prevent such
cases in future.
Further, for complying with the above
mandate of SEBI, many entities provide
dedicated services such as automated
compliance software and platforms which
ensure the maintenance of such structured
digital database. However, with the recent
amendment restricting listed entities,
intermediaries and fiduciaries from
outsourcing the maintenance of such
database, it is unclear whether the
services provided by such entities would
also fall within the purview of such
restriction.
Trading Window restrictions not
applicable for OFS and RE
Schedule B of the PIT Regulations
mandates closure of trading window for

designated persons and their immediate
relatives who can be reasonably expected
to possess UPSI, during which such
persons are not permitted to trade in
securities to which such UPSI relates.
However, certain exceptions had been
carved out; for instance, off-market interse
transfers between insiders, transactions
through block deal mechanism, exercise of
stock options, pledge of shares for
bonafide reasons, etc.
Through its circular dated July 23, SEBI
has also permitted selling of promoters’
holding by way of offer for sale (OFS) and
exercising to rights entitlement (RE) during
the period of closure of trading window.
One would recall that through prior
amendments, the requirement of closure of
trading window was extended, specifically
during the period of declaration of financial
results; thus, reducing the time period for
listed entities to undertake OFS or REs. In
light of the recent efforts by SEBI to ease
the norms with respect to fund raising, this
is a good move and will give more
opportunities to listed entities to generate
quick cash flow for effectively operating
their businesses, especially during the
ongoing pandemic.
Reporting of violations of the Code of
Conduct
Further, through a separate circular issued
on July 23, SEBI has specified that listed
entities, intermediaries and fiduciaries are
required to promptly report any violation of
the Code of Conduct under the PIT
Regulations in the prescribed format to the
stock exchanges and any amount
recovered from the defaulter shall be
deposited in the Investor Protection and
Education Fund. Prior to this, such
reporting was required to be made to SEBI,
as per the circular issued on July 19, 2019
which now stands repealed.

SEBI’S FRAMEWORK FOR VERIFICATION OF UPFRONT MARGIN
COLLECTION IN CASH AND DERIVATIVE SEGMENTS
On July 20, 2020 SEBI issued a circular
providing a uniform framework for
verification of upfront collection of margins
in cash and derivative segments by
clearing corporations and stock exchanges
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(“the Framework”), with a view to
monitor the upfront collection of margins
by trading members / clearing members
from their clients and resolve any
operational difficulties arising thereof.

Previously, SEBI had issued a circular
dated November 19, 2019, whereby SEBI
had mandated upfront collection of
margins by trading member / clearing
member in the cash segment, in order to
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streamline the risk management
framework in the cash and derivative
segments. As per the above circular,
trading members / clearing members were
required to collect upfront VaR margins and
extreme loss margins from their clients,
while a timeline of ‘T+2’ working days
was allowed to collect other margins such
as, market to market margin, delivery
margin, special or additional margin, etc.
As per the Framework, the clearing
corporations are now required to send a
minimum of four snapshots of client wise
margin requirements to the trading
member/clearing member per day, for
them to know the intraday margin
requirement per client for each segment.
While the number of times such
screenshots shall be sent could be decided
by the clearing corporation depending on
market timings, the snapshots would be
randomly taken in predefined time
windows.
In case of commodity derivatives, the
Framework prescribes that the final
snapshot of the margin requirement shall
be taken at 5 p.m. and the Risk Parameter
File of 5 p.m. shall be applicable on End of
Day (“EOD”) portfolio for margin collection
from the clients. Further, the Framework

also mandates that the client wise margin
file provided by the clearing corporations to
trading members / clearing members shall
contain both the EOD margin requirements
as well as the peak margin requirements
across the intra-day snapshots.
The trading members / clearing members
shall report the margin collected from each
client in the manner prescribed under the
Framework, i.e. EOD margin obligation
compared with client margin available at
EOD and peak margin obligation compared
to respective client peak margin available
with the trading member / clearing
member. The verification of availability of
margins shall be done by stock
exchanges/clearing corporations on a
weekly basis through verification of the
balances in the books / ledgers of the
trading member/ clearing member in
respect of the client.
The Framework shall be applicable with
effect from December 01, 2020 and a
phased timeline for reporting of collection
of peak margin is provided, whereby within
three, six and nine months from December
01, 2020, 25%, 50% and 75% of the peak
margin obligation, respectively, shall be
compared with the corresponding peak
margin available with client. Thereafter,

100% of the peak margin obligation shall be
compared with the peak margin available
with client for the purpose of reporting of
peak margin collection.
Earlier, through a circular dated February
24, 2020, SEBI had revised the margin
framework in cash and derivative segment
in consultation with the Risk Management
Review Committee. Through the aforesaid
circular, the regulator had reviewed the
guidelines on VaR margin rates and
extreme loss margin for the cash segment
and had reviewed volatility calculations,
scan range of price as well as volatility,
calendar spread charge, stop option
minimum charge and extreme loss margin
in the derivative segment. A provision for
additional margin for highly volatile stocks
had also been made.
The above requirement of collection of
upfront margins, combined with the
revised margin framework, may affect the
intraday trades which, to a certain extent
rely on the leverage provided by stock
brokers. With the introduction of the new
framework, the stock brokers will not be
able to provide leverage in terms of the VaR
or extreme loss margins which may result
in a drop in the total intraday turnovers.

INFORMAL GUIDANCE ON STOCK BROKERS FUNDING ACQUISITION
OF SECURITIES OF COMPANIES BY THEIR EMPLOYEES
In an informal guidance issued to Way to
Wealth Brokers Pvt. Ltd. dated July 20,
2020, SEBI clarified that a stock broker is
permitted to fund the acquisition of
securities of a listed company by their
employees, who propose to exercise a
cashless option to avail employee
benefits.
The Applicant, approached by a listed
company, proposed to fund the acquisition
of shares by eligible employees who were
offered Restricted Stock Units (RSU) by
the said company as part of their
compensation plan. For eligible employees
who may want to avail cashless funding
for acquiring shares under the RSU
scheme, pursuant to appropriate

Disclaimer :
The newsletter is not in the nature of a
legal opinion or advice. Copyright reserved.
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authorizations, the Applicant proposed to
first credit funds to the bank accounts of
the employees, then onward transfer the
same to the listed company’s designated
bank account to process the allotment of
shares. Thereafter, the company would
credit the allotted shares directly to the DP
account of the employees held with the
Applicant. Finally, the shares to the extent
of cashless funding and transaction
charges would be sold and sale proceeds
thereof would be adjusted towards
cashless funding services offered by the
Applicant.
SEBI clarified that under Regulation 9(2) of
the SEBI (Share Based Employee Benefits)
Regulations, 2014 (“SBEB Regulations”),

a listed company may permit empanelled
stock brokers to fund the payment of
exercise price for their employees, which
shall be adjusted against the sale proceeds
of some or all the shares of the employees,
subject to the provisions of the applicable
law or regulations. Further, SEBI clarified
that the extant SBEB Regulations do not
prescribe any maximum limit on amount
per unit/ security that can be funded.
In the aforementioned informal guidance,
SEBI has adopted a pragmatic approach
and not imposed restrictions on funding
services that can be offered by stock
brokers to facilitate the exercise of options
by employees of listed companies under
the provisions of the SBEB Regulations.

Courtesy: Finsec Law Advisors
A financial sector law firm which provides regulatory advice and assistance focusing
on the securities, investments and banking industry. www.finseclaw.com
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Analyzing Circular's from - July 13, 2020 to August 08, 2020 for BBF

SEBI

Administration and Supervision of Investment Advisers -->> SEBI had allowed registered IAs to use infrastructure of
the SE(s) to purchase and redeem MF units directly from AMC(s) on behalf of their clients. As per IA Regulations, SEBI can
recognize any body/body corporate for regulating IAs and may delegate such administration of IAs to specified body/body
corporate on defined T&C. Further, as per Securities Contracts (Regulation) (SE & CC) Regulations, a recognized SE may
engage in activities that are not incidental to its activity as a SE through a separate legal entity subject to Board approval. In
view of the same, it has decided to recognize a wholly owned subsidiary of the SE to administer/supervise IAs registered
with SEBI based on defined criteria for recognition and Setting up of requisite systems by SE for the purpose

SEBI-PR

Decentralization of work related to Registration of Portfolio Managers -->> As per current rules registration
applications for Portfolio Managers is processed at Head Office of SEBI. Further, it has been decided that the processing of
registration applications received on or after August 05, 2020 will be decentralized and delegated to the respective Regional
Offices or Head Office, Mumbai, based on the registered address of the applicant.

SEBI/BSE

SEBI (LODR) (Second Amendment) Regulations, 2020 -->> Reg 42 relates to Record date or date of closure of transfer
books and in sub reg 1 is where listed company shall intimate the record date to all stock exchanges where it is listed for
specified issues, the criteria to intimate to all SE has been changed where it is listed or where stock derivatives are available
on the stock of the listed entity or where listed entity’s stock form part of an index on which derivatives are available. Further,
in clause e for phrase - which includes corporate actions like mergers, de-mergers, splits and bonus shares, where stock
derivatives are available on the stock of listed entity or where listed entity's stocks form part of an index on which derivatives
are available for intimation of record date and has been changed to corporate actions like mergers, de-mergers, splits, etc.

SEBI/BSE

Grievance Resolution between listed entities and proxy advisers -->> Proxy advisors provide advice to institutional
investors/shareholders of a listed entity, in relation to exercise of their rights in the company including voting
recommendation on agenda items. However, it is probable that proxy advisors and listed entities may have different views
on any agenda item of the listed entity leading to grievances. To facilitate resolution of such grievances of listed entities
against SEBI registered proxy advisors, the listed entities may approach SEBI for re-examining the matter for noncompliance by proxy advisors with the provisions of SEBI (RA) Regulations, 2014 and these procedural guidelines will be
effective September 01, 2020.

SEBI

SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines, 2015 - Amendment -->>To further streamline the operations at IFSC, it has been decided to
amend clause 4 (2) of SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines, 2015 to ease out Eligibility and shareholding limit for CCs desirous of operating
in IFSC.

SEBI

Procedural Guidelines for Proxy Advisors -->>Proxy advisors must comply with the following procedural guidelines:
Proxy Advisors to formulate the voting recommendation policies and disclose the same to its clients and such policies to be
reviewed annually. Policies must disclose the circumstances when not to provide a voting recommendation. They shall
disclose the methodologies followed in the development of their research and corresponding recommendations to its clients
and alert clients about any factual errors/material revisions to the report within 24 hours. They shall have a stated process to
communicate with its clients and the company and should be shared at the same time and the policy to disclosed on the
website. Timeline to receive comments from company to be defined and all comments received within timeline, to be
included as an addendum to the report. In case of differing company viewpoint, the same to be revised in the addendum
report after due consideration. Proxy Advisors shall clearly disclose the legal requirement such as higher standard they are
suggesting and the rationale behind it. Proxy Advisors to disclose conflict of interest on every specific document where
advice is given. Proxy Advisors to establish clear procedures to disclose any potential conflicts of interest resulting from
other business activities and disclose the same to its clients.

NSE

NEAT Adapter -->> Exchange is releasing the “NEAT Adapter” application in SLBS, Cash, F&O, Currency and Commodities
Derivatives segments for facilitating login through Exchange provided NEAT frontend. The NEAT Adapter application will
support login only through NEAT application. Members to download and install the “Neat Adapter” versions which will be
made available from August 07, 2020 17:00 hours onwards from path specified on Extranet.

NSE

Market Data - Changes in Existing Stream Broadcast in Futures & Options Segment -->> Members to note that the
BANKNIFTY Option contracts are being redistributed across existing stream broadcasts in FO segment, effective from
August 8, 2020 and live from August 10, 2020: ~~Price volume, other related data, master updates, market open/close
status message broadcast etc. will be redistributed across broadcast Streams C and F. ~~Tick by Tick order and trade data
via Multicast (MTBT) will be redistributed across broadcast Streams 2 and 5.Members to ensure necessary changes in front
office and mid office risk management systems

NSE

Non-Neat System Approvals -->> TM(s), Empaneled Vendors and Application Service Providers to ensure that any NNF
system should not have the default option of providing preference to any trading venue at the time of placing orders. For TMs
offering more than one trading venue, a provision of all exchanges should be made available and a trading venue should be
chosen while placing each order. The below mentioned provisions have been made available, enabling TMs to provide
conformance as specified For New and Existing applications and same to be submitted by September 15, 2020. Since the
above provisions are applicable to all NNF systems, the TMs who have already provided the confirmation basis shall have to
resubmit the same. The said provisions shall be made available from start of business hours on August 11, 2020.

NSE

Update - Trade Number format -->> Members to note that the trade number format in F&O segment is currently up to 8
digits, which will be modified up to 9 digits.~~Changes to be initiated in back office and relevant transaction monitoring
and risk management systems

NSE

Discontinuation of Trading Access Point (TAP) -->>Members to note that all TAP versions and associated support will
be discontinued w.e.f. mock of October 10, 2020 and Members using NNF application to connect through Direct Connection
functionality which shall be mandatory w.e.f. mock of October 10, 2020.
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NSE

Revised Guidelines of Mechanism for acquisition of shares through Stock Exchange pursuant to Tender-Offers under
Takeovers, Buy Back and Delisting -->> NSE revised its operating guidelines and terms and conditions to facilitate
orderly use of Mechanism for acquisition of shares through SE pursuant to ‘Tender Offer Facility’ on Web based IPO bidding
platform and to make various conditions/requirements governing the use of ‘Tender Offer Facility’ in a transparent manner
and to have its due and strict compliance

NSE

Dissemination of New Indices in Capital Market Segment -->> Providing proposed online dissemination of Nifty
Financial Services 25/50 and NIFTY Alpha Low-Volatility 30 on trading system w.e.f. August 10, 2020 and values of Indices
shall be provided in Index Broadcast window Top Right corner and in Multiple Index Broadcast screen in NEAT and NEAT+.
Members using Non-Neat Front end (NNF) can configure/develop their system to receive the index broadcast. (Also for FNO)

BSE

Revision in storage charges of Almond with Accredited Cold Storage -->> Members are requested to note that the
revised storage charges of Almond with Accredited Cold Storage is Rs. 50 per MT per day.

BSE

Amendment in Liquidity Enhancement Scheme (LES) for Almond Futures/GOLD and SILVER Options contracts in
Commodity Derivatives -->> BSE had announced introduction of LES in Almond Futures contract w.e.f. June 22,2020 to
encourage active participation in trading and market development. Based on the market feedback received, it has decided to
revise the existing LES for Almond Futures in Commodity Derivatives from August 20, 2020 and the interested applicants
can submit their bids in the format specified from August 10 to August 11, 2020 whereas it has introduced Gold (1 Kg)
Options and Silver (30 kg) Options in Commodity Derivatives from August 24, 2020 and the interested applicants can submit
their bids in the format specified from August 12 to August 13, 2020. The exchange will appoint one DPMM based on a
competitive bidding procedure and evaluation scores. Members can send their bids in password protected file through email
at Ranjith.singh2@bseindia.com within the mentioned dates . No new / revision of bids shall be entertained after the lapse
of cut off time. However, it is mandatory to provide the password of the said file on August 12,2020 before 2 pm for Almond
Futures and on August 14, 2020 before 2 PM for Gold and Silver Options Contract .

BSE

Upgradation of All MPLS leased lines outside Mumbai from 2mbps to 4mbps bandwidth -->>The Exchange has
upgraded all the local P2P leased lines within Mumbai from 2mbps to 4mbps bandwidth, of all the telecom service providers,
except MTNL. Similarly upgradation is being done for outside Mumbai. Charges for upgradation from 2mbps Mbps MPLS to
4mbps bandwidth is only one time billing of RS 10K + taxes and no annual recurring charges and same will be recovered
through CH billing system in the same/next month of upgradation. This project will start from last week of August 2020 and
the Exchange will intimate 1 week prior to upgradation. Most of the cases, the same link will be upgraded and there won’t be
any downtime required. In case required , concern contact person at site will be consulted in advance. Cancellation Charges:
- For all connectivity type, lock-in period of 1 year from the date of installation/upgradation/down gradation is applicable and
proportionate refund from yearly charges with 1 months’ notice period is applicable.

BSE

Introduction of NACH E-Mandate through Net-Banking /Debit Card based authentication- Update -->> Members to
note that enhancement on ENACH mandate limit to Rs. 10 lakhs has been postponed till further notice as implementation of
the same is still in process at destination banks.

NSDL

Implementation of Margin Pledge / Re-pledge module in the depository system -->> NSDL has facilitated Participants
to open various type/Subtype of account in DPM for TM/CM for processing Margin Pledge / Re-Pledge. It will be processed
based on UCC and its linked TM/CM. In case of institutional client, CP Code and for Proprietary account of TM and CM, TM
ID/CM ID will be used for validations instead of UCC. The process for executing Margin Pledge instruction w.r.t. Proprietary
account TM/CM is same as per the process available for Investors. However, the TM ID/CM ID required to be provided
instead of UCC to process Margin Pledge instruction. The Margin Pledge w.r.t. Proprietary Accounts of TM/CM will be
initiated in favor of TM/CMs own Margin Pledge account. The option for selection of all Segment is allowed w.r.t. Margin
Pledge initiation (Client to TM) and Margin Re-pledge (TM to CM). The same is not be available in case of Margin Re-pledge
by CM in favor of CC and such re-pledge shall be created with specific segment. Further, the Margin Pledge / Re-pledge
related instructions w.r.t. partial quantity is not available in NSDL system in 1st phase.

CDSL

MARGIN OBLIGATIONS TO BE GIVEN BY WAY OF MARGIN PLEDGE REPLEDGE -->> CDSL had issued additional
points w.r.t. implementation of the guidelines specified for Margin Obligation to be given by way Margin Pledge/Re-pledge
and regarding the same it has made changes in the sequence of status codes appeared in DP 57 report implementing w.e.f.
August 8, 2020

SEBI / NSE / BSE

Collection and Reporting of Margins by Trading Member (TM) / Clearing Member (CM) in Cash Segment -->> SEBI
had issued guidelines w.r.t. collection of margins from clients and reporting of short/non-collection of margins by TM/ CM. In
this regard, It has been decided that if TM/CM collects minimum 20% upfront margin in lieu of VaR/ELM then penalty for
short/non- collection of margin will not be applicable however CC will continue to collect the upfront margin from TM/CM
based on VaR/ELM. Further, penalty provision for short/non-collection of upfront margin in cash segment will be
implemented w.e.f. September 1, 2020.Very important change release by regulator.

SEBI/NSE/BSE/
NSDL/CDSL

Implementation of SEBI circular on Margin obligations to be given by way of Pledge / Re-pledge in the Depository
System -->> In normal risk management, System of parallel acceptance of the client securities by way of title transfer will
be available till August 31, 2020 and also for MTF-TM / CM may continue to hold funded stocks in ‘Client Margin Trading
Securities Account’ till August 31, 2020 by which date all such accounts shall be closed. A big relief to Brokers

SEBI/BSE

Public notice in respect of SEBI-Settlement Scheme 2020 -->> The Board has introduced a Settlement Scheme which
proposes to provide a onetime settlement opportunity to the entities that have executed trade reversals in the stock options
segment of BSE during the period from April 1’ 14- Sept 30’ 15 against whom any proceedings are pending. The Board has
considered three objective parameters viz., artificial volume, no. of non-genuine trades and no. of contracts resulting in
creation of artificial volume/ non-genuine trades to arrive at an Indicative Settlement Amount. Further, a uniform
consolidated Settlement factor of 0.55 in all cases wherein the entities had executed reversal trades, would be applicable
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while arriving at the Indicative Settlement Amounts and details regarding the same are available on website of SEBI/BSE.
The onetime settlement will be available from August 1- October 31, 2020. An entity desirous to make an application can
submit a Settlement application along with a fee of Rs. 15,000 in case of individuals and Rs. 25,000 in case of body
corporates and remittance shall be done through online platform available on SEBI

SEBI/ BSE

Use of digital signature certifications for authentication / certification of filings / submissions made to Stock
Exchanges -->> SEBI had permitted use of digital signature certifications for authentication/certification of
filings/submissions made under LODR Regulations to the Stock Exchange till June 30, 2020. Since CS were facing
operational challenges in carrying out certification/authentication of documents in physical form digital upload has been
extended till December 31, 2020.

SEBI/ BSE

Clarification on applicability of regulation 40(1) of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015 to open offers, buybacks and delisting of securities of listed entities -->> Investor representations
had expressed their concerns for not being able to participate in open offers/buybacks/delisting of securities of listed entities
since securities held by them are not in dematerialized form. Hence clarified that shareholders holding physical securities are
allowed to tender shares in open offers, buy-backs through tender offer route and exit offers in case of voluntary/compulsory
delisting. However, it must be as per the provisions of respective regulations.

SEBI/BSE

Extension of time for submission of financial results for the quarter/half year/ financial year ended 30th June 2020 ->> SEBI has received representations requesting extension of time for submission of financial results for the quarter/half
year ended June 30, 2020, due to the shortened time gap between the extended deadline for submission of financial results
for the period ended March 31, 2020 and June 30, 2020. Further, after consideration, it has been decided to extend the
timeline for submission of financial results for the quarter/half year/financial year ended 30th June 2020, to September 15,
2020.

SEBI

Securities and Exchange Board of India (Settlement Proceedings) (Amendment) Regulations, 2020 -->> SEBI has
amended SEBI (Settlement Proceedings) (Amendment) Regulations, 2020 with respect to penalties made thereunder.

SEBI/BSE

Relaxations relating to procedural matters - Takeover and Buy-back -->> Based on the representations received from
market participants, SEBI has further granted relaxation w.r.t. certain Takeover and Buyback Regulations relating to open
offer and buyback tender offer opening up to December 31, 2020.~~Service of letter of offer/tender form/other related
material to shareholders maybe manage by electronic transmission only if the Company publishes the letter of offer/tender
form on the website of the Company/Registrar/Exchange/Managers to offer and shall take adequate steps along with lead
manager to reach out to shareholders through mass media.~~Acquirer/Company/Manager to offer shall provide procedure
for inspection of material documents electronically.

NSE/BSE

Guidelines/clarifications on Margin collection & reporting -->> Guidelines on margin collection and reporting were
issued with regard to Type of margins, Forms in which margin to be collected, , Valuation of Securities, Methodology to be
adopted while considering margin received in the form of liquid MF/ G-sec and T-bills, Precautions to be taken in case
cheques received from Clients towards margin/margin on consolidated crystallized obligation /MTM losses, Short
reporting/False reporting of margin/margin on consolidated crystallized obligation/ MTM, Upfront collection/ reporting to be
undertaken in case of NRI under Portfolio investment scheme, if TM debit margin pledge/unpledged/invocation charges to be
charged to client, any changes to be made in existing POA, if pledge collaterals to be recorded in ROS and on various
additional points.

NSE/BSE

Guidelines/clarifications on Margin collection & reporting -->>Same as SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/143
In normal risk management, System of parallel acceptance of the client securities by way of title transfer will be available till
August 31, 2020 . (FAQ/guidelines updated factoring the given added facility) and also for MTF-TM / CM may continue to
hold funded stocks in ‘Client Margin Trading Securities Account’ till August 31, 2020 by which date all such accounts shall be
closed.

NSE

Clarifications on submission of Holding Statement -->> It was noticed that certain members have incorrectly reported
Holding Statement to Exchange and the reasons for such incorrectness are listed in the Annexure. Further, Members to note
that based on Holding Statement uploaded by TM(s) along with corresponding trade data across Exchanges and transfer of
securities in Depositories’ data and submissions made to CC, SEBI has been generating mismatch alerts at transaction level
reconciliation of client securities periodically and hence members to upload correct data in Holding Statement.

NSE/BSE

Mobile Number Revocation list (MNRL) published on Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) website -->>
SEBI on July 9, 2020 has intimated the Exchange that TRAI has made available (and will do on monthly basis) a list of
permanently disconnected mobile numbers i.e. Mobile Number Revocation List (MNRL) on their website in a secured
manner to enable the interested parties to clean up their database, thereby not sending any further communication on such
mobile numbers. The URL to access the MNRL is https://mnrl.trai.gov.in . Further, Exchange to stop all communications on
such listed clients’ mobile numbers till the TM updates the client’s new mobile number. If any mobile number appearing in
the list is pertaining to TM existing clients they are requested to update the new mobile number in your back office records as
well as in UCI database of the Exchange to avoid any issues.

NSE

User Id - Mapping with multiple vendors -->> Exchange to extend the facility of mapping of user id with multiple vendorsproducts-versions combination and hence to populate correct vendor code in the field provided (15-digit) in the order
structure for every order emanating from NNF terminal. Hence, the requirement of submitting vendor confirmation letter is
being discontinued while placing request from New Neat User id, NEAT to CTCL Conversion for Activation and NEAT to CTCL
conversion for vendor change modules of ENIT:

NSE

Revision in transaction charges structure for equity market segment -->> In view of the pandemic, NSE has decided to
revise the transaction charges structure in the equity market segment (“EQ” series) other than NIFTY 50 Index constituents,
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NIFTY Next 50 index constituents, debt-oriented exchanges traded funds and stocks included in GSM for a period of three
months starting from August 1, 2020 to October 31, 2020. Up to Rs 7,500 crores of traded value in a month: Rs. 2.75 per lakh
for each side and for traded value excess of 7500 Crores, Rs. 1.75 per lakh for each side.

NSE

Connectivity- Discontinuation of MPLS services -->> Members to note that MPLS connectivity shall be discontinued
w.e.f. EOD March 31, 2021 and are requested to note the following in this regard: Members to ensure that they complete the
process of surrender of their MPLS links by March 31, 2021. Further, Members should be mindful of the fact that telecom
vendors consider a notice period of 30 days. Application for surrender can be submitted via ENIT and acceptance of
application for new MPLS connections, their location shifting and change in bandwidth are suspended. Request for new
MPLS links which are pending to be commissioned shall be completed by Exchange. In case members intend to cancel the
request, the same can be done via ENIT before commissioning. Members to procure new LL can place request through ENIT
and Exchange processing fee for surrender/cancellation of MPLS request shall be waived off for applications received from
August 01, 2020.

NSE

Connectivity-List of POPs -->> With a view to expand the POP network to more cities to boost local connectivity,
Exchange has informed that the list of POPs have been increased to 37 from 36 and a consolidated list of these 37 POPs along
with its address is enclosed as Annexure 1. Further, members can place request for connectivity on any of these POPs
through ENIT w.e.f. July 31, 2020.

BSE

Eligibility Criteria for Selection of Underlying Commodity Futures for Options on Commodity Futures -->> SEBI has
allowed options trading in commodities to deepen the market but will permit each exchange to launch options on futures of
only one commodity initially. Putting in place strict eligibility criteria, options could be launched on futures contract of only
those commodities that are among the top 5 in terms of total trading turnover value of previous 12 months. The average daily
turnover of underlying futures contracts of such a commodity in past 1 year should be at least Rs 200 Crs. for agricultural and
agri-processed commodities, and Rs. 1,000 Crs. for other commodities.

BSE

Release of BOLT Pro TWS Version 5.10 -->> MANDATORY BOLT Pro TWS Version 5.10 released for Trading in
Commodity Derivatives segment and OPTIONAL version release for other segments.~~Facility to place order with “0”
price has been made available

NSDL

Registration process for Investors, Trading Members and Clearing Members on NSDL eServices (i.e. SPEED-e &
IDeAS) in respect of Margin Pledge/ Re-Pledge -->> The circular details NSDL circulars issued in respect of margin
obligations to be given by way of pledge/ re-pledge in the Depository System.
It elaborates registration process for Investors on NSDL e-Services system viz., SPEED-e & IDeAS (sole holder account) in
respect of implementation of Margin Pledge/ Re-Pledge process is enclosed at Annexure along with Static Codes for Stock
Exchanges and Clearing Corporations and file formats. The functionality will be available on NSDL effective EOD 31st July,
2020.

NSDL

Additional Operational Guidelines on margin obligations to be given by way of Pledge/ Repledge in the Depository
System -->> DP(s) to note the additional operational guidelines w.r.t to margin obligation: To facilitate DP(s) to open CSMA
a/c, new type and sub-type has been made available in DPM system. Margin funded shares shall be pledged in favor of the
TMs / CM's CSMA a/c only through OTP confirmation and pledged securities to move to the CSMA a/c only on invocation.
The margin pledge module shall be used and the OTP mechanism will be used for validating margin funding transaction by
the clients. Re-pledge shall not be permitted from CSMA a/c. In case margin pledge is initiated for ‘All segments’, the repledge by the TM can be done for any specific/all segments. However, the re-pledge by the CM which were pledged by client
and re-pledged by TM to CM with ‘All segments’ will be allowed with the specific segment only.

CDSL

SEBI CIRCULAR – RELAXATION IN TIMELINES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS -->> SEBI
has further extended the timelines for compliance with regulatory requirements by DP(s) / RTA(s)/KRA(s): Period of
exclusion from March 23- September 30, 2020 has been provided for processing the demat request form by Issuer / RTA/
Participants and a KYC application form with supporting documents of the clients to be uploaded on system of KRA within 10
working days. Further, a 15-day period after September 30, 2020 is allowed to Depository/DPs to clear the back log.
Submission of half yearly Internal Audit Report by DPs for half year ended on 31st March 2020 and System audit on annual
basis are extended till September 30, 2020. A period of exclusion from March 23- September 30, 2020 has been provided for
redressal of investor grievances, transmission of securities and closure of demat account. Further, a 15-day period after
September 30, 2020 is allowed to Depository/DPs to clear the back log.

CDSL

MARGIN OBLIGATIONS TO BE GIVEN BY WAY OF MARGIN PLEDGE REPLEDGE -->> Due to incorporation of additional
fields in DP57 report, additional tilde (~) were introduced for capturing consideration payment details in CDSL system.
Additionally, DPs may note that there is a minor change in the given file format for DP57 Report for Pledge transaction,
pertaining to PSN (Pledge Sequence Number) of Parent Margin Pledge. Further, there is no change in the given file formats
for DP57 Reports for AutoUnPledge UnPledge and Confiscate except for the addition of fillers.

SEBI / NSE / BSE

Framework to Enable Verification of Upfront Collection of Margins from Clients in Cash and Derivatives segments ->> To enable uniform verification of upfront collection of margins from clients by TM/ CM and levy of penalty across
segments, it has been decided that the Exchanges/ CC(s) shall adopt the specified upfront margin collection framework
effective December 01, 2020: CC to send at least 4 snapshots or as decided by CC of client wise margin requirement to
TM(s)/CM(s) to help identify the intraday margin requirement per client in each segment. For commodity derivatives, RPF
will be generated at 5 PM (as SEBI prescribed) on EOD portfolio for margin collection. The client wise margin file provided by
the CCs to TMs/CMs will contain the EOD/peak margin requirements across each of the intra-day snapshots and the
members to review the client shortfall from 2 perspectives based on(a)EOD margin obligation and (b) Peak margin obligation
during the day. Further, higher of (a) and (b) to be considered on account of shortfall and penalty and the verified by
exchanges/CC on a weekly basis based on the client ledger balances with the TM/ CM in respect of the client.~~The
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exchange has recommended 4 phases for collection of 25% additional in each phase to compare the shortfall with peak
margin for respective client and differential shortfall as allowed for respective phase can be funded by TM own
funds.~~Members to ensure changes in trading ,risk management ,surveillance systems to integrate peak margin related
reporting. Provisions of this circular are effective Dec 01, 2020

SEBI

Recording of all types of Encumbrances in Depository system -->> Depositories to place a system to record all types of
encumbrances specified under SEBI (SAST) Regulations, as may be amended from time to time.~~Depositories to follow
processes/other norms to stipulate the purpose to capture the said. This is separate from pledge/hypothecation whose
processes/norms are separately provided in SEBI (Depositories & Participants) Regulations.~~The freeze/unfreeze
instructions executed by the Participant for recording all encumbrances will be subject to 100% concurrent audit.~~DP
shall not facilitate or be party to any type of encumbrance outside the Depository system as outlined herein and abovementioned provisions to be implemented within 1 month

SEBI/BSE

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE BOARD OF INDIA (PROHIBITION OF INSIDER TRADING) (AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS, 2020 -->> SEBI has made amendments to SEBI (PIT) Regulation and some of the major highlights are:
Substituted Reg 3(5) and inserted (6): The BOD/heads of every person to handle UPSI to ensure that a structured database is
maintained containing the nature of UPSI and the names of persons who have access to UPSI along with their PAN and
incase PAN not available, any other identifier authorized by law. Such data base cannot be outsourced and must be
maintained internally with adequate internal controls and stamping/audit trails to ensure non-tampering. Provided such
database preserved for at least 8 years and in the event of any investigation/enforcement proceedings, such information to
be preserved till the completion of the proceeding. Sch B Clause 12 and Sch C Clause 10 states that without prejudice to the
power of the Board, The Code of Conduct to set forth the sanctions/disciplinary actions including wage
freeze/suspension/recovery etc. and such amount collected to be remitted to the Board for credit to IPEF administered by the
Board. Sch B Clause 13 and Sch C Clause 11 states the Code of Conduct specify that in case it is observed by the listed
company required to formulate a code of conduct under reg 9(1) and may have violations under it, same must be informed to
SE where concerned securities are traded in a manner prescribed by the Board.~~ Code of Conduct by Board to set forth
the sanctions/disciplinary actions including wage freeze/suspension/recovery etc. and such amount collected to be
remitted to the Board for credit to IPEF administered by the Board.

SEBI-PR/BSE/NSDL/CDSL Implementation of Section 51A of UAPA, 1967: Updates to UNSC’s 1267/ 1989 ISIL (Da'esh) & Al-Qaida Sanctions
List - Addition of one individual -->> There is an addition of one entity in Security Council ISIL (Da’esh) and Al-Qaida
Sanctions Committee named [QDi.427 Name: 1: Noor 2: Wali 3: Mehsud 4: na]. Intermediaries to ensure updation of their
screening system for client due diligence.
SEBI

Relaxations relating to procedural matters - Issues and Listing -->> Based on the representations received from market
participants, SEBI has decided to further extend the following relaxations from strict enforcement of certain regulations of
SEBI ICDR Regulations pertaining to Rights Issue opening up to December 31, 2020:Relaxtions highlights were mainly to
facilitate digital compliance w.r.t Service of abridged letter of offer, application form/other material to shareholders may be
undertaken through electronically and the same to be posted on the website. advertisement related releases. SEBI
introduced dematerialized RE(s). Further, to institute an optional mechanism (non- cash mode only) to accept the
applications of the shareholders and no third-party payments to be allowed for the same. Further, in view of all offer
documents filed till December 31, 2020, it has been decided that Authentication/ certification/ Undertaking(s) in respect of
offer documents, may be done using digital signature certifications and issuer and lead manager(s) shall provide procedure
for inspection of material documents electronically.

SEBI/BSE

Allowing Offer for Sale (OFS) and Rights Entitlements (RE) transactions during trading window closure period -->>
SEBI has further amended SEBI (PIT) Regulations which are as follows: In Sch B, clause 4(3) related to trading window
restrictions, in sub- clause (b) transactions which are undertaken through such other mechanism as may be specified by the
Board from time to time, is added. Further, trading window restrictions shall not apply to OFS/RE transactions carried out in
accordance with the framework specified by SEBI from time to time.

SEBI

Transaction in Corporate Bonds/Commercial Papers through RFQ platform and enhancing transparency pertaining to
debt schemes -->> Highlights w.r.t enhancement of the transparency/disclosure w.r.t. debt schemes/investments by
MF(s) in Corporate Bonds/CP effective from October 1, 2020: To increase the liquidity on exchange platform, MF(s) to
undertake monthly at least 10% of their total secondary market trades by value (excluding Inter Scheme Transfer trades) in
the Corporate Bonds by placing quotes through one-to-many mode on the RFQ platform and the same will be reckoned on the
average of secondary trades by value in immediate preceding 3 months on rolling basis. All transactions in Corporate
Bonds/CP(s) wherein Mutual Fund is on both sides of the trade shall be executed through RFQ platform in one-to- one mode
and any transaction entered by MF in Corporate Bonds in one to many modes and gets executed with another MF will also be
counted for the said requirement. Further, for debt schemes that, said disclosure to be made fortnightly within 5 days of
every fortnight. In addition to the current portfolio disclosure, yield of the instrument shall also be disclosed.

SEBI

Review of Stress Testing Methodology for Positions with Early Pay-in -->> After consultation with CCs to address the
concern regarding high stress loss figures on positions with early pay-in a new clause has been inserted which says that
while calculating the residual losses for positions on which early pay-in are given by the clients/brokers, and margin
exemption are granted on such positions, CCs are permitted to consider the 'margin exemption granted' or 'value of early
paid-in goods', whichever is lower, as 'margins supporting those positions'.

SEBI

Reference Reports useful for Commodity Derivatives Market -->> Providing the reference reports useful for
Commodities Derivative Market.

SEBI

Eligibility Criteria for Selection of Underlying Commodity Futures for Options on Commodity Futures -->> SEBI had
issued a Circular regarding Options on Commodity Futures- Product Design and Risk Management Framework wherein it
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prescribed the eligibility criteria for selection of Commodity futures as underlying for options where the underlying future contracts on the corresponding
commodity shall be amongst the top 5 futures contracts in terms of total trading turnover value of previous 12 months.
Further, based on representations received from exchanges and stakeholders, it has been decided that the above mentioned
provision stands repealed.
SEBI/BSE

Reporting to Stock Exchanges regarding violations under Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of
Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 relating to the Code of Conduct (CoC). -->> In terms of clause 13 of Schedule B (in
case of listed companies) and clause 11 of Schedule C (in case of intermediaries and fiduciaries) read with Regulation 9 of
the PIT Regulations, the listed companies, intermediaries and fiduciaries shall promptly inform the Stock Exchange(s) where
the concerned securities are traded, regarding violations relating to CoC under PIT Regulations in such form and manner as
may be specified by the Board from time to time. The said format has been suitably modified and placed at Annexure A giving
details of Designated person,violation reporting of self or immediate relative ,transaction details and additionally if value
more than Rs.10 lacs in a calendar quarter,code of conduct related violations with action and reasons for same, previous
instances and amount collected ,if any. Further any amount collected by such listed companies/ intermediaries and
fiduciaries under violation(s) of CoC shall be remitted to the Board for credit to the IPEF administered by the Board and
account details regarding the same has been mentioned in the Circular.

SEBI-IG

In the matter of Way to Wealth Brokers Pvt. Ltd. under SEBI (SBEB) Regulations, 2014 -->> Way to Wealth Brokers
Pvt. Limited is a registered Stockbroker and a Listed Company approached the applicant for Cashless funding of RSUs
offered to its Employees as a part of Employee Compensation Plan. The applicant sought whether they are permitted to fund
such RSU shares by a listed Company to its Employees who propose to avail cashless option. If such funding is permitted,
what will be the maximum amount per unit can be funded. SEBI advised the applicant based on the queries made, the
company may permit the empanelled stockbroker (applicant) to fund the payment to exercise price which will be adjusted
against the sale proceeds of some/all of the shares. Further the extant SBEB Regulations do not prescribe any maximum limit
on amount per unit that can be funded.

SEBI-PR/NSE/BSE

Regulatory measures to continue -->> On review of the COVID-19 pandemic related situation, it has been decided that
the regulatory measures introduced by SEBI w.r.t margin management, revised positon limits ,price band related changes
,etc will continue to be in force till August 27, 2020 in view of ongoing market volatility.

NSE

Market Data - Consolidated Circular -->> The Exchange has issued a master circular on Market data broadcast where it
provides market data (price and volume related) to its TM(s) in the form of MBP) and MBO for Auction market. Some related
data is also provided in the form of Trade Ticker, Open Interest , Open High Low, Auction Inquiry broadcast, Master Updates,
Market Open/Close Status message broadcast, Trade Execution Range., etc for CM, FNO,CDS,CMD and SLBM and Tick by
Tick order and trade data via Multicast (MTBT) etc. for CM, FNO,CDS, and CMD

NSE

Client Margin Reporting (For all segments) -->> Snapshots of client wise margin requirement/margin file (MG-12/13)
containing peak margin requirement, across each of the intra-day snapshots, along with EOD margin requirement, to be
provided to TM/CM from October 01, 2020 and based on the same members to report margin collected at EOD /peak margin
collected during the day from October 01, 2020. The framework for verification of availability of margins with TM/CM and
penal provisions for non-collection /short collection of peak margins by TM/clearing will be applicable from December 01,
2020. (Only for cash )Further, the penal provisions for non-collection/short collection of margins by TM/CM as specified in
the circular dated December 12, 2019 will be applicable from August 01, 2020.

NSE

Margin Obligations to be given by way of Pledge/ Re-pledge_SLBM -->> While repledging securities to NSE Clearing,
participants to select a specified segment in the depositories and in case no segment specified, no benefit will be provided
for such repledging and participants to ensure that designated demat a/c is utilized for the purpose of pledging/re-pledging as
prescribed by SEBI.~~ Further, NSE Clearing has specified its account details in whose favour the repledge to be
created~~A detailed report on security pledge released as per the format specified in Annexure will be provided by
exchange CC

NSE

Margin Obligations to be given by way of Pledge/ Re-pledge_Cash (Applicable for Cash, Currency derivative, F&O and
Commodity derivative) -->> CM providing securities toward membership deposit through Collateral Account of a CM/TM
in CDSL will not be permitted to provide the same from the said account from August 01, 2020 but permitted to provide it
through their Proprietary Accounts.~~ CM(s) who wants to provide the above through CDSL may submit the client master
list of their proprietary accounts which shall be used to provide securities towards membership deposit to NSE Clearing.
~~Further, while repledging securities, participants to select a specified segment in the depositories and in case no
segment specified, no benefit will be provided for such repledging and participants to ensure that designated TM/CM demat
a/c is utilized for the purpose of pledging/re-pledging as prescribed by SEBI. In view of the same, NSE Clearing has specified
its account details in whose favour the repledge to be created.~A detailed pledge release report as per the format specified
in Annexure , will be provided by exchange CC

NSE/BSE

Revised position limits in Equity Index Derivatives (Futures and Options) - Update -->> On review of the COVID-19
pandemic related situation, it has been decided that the regulatory measures introduced by SEBI shall continue to be in force
till August 27, 2020. “Revised position limits in Equity Index Derivatives (Futures and Options)” w.r.t. which various
scenarios has been further clarified as below; Requirement w.r.t. entity for all “net short positions” shown under column
‘Excess Value’ to be checked against their portfolio value available in demat account with depositories and value of any
purchases for which pay-out has not taken place. Requirement w.r.t. entity for all “net long positions” shown under column
‘Excess Value’ for MF/FPI to be matched and utilised up to the extent CC mechanism according to value of their holding in
Cash, Government Securities, T bills and Similar Instruments. Further, In case entity doesn’t have underlying portfolio,
additional deposit in form of Cash and FD which lien marked in favour of National Stock Exchange of India Limited to be
accepted. Further, no change in extant of monitoring methodology was provided.
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NSE/ BSE

Operating ranges applicable to Futures contracts -->> Flexing of dynamic price bands for F&O stocks introduced by
SEBI on March 23, 2020 will continue to be in force till August 27, 2020 to ensure adequate trading and settlement, effective
risk management/price discovery/maintenance of integrity. Stocks in the F&O segment are subject to dynamic price bands.
One of the conditions for relaxing the price band is that a minimum of 25 trades should be executed with five different UCC on
each side of the trade at or above 9.9 percent and so on. In addition to the existing requirements, the dynamic price bands
may be flexed only after a cooling-off period of 15 minutes after meeting the existing criteria specified by exchanges
effective March 23,2020.

BSE

Rejection of the Discovered Price in Delisting Offer of INEOS Styrolution India Limited -->> INEOS Styrolution APAC
Pte. Ltd (Promoter) had made a delisting offer to the public shareholders of INEOS Styrolution India Limited and ICICI
Securities Ltd who is the Manager to the Issue has informed that the said Promoter has decided to reject the discovered
price at Rs. 1100/- per equity share determined through book building process. Further, It has decided not to make any
counter offer.

BSE

FILING OF STATEMENT OF DEVIATION OR VARIATION IN XBRL MODE BY COMPANIES -->> For making the
disclosure more accurate and efficient, the Exchange has introduced facility of filing of Statement of Deviation or Variation in
XBRL mode under LODR Regulations, 2015 with immediate effect. Further, the disclosure to be made on quarterly basis
along with the declaration of financial results until such funds are fully utilized or the purpose for which these proceeds were
raised has been achieved. Filing to be made in addition to the filing in PDF mode.

BSE

ICCL is planning to modify the SPAN Risk Parameter File for the Commodity Derivatives Segment. -->> ICCL is
planning to modify the SPAN Risk Parameter file for Type-Option and revised flag as OOP for the Commodity Derivative
Segment and implementation for the same will be communicated separately. Further, the sample and SPAN Risk Parameter
files and explanation of the SPAN Risk Parameter File can be accessed through given links

BSE

Revision in Dynamic Price Band for Securities having dummy Price Band and Stock Futures – Update -->> Flexing of
dynamic price bands for F&O stocks introduced by SEBI on March 23, 2020 will continue to be in force till August 27, 2020 to
ensure adequate trading and settlement, effective risk management/price discovery/maintenance of integrity. Stocks in the
F&O segment are subject to dynamic price bands. One of the conditions for relaxing the price band is that a minimum of 25
trades should be executed with five different UCC on each side of the trade at or above 9.9 percent and so on. In addition to
the existing requirements, the dynamic price bands may be flexed only after a cooling-off period of 15 minutes after meeting
the existing criteria specified by exchanges effective March 23,2020.

BSE

Public Announcement for Rejection of the Discovered Price in Delisting Offer of INEOS Styrolution India Limited ->> Exchange had informed about the rejection of the discovered price of Rs. 1100/- per equity shares by promoter of INEOS
Styrolution India Limited. In view of the rejection of discovered price, all shares tendered in the delisting offer will be returned
to the respective investors on July 27, 2020.

BSE

Discontinuation of ISIP on BSE StAR MF Platform- Update -->> MFIs/MFDs/RIAs to note that due to Covid-19
Pandemic, discontinuation of fresh ISIP registration and mandate shifting for ISIP registration has been extended till further
notice.

BSE

Discontinuation of KFintech Cheque Collection Facility -->> MFDs/RIAs to note that KFintech cheque collection facility
will be discontinued w.e.f. September 1, 2020 and all KFintech branches will not be accepting any cheque from the said date.

CDSL

PLEDDGING AND UNPLEDGING MODULE -->> DPs to note that earlier pledge module (developed with Microsoft
Silverlight technology) for online pledge/unpledge/confiscate setup will be discontinued w.e.f. July 25, 2020 and are advised
to use new pledge module, developed with new technology (.Net core), for the same w.e.f. July 25, 2020. Margin Pledge /
Margin Re-pledge functionality in the new pledge module is also scheduled to be released w.e.f. August 01, 2020. Further, it
is mandatorily to use internet explorer version 10 and above.

CDSL

AMENDMENT TO CDSL's BYELAWS -->> DP to note the following amendments carried out in CDSL ByeLaws: To provide
collateral in the form of securities as margin, the pledger to pledge securities with the stock broker as Margin Pledge. TM/CM
pledgee can create re-pledge by endorsing the pledge in favor of CM/CC. No entry of Margin Pledge to be cancelled by CDSL
without prior concurrence of the pledgee and the pledgee to ensure re-pledge (if any) is cancelled before providing
concurrence. Further above mentioned amendments will come into effect on August 1, 2020.

SEBI/BSE

Guidelines for Issue and Listing of Structured Products/ Market Linked Debentures-Amendments -->> Guidelines for
Issue and Listing of Structured Products/ Market Linked Debentures Amendments: The issuer of MLDs to appoint a third
party being AMFI appointed valuation agency to carry out its valuation~~Previously, CRA was required to be appointed for
such valuation however there is change in amendment to CRA regulation, i.e., a CRA cannot carry out any activity other than
rating of securities.

SEBI/BSE

Manner and mechanism of providing exit option to dissenting unit holders pursuant to Regulation 22(6A) and
Regulation 22(8) of SEBI REIT, 2014 & Regulation 22(5C) and Regulation 22(7) of SEBI InvIT(s), 2014 -->> SEBI has
provided the guidelines w.r.t conditions/mechanism of exit option to dissenting unit holders: The Acquirer to provide
tendering of units through SE mechanism. Units tendered will be in multiples of the trading lot. Dissenting Unit holders
eligible to avail the exit option only w.r.t. units held by them on the cut-off date. Exit Price: The formula for the said purpose
has been specified in the Circular. Further, Acquirer whether self or with PAC if acquires any REIT/InvIT(s) units between the
relevant date and the payment of consideration to dissenting unit holders whether by subscription/purchase at a price higher
than the exit price then such price will be revised to the highest price paid/payable provided it shall be made after the 3working day prior to the tendering period and until the expiry of such period. If such Acquirer/PAC acquires REIT/InvIT(s)
units during 26 weeks period after the tendering period at a higher price than exit then shall pay the difference between the
highest acquisition price and exit option price to all dissenting unit holders within 60 days. To maintain Minimum Public unit
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holding, tendered units to be accepted on proportionate basis to maintain the same after the completion of exit option
process.

SEBI/BSE

Relaxation from compliance with provisions of the SEBI ILDS Regulations and SEBI NCRPS Regulations -->> ILDS
Regulations/NCRPS Regulations/circulars related to Listing of CPs require an Issuer to submit its latest audited financials
(not older than 6 months). Compliant listed entities can use unaudited financials with limited review (not older than 6
months) in lieu of the audited financials for the stub period and SEBI has extended the timelines for the same for the
quarter/half year/annually for the period ending March 31, 2020 till July 31, 2020. Further, Issuers who have issued
NCDs/NCRPS/CPs on or after July 01, 2020 and intend/propose the same on or before July 31, 2020 can utilize financials as
on December 31, 2019.

SEBI - REPORT FOR
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Extension of Timeline for submission of public comments on the Report of the Working Group on Social Stock
Exchange -->> SEBI had put the report of the working group on Social Stock Exchange for public consultation on its
website on June 1, 2020 seeking comments by June 30, 2020 which were extended till July 15, 2020. Further, SEBI has
further extended the timelines to August 15, 2020 due to Covid-19 pandemic.

NSE

Transaction charges for Commodity Derivatives Segment -->> Exchange had decided that no transaction charges will
be levied on the transactions done in Commodity Derivatives Segment up to June 30, 2020~~Further, after receiving
positive market feedback it has been decided to extend the same from July 1, 2020 to September 30, 2020.

NSE

Update in bhavcopy file structure -->> Width of Field Name “Total Traded Value” have been revised to 11, in
“ddmm0000.md” and “ddmm0000.ms” files and will be available on Extranet Server from the directory common/bhavcopy
effective 10th Aug, 2020

NSE

Discontinuation of SLB Initial Deposit requirement -->> Participants & Custodians to note that NCL has discontinued
the Interest free security Deposit (IFSD) requirement of Rs. 10 Lakh in the SLB Scheme from July 27, 2020 and the amount
already provided as IFSD shall be added to the existing margin deposit of the Participants/Custodian. Further, Participants/
Custodians requiring release of the said deposit may upload the request in the Collateral interface Management System
(CIM) under Margin Deposit.

NSE

Migration of content to New NSE Website -->> NSE on August 14, 2019 released its beta website and made it default on
Jan 04, 2020. New website is built on feedback of our stakeholders, changes in technology and international best practices
that provide an enhanced architecture, speedier updates and more intuitive interface. Further, NSE website has multiple
products and provides information to different stakeholders. The content on the new website is arranged according to the
stakeholder category and to assist our stakeholders to navigate through the new website. Few key points of new website
are detailed in circular. Further, providing the list of the most accessed links in Annexure.

NSE/BSE

High Order to Trade Ratio (OTR) -->> This is w.r.t measures to Strengthen Algorithmic Trading and Co-location / Proximity
Hosting framework prescribing charges for High Order to trade ratio on guidelines for OTR for Algorithmic wherein SEBI has
asked Exchanges to carryout changes in existing OTR penalty framework. The revised charges for High OTR for Equity,
Equity & Currency Derivatives Segment as applicable from July 22, 2020 is given in circular and computed at member level
on a daily basis, collected on a monthly basis, after reckoning all algo orders and algo trades of the member. Charges for High
OTR shall also be levied in Equity, F&O and Currency Derivative segment w.e.f July 15, 2020 and have revised its penalty
structure regarding the same w.e.f July 22, 2020.Conditions for penalty structure detailed in circular. Securities part of SME,
ETF , and order placed in Odd Lot Market, Auction Market, Block Trading Session, Pre-open session, Post Close Session,
Periodic Call Action session and Call auction in Pre-open session for IPO will be excluded for computation. Additionally hourly
alerts on algo order to trade ratio are being reflected in the E boss system.

NSE

Reporting of securities Pay-in / Pay-out shortages by Members (Cash, F&O and SLB) -->> Based on the reporting
made by the members, it has come to the notice of the CC that certain members are not reporting the shortages of securities
pay-in / pay-out. Members to report till S+5 working day basis, ensure that they do complete reporting in all instances of
shortages, non-reporting/ wrong reporting shall be treated as a noncompliance, and members are required to report only one
entry for same market type, settlement number, UCC, ISIN, symbol and transaction type in the shortage file.

NSE

Connectivity - Access to NSE-EBP platform -->> NSE-EBP is a web-based platform for issuance of debt securities on
private placement basis through an Electronic Book Mechanism. Members can access the same through POP based leased
lines and modalities w.r.t. same are: Existing Members having POP connectivity can access NSE-BEP and its access details
are annexed. The charges as applicable to normal leased lines will continue to be applicable and there will be no extra charge
to participate in NSE-BEP. NSE-EBP exclusive connectivity for registered participant: and who are not members of the
Exchange can procure Leased Lines under self-service mode to connect only to NSE-EBP and can make a request at
msm@nse.co.in via application form as prescribed in the Annexure. ~ POP addresses and existing service providers are
subject to change/termination with prior notification and must abide by the notifications/directions of the Exchange from
time to time. Further, the aforesaid provisions are applicable w.e.f. July 16, 2020

BSE

Availability of Zero Price Trading Feature in Exchange Trading System for Commodity Derivatives Segment – Go live ->> TM(s) to note the system changes available for zero price trading feature which shall be implemented in the live
environment w.e.f August 1, 2020. However the trading price range in various contracts shall continue to be governed by the
extant price bands defined for these contracts. Further TM(s) to note the release of new version IML API ver. 7.15 and IML
exe ver. 12.20 which will be compulsory for Commodities Derivative Segment w.e.f August 1, 2020 and there is no change in
ETI API and existing version available for trading in the live environment will also support zero price trading. New versions
will be made available on the Exchange website - www.bseindia.com/boltpluslivesetup.aspx in the section ‘BOLT Plus Live
Environment - Commodity Derivatives Segment’ on July 31, 2020.

BSE

Introduction of NACH E-Mandate through Net-Banking /Debit Card based authentication- Update -->> This has
reference to Introduction of NACH E-Mandate through Net-Banking /Debit Card based authentication facility on BSE StAR
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MF platform.As per the enclosed notification of by NPCI regarding E - Mandate scope & limit enhancement state that Current
mandate limit of Rs. 1 lakh is increased to Rs. 10 lakhs (Internet Banking and Debit Card Authentication modes) effective
August 01, 2020. All MFIs/MFDs/RIAs to note the same, for registering E-mandate with limit of Rs.10 lakhs.

NSDL

Amendments to Bye Laws and Business Rules of NSDL -->> Participants to note amendments that have been made in
the Bye Laws and Business Rules of NSDL with respect to margin obligations to be given by way of Pledge/ Re-pledge in the
Depository System. New Bye-law 9.16 has been inserted and amendment to Bye-law 10.2.7 (iv) has been made, further
new Rule 12.16, 16.1.1 (xv) has been inserted and amendment to Rules 4.5.3, 16.1.1 (xii) & 22.1 has been made new Form
43 in Rules has been inserted (attached as annexure). Above are effective from August 1, 2020 and the effective date of Rule
12.16.10 will be notified separately.

CDSL

MARGIN OBLIGATIONS TO BE GIVEN BY WAY OF MARGIN PLEDGE MARGIN REPLEDGE -->> DPs to note the
following additional changes for implementation of the guidelines specified in SEBI Margin Obligations circular which will be
implemented w.e.f. August 01, 2020. CDSL has made changes following changes: Account Opening: A provision enabled to
a member being TM and a PCM to settle transactions of all segments, can open TM-CMPA account; if TM is a SCM or only
PCM, he can open CM-CMPA account with specified sub types. OTP Authentication for MP Transactions: On setup of MP
transactions a link for OTP authentication will be generated and sent to mobile no. and email id and will be valid until
authentication/ EOD of the Execution date of MP and it will be redirected to CDSL webpage and PAN/BOID to be filled. Once it
is entered, list of MP transactions pending for authentication will be displayed and after verified, clients can select/multiple
such transactions. Pledge for Funded Stocks: It can be held by the TM / CM can be held by the TM / CM only through pledge.
It will be a normal pledge transaction and following changes will be applicable w.e.f. August 01, 2020. Acceptance of Normal
Pledge for Security Deposits: Currently, NCL accepts Security Deposit from designated ‘Collateral a/c of CM/TM’ in
designated ‘Pledgee a/c of CC’ by way of a normal pledge.

CDSL

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE IN THE CASES OF TM/CM -->> SEBI had specified Early Warning Mechanism to
prevent diversion of client’s securities and consequential action(s) to be initiated by SEs/CCs/ Depositories~~To protect
the interest of non-defaulting clients of a TM and /or non-defaulting clients / TM(s) of the CM, in the likely event of default by
TM / CM, there is a need for SOP specifying the steps to be taken by the SEs / CCs / Depositories in such cases where SE / CC
is of the view that TM / CM is likely to default in repayment of funds or securities to its clients~~SoP has laid down the
actions to be taken by the SEs / CCs / Depositories within a time frame after detection of the early warning signals/other
triggers as laid down below until declaration of defaulter of TM / CM by the SE / CC. Once the TM is declared defaulter, the
proceedings will follow the byelaws, rules, and regulations of SE/ CC, respectively: Shortage of funds / securities payable to
the clients by Rs. 10 Cr. (SE may have their own criteria) or they have failed to meet the settlement obligations to CM / CC and
there is sudden increase in the no. of investor’s complaints against the TM / CM for non-payment of funds /transfer of
securities.

CDSL

AMENDMENTS TO CDSL’s DP OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS -->> TM/CM can accept collateral from clients in the form
of securities by way of MP created in the depository system. To the same, a client can margin pledge securities with TM and
TM can repledge the same with CM and CM to CC. Account Opening by TM/CM: TM/CM BO to open a separate a/c to accept
the margin pledge initiated by clients under the specific type/sub-type. If the DP having TM/CM pool a/c, he must submit a
duly signed consent form along with board resolution and if the DP does not have the pool a/c then he is required to submit
account opening form. Further for Creation of Margin Pledge- MPRF to be submitted; for Creation of Re-pledge- MRPF to be
submitted; For Release of Margin pledge/repledge- MURF to be submitted and for Invocation- MPIF to be submitted. In
addition to this, DP to maintain PRF, URP, MPRF, MURF, IRF and MPIF and combined form for minimum 5 years or any such
period as maybe specified by SEBI/CDSL/Prevention of Money laundering whichever is higher.

Compiled by Rekha Shah with Team Power Updates, Analyze N Control
The firm specialises in helping Broking houses in Operational process set up and also has softwares focussed on compliances regulatory search engine - www.circularsnorders.com and has a state of the art client screening product duly integrated with
Anti Money Laundering and Surveillance product.
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PATHWAY TO FINANCIAL
ENLIGHTENMENT
By Shifali Satsangee
Founder and CEO
Funds Ve’daa

M

oney, amongst other things,
can easily be considered to be
humanity’s Magnum Opus.
With the evolution of our species, the
medium of exchange & trade has
metamorphosised from barter and gold
standard into modern day currency.
Humanity’s surge in scientific &
technological advancement cannot be in
isolation. We would be myopic in our
approach if we did not evolve financially.
However, any evolution, if it is to be
meaningful, requires its foundation on
the following gears:

earn, save and allocate money to
financial assets or spending.
It is argued that the true meaning of
financial independence is to have enough
income to pay for one’s living expenses
for the rest of one's life, without having to
be employed or dependent on others.

It is not the creation
of wealth that is
wrong, but the love
of money for its
own sake
- Margaret Thatcher
However in emerging economies like
India, given the socio-economic
baggage, illiteracy rates and poverty,
financial independence cannot connote
essentially the same meaning.

Society’s proclivity to regard, so much
so a conversation about finance, let
alone the quest to earn money, as one of
the many vices, often deflates the
endeavour of forward-looking individuals
who intend to prepare for the times to
come. Such apprehensions spring from
the fact that more often than not, greed
overpowers conscience, hence, money
is to man, what air is to iron; it corrodes.
The time is nigh, to usher a meaningful
evolution which helps society by and
large to espouse a mindful financial
agenda.
Financial Independence
Financial Independence, in the simplest
of words, can be defined as, the liberty to
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It is rather the ability as well as liberty to
be bereft of any economic support or
dependency, and to allocate to marginal
propensity to consume or to the marginal
propensity to save.
What stems from financial
independence then, is the need to know
where to allocate the money earned? In
other words:

By Abir Satsangee
Chartered Accountant
Business Development
aware of the trade-off between spending
and saving/investing. Further it
encompasses, being cognizant of the
various investing avenues available to
deploy the money saved.
It isn’t a single ingredient, but a brew of
factors that are essential for any
impactful evolution. No matter what the
recipe, one key ingredient in any tasteful
endeavour is consciousness.
Financial Consciousness
The imaginations of centuries ago, is
today our reality. The world today is a
flowering but fading class of
consciousness.
The ability of a person to affect their
own financial outcomes (Financial
Independence) along with being mindful
about what truly makes them happy is
Financial Consciousness.
It is the willingness to act, to make small
but incremental differences in the
financial well-being of not just one’s own
self but also for others who need it.
Financial consciousness stems from the
following building blocks:
• Financial Security
• Financial Capability
• Financial Willingness

Financial Literacy
The basic know-how of making effective
and judicious financial decisions in terms
of:
• selection of a wide array of financial
assets
• determination of risks attached
• setting of fiscal goals and fiscal
responsibilities
vis-à-vis spending is known as financial
literacy. In other words, it refers to being
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The bastion of Financial Consciousness
is fortified by various myriad
complexities of social, demographic and
economic factors that can influence a
person’s financial outcomes. Hence,
factors that drive a person’s financial
behaviour are decisive in shaping one’s
consciousness.
Factors such as• demographic change
• globalisation
• digital technology
• changing social values and worker
expectations are disrupting business
models and radically changing the
workplace.
It is fair to acknowledge the fact that
money is just a resource or tool.
To draw an analogy, a gun in the hands of
a soldier is a meaningful resource but in
the hands of a criminal, a bane. Similarly,
a pen can be used to scribble words that
inspire a nation or can be used to draft
legislations that advocate intolerance.
Using the analogy as an explanatory
vehicle, it wouldn’t be a stretch to
conclude that, ‘Money is, what Money
does.’
Pathway to Financial Enlightenment
While many companies today adhere to
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
norms as mandated by the legislature,
their programmes, campaigns or
contributions are focused on using CSR
as a publicity tool which enables them to
garner goodwill and thereby increases
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their market share. Thus, it is CSR in form
but not in substance.
Although from the perspective of a Tax
Paying Individual, it can be a persuasive
and credible argument that the tax paid
to the government is indirectly being
used for the greater good, i.e. public
welfare.
If Financial Evolution is to be guided on an
upward trajectory, it is imperative that
financial sensibilities are embalmed with
financial consciousness. Although
financial security, willingness and
capabilities are subjective in nature and
there is no straight jacket solution to
financial enlightenment, a sense of
societal responsibility needs to be
inculcated in our day to day lives.
Perhaps large corporate backed trusts
can lay down a foundation for satellite
distance education to teach students in
distant and remote areas who lack the
opportunity, infrastructure and the good
fortune to avail quality education.
Representations can be made to the
government by corporate lobbies to bring
about innovative socio-economic
policies which motivate the private
sector to contribute more willingly to the
upliftment of those in need.
On an individual level, resources can be
pooled in and be put to use to perhaps
provide a more meaningful childhood for
children wandering and dwelling in our
country’s slums.

It is vital that we break away from the
notion that it is only the incumbent
government’s responsibility to provide
for a better society.
The seed of Financial Evolution would
stem not only financial independence,
literacy and consciousness, but also
bear luminous flowers of fast paced
societal reforms such as education,
upliftment of the needy, entrepreneurial
spirit and job creation. It would also reap
fruits of financial enlightenment and
most essential of all; a happy and
meaningful conscience.
Shifali Satsangee, Founder and CEO - Funds Ve’daa
Abir Satsangee, Chartered Accountant, Business
Development - Funds Ve’daa
Genesis: Funds Ve'daa is an organisation that
provides Mutual Fund Distribution and Advisory
services. Funds Ve'daa was conceived its venture in
the year 2002. We're based in Agra but have a pan
India footprint. We have clients across geographiesBangalore, Bombay, Bihar, Gurgaon, Noida,
Mathura, Tundla, and U.S, U.K, Germany.
Funds Ve’daa have been pro-actively seen in print
media (India Today, Ask ET, Money Today, Dalal
Street), soveniers like IFA Galaxy and electronic
media by being frequently featured in many
prominent websites like www.moneycontrol.com,
www.cafemutual.com, www.advisorkhoj.com,
www.livemint.com, www.ifainsights.com and
featured on Bloomberg TV and our articles are being
published in leading publications and local dailies.
Awards and Accolades: 9th Financial Advisor Award
UTI CNBCTV18 Award for Best Performing Individual
Financial Advisor - Women (National Level) for the
Year 2017-18.
10th Financial Advisor Award UTI CNBC TV18 Award
for Best Performing Individual Financial Advisor Women (North) for the Year 2018-19. Awarded the
MFRT Samman 2017.
Shifali received the Financial Freedom Fraternity In
Association with The Economic Times -Most
Influential Volatility Coach Award 2020.
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MNCs: STRONG FINANCIALS
By Salonee Sanghvi
Founder, My Wealth Guide

M

NCs in India are those
multinational companies in
which foreign shareholding is
over 50% and/or management control is
vested in the foreign company. FERA
instituted in the 1970s became a
bonanza for retail investors. Many highquality MNCs like Colgate-Palmolive,
Hindustan Unilever, Castrol India, and
Ingersoll-Rand came out with IPOs and
have been multibaggers for Indian retail
investors, topping the list of value
creators.
MNCs remain consistent wealth
compounders even today making it a
very attractive segment for Indian
investors. The top wealth creators for
the last 10 years are now Britannia,
Abbott, Bata, and Honeywell
Automation as per recent research of
listed MNCs.
The research was conducted to study
the performance of listed MNCs in India.
The objective, find consistent wealth
creators and outperformers based on
their financials and detailed fundamental
analysis of the last 10 years.
A list of 75 MNCs with foreign
shareholding was selected. They were
analyzed across several parameters from
growth, stability, liquidity, and valuation.
Some of the factors that have
contributed to this outperformance are
outlined below “ROE”: ROEs higher than 15% depict
the ability of the management to
generate superior returns through
judicious use of capital. Hindustan
Unilever tops the list with a
phenomenally high ROE of more than
80%
60

“DEBT/EQUITY”: Low or zero Debt/
Equity ratios with high interest coverage
making them less dependent on debt. An
asset-light model with low Capex is
usually followed negating the need for a
large infusion of funds for business
expansion.
“CASH”: High Free Cash Flow
generation coupled with high growth has
resulted in substantial cash reserves.
Many companies like Nestle and
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Products
have substantial cash reserves on their
balance sheets, almost equivalent to
their net worth

The research was
conducted to study
the performance of
listed MNCs in India.
The objective, find
consistent wealth
creators and
outperformers based
on their financials
and detailed
fundamental analysis
of the last 10 years.

relative to their Indian peers. Themarket
is willing to pay a higher price compared
to their peer group of similar Indian
Companies and MNCs on average enjoy
a PE of 40 times earnings.
“CORPORATE GOVERNANCE”:Strong
Corporate Governance and high
financial reporting standards instill
confidence in the company and its ability
to perform
And on the flip side…
“ROYALTY”: High royalties are paid to
parent companies to transfer profits.
Maruti Suzuki Company pays an
astounding 5.5% of sales to its parent
Suzuki Company. Royalty is standard
practice globally but detracts from the
profits for minority shareholders.
“100% OTHER SUBSIDIARIES”: Many
MNCs Operate through multiple
entities including 100% owned
Subsidiaries which deprive the listed
Indian company of new growth
opportunities. While companies like
Abbott India, Pfizer, Sanofi India,
AstraZeneca Pharma India, Procter &
Gamble have also been operating
through 100% own subsidiaries, such
companies are few.

“DIVIDENDS”: MNCs are a boon to the
dividend loving Indian public. A
significant portion of earnings is
transferred to the parent company by
way of dividends resulting in an average
payout of a whopping 38%. Clariant
Chemicals and Nestle pay the highest
dividend, of almost 70-80% of the profits

There is always a demand for consistent
performers. MNC FMCG companies
dominate the list of consistent wealth
creators due to their above-average
returns and non-cyclicality of
business. Hindustan Unilever, ColgatePalmolive, Britannia Industries, Procter &
Gamble, Abbott India, Nestle India,
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Products,
and others have unwaveringly rewarded
their shareholders.

“VALUATION”: Shares of multinational
companies in India, often called MNC
stocks, enjoy premium valuations

Based on select performance
parameters, the below companies were
distinguished as outperformers:
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Sr No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company Name 10Yrs return % Debt / Eq
Britannia Inds.
32.53
0.35
Abbott India
30.31
0.07
Honeywell Auto
26.08
0.04
Hexaware Tech.
25.29
0.27
Hind. Unilever
24.03
0
Bata India
23.5
0.66
Whirlpool India
22.35
0
WABCO India
22.28
0
Accelya Solution
21.35
0
Johnson Con. Hit
20.44
0.27
Timken India
20.27
0.01
P & G Health Ltd
19.97
0
3M India
19.63
0.02
Nestle India
19.59
0.08
GlaxoSmith C H L
19.29
0
Kansai Nerolac
18.01
0.05
Maruti Suzuki
17.94
0
Stovec Inds.
17.54
0.01
Schaeffler India
16.76
0.02
P & G Hygiene
16.7
0

Int Coverage Cash Rs. Cr. Net worth Rs. Cr.
24.71
122.85
4402.84
95.1
2197.38
2431.71
69.48
1513.9
2178.25
26.1
879.7
2991.54
77.34
5113
8248
4.81
963.92
1893.92
33.82
1284.01
2546.88
117.93
461.19
1894.54
37.43
25.59
197.56
24.72
17.93
688.52
112.39
416.72
1576.68
567.54
816.82
119.19
780.57
1750.88
19.7
2036.29
2278.79
316.51
4228.72
4161.76
23.29
192.03
3760.3
51.31
29
49413
159.52
77.52
134.74
88.44
873.49
2887.21
61.19
757.36
995.93

Cash / Net Worth
2.79%
90.36%
69.50%
29.41%
61.99%
50.90%
50.42%
24.34%
12.95%
2.60%
26.43%
69.48%
44.58%
89.36%
101.61%
5.11%
0.06%
57.53%
30.25%
76.05%

Data as on 4th August 2020 | Source : www. Screener.in

FINANCIAL HEALTH OF OUT-PERFORMERS
Prom.
Hold. %
Britannia Inds.
50.61
Abbott India
74.99
Honeywell Auto
75
Hexaware Tech.
62.34
Hind. Unilever
61.9
Bata India
52.96
Whirlpool India
75
WABCO India
75
Accelya Solution
74.66
Johnson Con. Hit
74.25
Timken India
67.8
P & G Health Ltd
51.82
3M India
75
Nestle India
62.76
GlaxoSmith C H L
72.46
Kansai Nerolac
74.99
Maruti Suzuki
56.28
Stovec Inds.
71.06
Schaeffler India
74.13
P & G Hygiene
70.64

Sr No Company Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

EPS
12M Rs.
70.59
279.02
555.97
22.74
30.95
25.59
37.54
83.73
73.46
30.6
32.72
99.11
285.99
215.75
274.51
7.58
133.49
122.31
68.7
130.84

Earnings
Yield %
2.45
2.47
3.05
7.46
1.85
3.75
2.67
1.77
10.9
2.15
4.31
3.49
1.94
1.78
4
2.19
2.59
10.44
2.81
1.7

CMP /
BV
20.87
14.31
11.16
3.89
62.75
8.56
10.39
6.98
7.41
8.15
4.8
8.94
13.24
70.15
10.86
6.2
3.89
2.94
3.93
33.57

ROE
10Yr %
37.43
24.68
18.95
26.06
82.81
19.75
22.59
19.69
51.7
17.07
16.21
24.58

ROCE
10Yr %
45.96
38.04
28.63
32.65
113.87
29.14
33.67
27.89
77.7
19.47
22.85
30.55

50.23
27.88

66.22
42.57

15.26
23.9
16.94
35.7

20.5
35.52
25.4
52.35

10Yrs
return % PEG
32.53
2.67
30.31
3.19
26.08
1.69
25.29
1.14
24.03
5.46
23.5
5.21
22.35
3.15
22.28
4.72
21.35
2.73
20.44
1.1
20.27
1.23
19.97
0.62
19.63
19.59
7.19
19.29
5.01
18.01
4.14
17.94
2.53
17.54
0.68
16.76
2.77
16.7
11.36

P/E

54.09
58.74
49.45
17.11
72.75
48.98
55.66
83.23
13.41
66.97
30.72
44.51
72.08
76.89
39.06
56.74
47.63
15.53
52.8
78.72

Avg Div Payout
3Yrs %
40.33
30.18
11.97
35.54
80.46
21.12
14.46
5.94
66.74
4.61
55.08
45.56
0
101.37
44.94
30.26
30.8
29.09
19.79
131.54

Data as on 4th August 2020 | Source : www.screener.in

“Markets/investors attribute this premium
to a host of factors • Superior growth profiles of multinational companies are due to their
proprietary technology, brands,
intellectual property, efficient
management or other intangibles
• Better corporate governance and
financial reporting standards. Less risk
and variability of cash flows contributes
to lower beta and which makes them
better bets in a market decline
• Higher dividend pay-outs” says Ajit
Sanghvi, Director, MSS Securities.
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MNCs with their superior ROE, ROCE, High
Dividend Pay-outs are expected to
outperform more so in the current situation
since they have low/zero debt. Their share
prices decline less when markets crash,
like in March. MNCs were the biggest
beneficiaries of lower corporate taxes
announced in 2019 since they’re in higher
tax slab and pay high-income tax. Their
earnings and returns to investors are
expected to expand further.

She started her career with McKinsey India
following it with an 8-year stint at Rare
Enterprises, which manages the proprietary
portfolio (public and private) of Mr. Rakesh
Jhunjhunwala. She also co-founded a start-up
which analysed strategies for investment
powered by artificial intelligence. Salonee
founded My Wealth Guide to pursue her
passion to make available to every strata of
society solid, unbiased, financial advice with
transparency.

**This study is for academic purposes onlyand not a
recommendation to invest.

A CFA charter holder since 2008 she has been
actively involved in promoting financial literacy
for women.

Salonee Sanghvi, Founder, My Wealth Guide
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CAPITAL MARKETS:
DIGITALIZATION INNOVATIONS AND
THE FINTECH LANDSCAPE
By Jayesh Shah
Promoter, Prism Cybersoft Private Limited

T

he Digitalization examines the
macro trends that are influencing
the adoption and implementation of
Fintech in the capital market as a whole.
It is intended for finance professionals,
particularly heads of strategy, digital
transformation heads and business line
leaders, as well as those at technology
companies involved in the broking
industry.
Highlights
• The need for capital markets to
engage with a program of digital
transformation.
• That Fintech ecosystems will likely
become the driving force of writing
broking business but may see
considerable regulatory influence
exerted in the next few years.
• The future of capital markets is
expected to lie in the adoption of
Fintech, but that legacy remains an
ongoing issue.
• How data and analytics is reducing risk
for Exchanges, Stock brokers and
Intermediaries.
• Capital Markets must focus on a digital
first approach placing the customer at
the center of all processes.
• However, customers will not likely be
segmented, to the same extent, along
the old categories of age, sex and
nationality, but behavior, the very thing
driving the data.
• Without these innovations, brokers
will likely become increasingly
marginalized as they fail to gather the
required data to transform their
businesses.
• AI and machine learning are already
supporting transformation and are
expected to greatly enhance the digital
‘face’ of interactions with customers.
• The revolution in mutual fund is a
microcosm of the wider capital market.
• Fintech is an essential part of the
transformation process, but so are the
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traditional skills, though they may have
a different application in the future.
• Recruitment and retention of staff
remains crucial to success, as a
connected enterprise still needs good
people.
• The extent of changes in regulatory
oversight are as yet unknown, but
regulators have started to pay closer
attention to digital transformation and
how these changes might affect
consumer protection and the
supervisory relationship.

Most of the tech to
be deployed in the
next phase is
expected to be on
value chain
innovation, to
reduce cost,
improve efficiencies
and generate
ecosystems that can
support future
Fintech
developments.
Fintech predictions for the coming year
We expect the following current and
emerging trends within Fintech to shape
the changing face of Broking companies
across the world over the next 1 to 2 years.
1. Customer satisfaction and retention
will be a more important key
performance indicator (KPI) than
operational efficiency. Incumbent
brokers must fundamentally change
their business models, and this requires
cultural change and a focus away from
product to the customer, their
experience and outcomes.

2. Mature capital markets may see the
new highly automated trading
platforms such as those developed in
other countries as a direct challenge
and seek to compete with them. The
successful incumbents will likely be
the ones who learn from them,
adapting and adopting their tech where
appropriate.
3. Onboarding new client, Trades
Settlement & processing are expected
to become one of the most important
elements of customer engagement.
Speedy onboarding and processing
creates a rewarding experience for
customers.
4. Business as usual must break the
models of the past. There is a need for
cultural change and alignment with the
specific markets brokers service,
providing risk capital on different terms
to a market that comprises large
numbers of small risks. Fintech allows
this type of business to be profitable.
5. Data is the lifeblood of the new order.
Any lack of data can create gaps and
cause integration and process flow
issues, so it needs to be assessed as an
end-to-end process. Brokers that lack
data, or the partners and models that
generate it, can expect to find their
business models severely challenged.
6. AI and machine learning is a
transversal tech with applications
across the value chain and may prove
to be the biggest driver of efficiency.
7. Big data will likely undermine the role of
certain types of business practice,
though it should remain essential in
specialist areas.
8. Good companies need good people.
Recruiting and retaining employees is
expected to become more important as
engaged and happy employees create
a ‘vibe’ that translates into happier
customers. In broking, a happy
customer is usually a loyal customer.
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Trend 1: Digitize or die - how brokers
must adopt business process
transformation and become agents of
change
The global broking industry - like every
other strand of commerce and
government agency - is feverishly focused
on leveraging the benefits of a digital
environment. The development and
adoption of Fintech has a clearly defined
progression. The first of these two phases
began with a focus on digital distribution
and data, the second was heavily focused
on sales and marketing.
“Most of the tech to be deployed in the
next phase is expected to be on value
chain innovation, to reduce cost, improve
efficiencies and generate ecosystems
that can support future Fintech
developments.”
Trend 2: Ecosystems rock - and will be
coming sooner than you think
The preeminent position held by Fintech
pioneers is undeniable. Unhindered by
legacy systems and processes and
unburdened by the regulatory structures
of more developed markets. Being first to
market was not the secret of their
success. It was founded on sound
technology, nimble business practices,
and one key component that has
revolutionized the broking business micropayments.
Trend 3: It’s a new game - press the
reset button
The revolution that is coming to the capital
markets world is in part based on
technology. But there is an increasing
focus on the development of middleware
solutions to reduce dependence upon
legacy systems and improve access to
data. These expected to be aimed at
driving growth, internal efficiencies and
the internal view of how a company
works. In addition - an important element
of the change - is the focus on improving
the customer experience.
“Implementing a new approach to product
development with a high frequency of
testing prevents an organization from
becoming overly attached to a project that
isn’t working and for which success
seems unlikely or excessively costly.”
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Trend 4: Digital risk reduction
The adoption of wearable tech - smart
technology that monitors financial activity
via apps linked to mobile technology - is
beginning its own revolution within
fintech.Brokers are keen to acquire data
that can help them assess, and therefore
mitigate, risks. They are now partnering
with customers by getting them to
exchange data for premium discounts.
Trend 5: Focus on the digital customer
The modern consumer is never off their
phone - and that is just how retailers like it.
E-commerce has moved from being a
novelty to an everyday function of most
people’s lives and that is equally
applicable to financial and protection
services. However, broking companies
have been slow to realize the shift in
behavior and how far they are from having
meaningful engagement with their
customers any time other than at time of
AMC.
Digital first every time Brokers have to
bridge this gap, but it is getting harder, as
it is the customer who controls access.
Today’s customers don’t even need to
decide whether to answer a call by asking
the operating system to filter out contacts
at certain times or from particular sources.
The process of placing the customer at the
center of a broker's processes offers
insights into what customers want, what
they need, how they want to consume
these products and how they like to be
engaged. Though they like the immediacy
of digital transactions, few customers will
tolerate the incessant call center feedback
loops that seem designed to meet service
level agreements about call handling
rather than meet customer expectations
about service standards.
Do not call lists, combined with the rise of
chat, means people are resistant to calls
from people they do not know, making
digital content marketing essential.
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning is being used to add to the
efficiency of digital technology but with a
human face - or voice, in some cases.
These systems are using language that is
engaging with customers and improving
satisfaction by using a common
vernacular and keeping processes simple.

“The process of placing the customer at
the center of a broker's processes offers
insights into what customers want, what
they need, how they want to consume
these products and how they like to be
engaged.”
Trend 6: Data is the new oil - and the
price is going up
Fintech is having a transformative impact
upon the global broking market - the role of
data is absolutely central to the entire
project. Data is not simply the facilitator
for better underwriting and keener pricing,
but is the very DNA of the 21st-century
connected organization.
Data is expected to power connectivity
with customers, generate insights into
customer behavior, driving risk pricing and
customer engagement. Brokers that do
not have control of data will likely be in
trouble and are likely to get left behind.
Trend 7: Master AI and machine
learning now
The next phase of Fintech deployment as
outlined is expected to be focused on
improving efficiencies in brokers’ core
functions. Opportunities present
themselves in many areas and each
requires skills to be harnessed in-house,
but they also rely upon strong
partnerships with third parties.
One of those key areas is in the application
- and mastery - of artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning.
Trend 8: New role for the oldest skills
The functions of analysis and charting
within broking companies are
fundamentally changing as a result of the
transformation occurring alongside the
adoption of Fintech.
Brokers require big data, but while data
aggregation results in the law of large
numbers and predictive analytics can
reduce the need for certain generic areas,
these roles are expecting to remain
central to the digital organization.
Trend 9: Skill up and reorganize
urgently for a digital world
The capital market is in desperate need of
new ways of working, which are starting
to be delivered by Fintech innovations.
However, brokers moving to digital,
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connected enterprises need more than a
systems overhaul if they are to leverage
the technological revolution.
In addition to a cultural shift, leaving
behind the old mind-set, broking needs
new blood to fulfill the new roles that will
be generated by this transformation.
Conclusion:
Brokers will develop their capabilities at
different speeds. They may not tackle
them all at once and some may not be as
relevant to their core business in certain
lines of business.
However, they are universal objectives,
necessary to transform broking
companies into the kinds of digital entities
that can not only survive, but be
sustainable in the rapidly developing
market.
Data is the Holy Grail: More efficient
administration is only part of the aim. Data
harvesting lies at the heart of innovation in
broking. Better data pools provide greater
insights into customers’ behavior and
requirements, but also help to reduce risk
for the broker. This does more than reduce
costs for the broking industry. It gives it a
more powerful and flexible business
model with which to service the needs of
digital customers. And the industry must
target digital customers. Interaction with
clients has been isolated to policy
anniversaries and renewal periods, and
fails to build on existing relationships. This
makes it easy for a broker to be cut out of
the loop if another carrier offers the same or more appealing - products and
experience than them. Customers are
expected to be increasingly segmented
upon their behavior, as this is the data that
brokers are beginning to capture.
Traditional categories of age, sex,
location, ethnicity, etc., are meaningless
in this new world where data is so
important to the success of a broking
business.
Technology to transform the business
model: This requires root and branch
overhaul of administrative systems and
integration of AI and machine learning to
increase automation, productivity and
reduce error rates. Ironically, AI can
provide a more personalized experience
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for customers in a digital ecosystem than
some of the existing quasi-digital systems
with multilayer access portals supported
by call centers. In time, expect to see a
more widespread move away from
providing indemnity of risk towards risk
prevention, with brokers providing
services in addition to a financial safety
net. And though blockchain is already
present within certain Fintech systems, it
has not been focused on heavily in this
report. It will, undoubtedly, be a useful tool
and become an essential component to
leverage further efficiencies as part of the
future of Fintech. However, there is a lot of
work that needs to be done at a more
basic level - the cultural shift would be a
large project without any technology
dimension added to it. Therefore, it would
be easy to overplay its role in the next
couple of years.
Leadership must grasp the nettle:
Transformation cannot happen without
major cultural change, as it requires a new
approach that few brokers have managed
to achieve with technology builds in the
past. There is a need to remove the new
business away from the need to maintain
any legacy. Every technology program
revolves around legacy, and this is a
cultural barrier that must be tackled first. It
will likely take some incumbents time to
get their collective heads around this
approach.
It is no longer acceptable for brokers to
tinker with components in the value chain
to deliver efficiencies in one area that are
not aligned with the objectives of the
whole organization. It’s all or nothing,
because very few organizations that fail to
adopt a digital first strategy will find their
business model to be sustainable. The
frustrations that many have felt in dipping
their toe into Fintech will most likely result
in them seeking to dive in and ask their
teams to think beyond current limitations
caused by legacy in order to deliver a
customer-centric architecture with its
own governance and controls that link to
legacy, but are not determined by it. There
will likely be a great deal more greenfield
development of Fintech and this requires
total commitment from the executive.
Decoupling from a system of processes,
some of which are rooted in centuries of
experience, poses challenges. It may be

uncomfortable to lead in this space, but if
brokers are to retain control of their
industry and not be relegated to a white
label manufacturer, they must move their
companies’ cultures beyond the safety
net.
Working together as these predictions
take root, there will likely be a greater need
for business integration. The cynical may
think: “Well, you would say that, wouldn’t
you?” But this is in fact a key area that
neither the brokers nor the Fintech firms
can satisfy. Just as it is hard to throw off
the decades of culture, so it is impossible
to build business integration capabilities
overnight. There has, to date, been too
little consideration for the areas of
advisory, engineering and architecture in
the debate around Fintech. Having a
partner with a track record of achieving
business integration is not only a good
idea, but a business critical function. This
will likely become more apparent as
brokers fully understand the size of the
change and stop viewing FinTech as
potential competitors and partner with
them more closely. Success lies in a threeway partnership with consultants
identifying just how the other parties can
work together most efficiently. The next
stage of Fintech implementation is here
and is expected to be bigger than ever
before. But it won’t take much to prevent it
being better.
Get with the program: As outlined,
Fintech is no longer going to be seen as a
side project to improve efficiencies in an
area of the business, but the raisingto the
whole digital transformation program.
Brokers have hopefully realized that, with
few exceptions, they will have to consider
reengineering their whole organization if
they wish to compete in the markets they
currently occupy. The only way to achieve
that is to transform themselves into a fully
connected digital business.

Jayesh Shah holds B.S. and M.S. in Computer
Engineering from University of Bridgeport, USA. He
has more than 25 years of experience in field of IT.
He promoted Prism in 1996 and as its MD and CEO
provides Vision, Direction and also takes care of
Strategic Affairs, Marketing and Commercials.
Prism has recently been awarded by STPI & CeBIT
INDIA for Best IT Exhibitor of ‘Make in India’ Pavilion
at CeBIT India 2014.
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DECRIMINALISATION OF
MINOR OFFENCES
By Neha Ahuja
Advocate

D

ecriminalisation of minor offences
is one of the thrust areas of
the Government. The risk of
imprisonment for actions or omissions that
are not necessarily fraudulent or the
outcome of malafide intent is a big hurdle in
attracting investments. The ensuing
uncertainty in legal processes and the time
taken for resolution in the courts hurts ease
of doing business.
Criminal penalties including imprisonment
for minor offences act as deterrents, and
this is perceived as one of the major reasons
impacting business sentiment and
hindering investments both from domestic
and foreign investors. This becomes even
more pertinent in the post COVID19
response strategy to help revive the
economic growth and improve the justice
system.
Decriminalisation of Minor Offences For
Improving Business Sentiment And
Unclogging Court Processes
Decriminalisation of minor offences is one
of the thrust areas of the Government. The
risk of imprisonment for actions or
omissions that are not necessarily
fraudulent or the outcome of malafide intent
is a big hurdle in attracting investments. The
ensuing uncertainty in legal processes and
the time taken for resolution in the courts
hurts ease of doing business. Criminal
penalties including imprisonment for minor
offences act as deterrents, and this is
perceived as one of the major reasons
impacting business sentiment and
hindering investments both from domestic
and foreign investors. This becomes even
more pertinent in the post COVID19
response strategy to help revive the
economic growth and improve the justice
system.
Given the nature of pendency in all tiers of
the courts and the time taken for disputes to
be resolved, legislative measures have been
considered to help restore trust in doing
business. In this pursuit, it is also important
that a balance be found so that malafide
intent is punished while other less serious
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offences are compounded. Accordingly, a
framework is required such that a penalty
levied is sufficient to act as a deterrent.
Actions taken for decriminalisation of minor
offences are expected to go a long way in
improving ease of doing business and
helping unclog the court system and
prisons. It would also be a significant step in
the Government of India’s objective of
achieving ‘SabkaSaath, Sabka Vikas and
Sabka Vishwas’.
Given the nature of pendency in all tiers of
the courts and the time taken for disputes to
be resolved, legislative measures have been
considered to help restore trust in doing
business. In this pursuit, it is also important
that a balance be found so that malafide

Actions taken for
decriminalisation of
minor offences are
expected to go a
long way in improving
ease of doing
business and helping
unclog the court
system and prisons.
intent is punished while other less serious
offences are compounded.
Accordingly, a framework is required
such that a penalty levied is sufficient to act
as a deterrent. Actions taken for
decriminalisation of minor offences are
expected to go a long way in improving ease
of doing business and helping unclog the
court system and prisons. It would also be a
significant step in the Government of India’s
objective of achieving ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka
Vikas and Sabka Vishwas‘.
Criminalizing procedural lapses and minor
non-compliances increases burden on
businesses and it is essential that one
should re-look at provisions which are

merely procedural in nature and do not
impact national security or public interest at
large.
The following principles should be kept in
mind when deciding on reclassification of
criminal offences to compoundable
offences:
(i) Decrease the burden on businesses and
inspire confidence amongst investors.
(ii) Focus on economic growth, public
interest and national security should
remain paramount.
(iii) Mens rea (malafide/ criminal intent)
plays an important role in imposition of
criminal liability, therefore, it is critical
to evaluate nature of non-compliance,
i.e. fraud as compared to negligence or
inadvertent omission; and
(iv) The habitual nature of non-compliance.
Neha Ahuja, Advocate
• Working as an Advocate in the field of Tax,
Intellectual Property, Capital Markets & Securities,
Anti-Corruption, Investigation, Manufacturing,
Consumer Products, Industrial Products &
Durables, Communications (Telecom &
Broadcasting), Energy (Power, Coal, Oil &
Gas),Mining, Civil and Criminal litigation.
Specialized in Criminal Litigation.
• Working at Prompt Legal, which is one of India’s
leading independent law firms.
• Regular faculty at Jai Hind College of Commerce
and Science for the subject of Law. Lectures given
on the following Acts and Bills:
Contract Law, 1872, Companies Act, 2013,
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, Banking
Regulation Act 1949, Negotiable Instruments Act
1881, Indian Insurance Act 1938, IRDA Act 1999,
Consumer Protection Act, 1986, Ombudsmen Act
1975,Indian Stamp Act 1899, Indian Registration
Act 1908, Lokpal and Lokayukta Bill.
• Worked as a Constitutional expert on several
books published by Lexis Nexis namely “India
Needs GST” 3rd Edition. Also, written textbooks at
college level on the subject of IPR & Cyber Law
published by Vipul Prakashan.
• Editor for Law Textbooks on the subject of Contract
Law, 1872 and Negotiable Instrument Act 1881
published by Reliable Publication.
• On the panel as a Legal Committee member to
social clubs such as the Cricket Club of India.
• Completed her Bachelors in Banking and
Insurance (BBI). There after obtained a Masters
degree in Commerce (Mcom) and then completed
Legum Baccalaureus (LLB).
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Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

A

s Indians, we are often asked
how we worship an elephantheaded, pot-bellied, brokentusked god who travels on a mouse.
But as strange as it seems, every little
peculiarity of Lord Ganesha’s has a
deep spiritual significance. As we
go along in this article, we will look
at the meaning of this symbolic
representation of Lord Ganesha.
Before we do, however, let’s take a
look at Lord Ganesha’s mythological
origin.
Desiring to take a bath, Mother Parvati,
Lord Shiva’s consort, created a boy
from dirt to guard Her home when She
was bathing. As it happened, Lord
Shiva returned while Mother Parvati
was away. Surprised to see a stranger
outside the home, the Lord demanded
that He be allowed to enter His home.
Much to His dismay, the boy refused to
allow Him in. Infuriated at being barred
from entering His home, the Lord cut
off the boy’s head. On returning,
Mother Parvati was inconsolable when
she found out what the Lord had done.
To alleviate her suffering, Lord Shiva
commanded his troops to get the head
of the first living being they came
across. The first living being they
chanced upon happened to be an
elephant calf. Finally, Lord Shiva, on
receiving the head of the calf, placed it
on the boy’s body and restored life to
him. Thus Lord Ganesha was created.
Lord Shiva represents the divine Self.
Lord Ganesha, being His son, is
symbolic of a person who has
attained that state of Divinity. While
representing the Divinity, Lord
Ganesha also represents the way to
attain that exalted state.
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Lord Ganesha’s elephant head
symbolises the immense wisdom of a
person of Perfection. Wisdom is
something that comes out of manana ,
independent thinking and reflection.
This manana can happen only when
one has taken in spiritual knowledge
i.e. the process of shravana has taken
place. This process of shravana or
intake of spiritual knowledge is
portrayed as Lord Ganesha’s large ears
where one listens to a teacher. It also
symbolises that even the wisest
people are always open to hearing
fresh ideas and opinions. In other
words, the wise are those who always
keep an open mind.

Lord Shiva
represents the divine
Self. Lord Ganesha,
being His son, is
symbolic of a person
who has attained
that state of Divinity.
While representing
the Divinity, Lord
Ganesha also
represents the way
to attain that
exalted state.
Emerging from the Lord’s head is the
elephant trunk. This trunk visually
depicts a well-developed intellect that
arises out of wisdom, the elephant
head. Our intellect is of two kinds,
gross and subtle. The gross intellect is
used to discriminate between pairs of
opposites in the world; black and

white, hard and soft, easy and difficult.
The subtle intellect, on the other hand,
discriminates between right and
wrong; permanent and impermanent
and is colloquially called the
conscience. In a person who has
realised the Self, this intellect is
extremely well-developed; both gross
and subtle. Such people have clarity of
thinking and a clear sense of right and
wrong. At a relative level, even people
who have made progress on the
spiritual path experience this. Choices
become clear and life becomes a lot
simpler. Without clarity of thought, our
worldview is bound to be confused and
coloured by our own prejudices and
preconceptions. Lord Ganesha’s wellshaped trunk depicts a crystal clear
intellect that a person of Perfection
develops.
One of the key attributes of people who
are Self-Realised is that they rise above
their likes and dislikes and the pairs of
opposites that world presents before
them. Established in the permanent
Divinity, they remain unperturbed by
what the world has to offer; the joys
and sorrows, the victories and losses.
They understand the ways of the world
and take to life as a sportsperson takes
to sport. Giving their best at every
juncture, yet understanding that, in the
ultimate analysis, it is only a game.
Relatively speaking, genuine seekers
on the spiritual path also achieve this
sense of peace to the extent that they
have identified with the Self. This
transcendence over the pairs of
opposites (two tusks) in a person of
Perfection is indicated beautifully by
Lord Ganesha’s broken tusk. For it is
only when we have risen above the
play of opposites in the world that we
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can stomach the challenges that life
throws at us. This idea is depicted by
Lord Ganesha’s large stomach. People
who attained the supreme state have
tremendous mental strength to brush
aside the greatest setbacks while
keeping their heads in the midst of
immensely joyous experience.
The Lord’s posture with one foot on the
ground and the other folded up conveys
to us that while we must operate in the
world there must also be a constant
alignment with Atman in and through
all our experiences. In the relative,
whatever we do, there must be an
unwavering focus on our higher
spiritual goal. Without this focus, it is
impossible to make spiritual progress.
The food at the feet of Lord Ganesha
symbolise material wealth and power.
Through this, the Lord subtly indicates
that the world rewards those live a life
of truth. Those who turn spiritual
acquire merit in their respective fields
of activity and those with merit seldom
go unacknowledged. They command
respect and wealth even though they
may not desire it.
The mouse as the Lord’s mode of
transport magnifies the challenge that
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a spiritual person faces when trying to
communicate the knowledge of the
infinite Self through the finite
equipments of body, mind and intellect.
Atman cannot be touched with the
body, felt through emotion or
understood with the intellect. One can
only become It through spiritual
practice.
In his four hands, Lord Ganesha holds
an axe, a rope, a modak (sweetened
rice ball) and a lotus. The axe
represents the annihilation of desire
with the axe of spirituality. The rope is
spiritual knowledge which helps us to
remove ourselves from the samsara,
material world, that we are entrenched
in. The modak symbolises the
happiness and joy a seeker derives
from the spiritual pursuit. And the
lotus stands for that Divine state of
Self-Realisation that every human
being aspires for, consciously or
unconsciously. The lotus sustains itself
in dirty ponds but yet is above it all.
Similarly, a person of Perfection can
live in the world, enjoy life and yet be
above it all by identifying with the Self.
The occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi
gives us, as spiritual aspirants, an
opportunity to remember what Lord

Ganesha stands for. A chance to
reignite ourselves in our search for
Divinity.

Jaya Row, Articulate, effective and engaging, Mrs.
Jaya Row brings alive the wisdom of the Vedas in a
modern context. Combining her experience in
corporate life with 40 years of study and research of
Vedanta she provides useful insights to life.
Charming oration which transforms complex Vedic
principles into brilliant management mantras is the
hallmark of her discourses. Her clarity, wit and zeal
have captivated audiences far and wide and inspired
people from all walks of life.
She has the rare gift of being able to connect with and
address the concerns of a wide range of people from
varied walks of life - from CEOs, corporate executives
and policy makers to industrialists, scientists &
doctors, lawyers, academicians, homemakers and
university students.
Apart from her popular discourses in India, she is a
well loved speaker in the United States, UK, Europe
and other countries for the last several years. She has
been invited to speak at prestigious organizations
such as:
• World Economic Forum Davos
• Google, California
• Intel, California
• MasterCard, New York
• World Bank, Washington DC
• Deutsche Bank, New York
• Stockholm School of Economics
• Princeton University, New Jersey
• Shell UK, London
• Coca Cola Company, Atlanta
• Young Presidents’ Organization
• Maersk Liner Graduate Programme
She has specially designed world-class educational
programs on basic human values for school children
and the youth. She has published books on life values
for 5 to 8 year olds.
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T

he corona virus epidemic has
availed the ideal opportunity for
us to allow our bodies to
release all destructive habits and
simultaneously create an atmosphere
conducive for healing to and
rejuvenation to naturally occur within
the body. Let’s talk about a few
detoxification systems that can easily
be followed while remaining at home,
and the multifold benefits they are
capable of bringing about, in our
systems.
Intermittent Fasting: One of the most
trending methods of detoxification, the
intermittent fast is a system rooted in
the ancient religions and yogic way of
life. But what exactly does it entail and
what are the repercussions? When
referring to an intermittent fast, it is
generally the 16/8 method of fast that
is spoken of. This means an individual
fasts for sixteen hours out of twenty
four while restricting eating hours to
just eight. However, the duration of
fasting can also be modulated between
twelve to fifteen hours in order to allow
the body to reap its benefits. Therefore,
intermittent fasting is not about
following a diet or eliminating foods,
but rather a form of fasting that gives
the body enough time to digest and
eliminate unnecessary toxins from the
body. Ideally, an individual must
complete his dinner or evening meal by
seven or eight in the night and then
ensure no food intake occurs until
sixteen hours are completed. In no
time, the body begins to relieve itself of
any inflammation, a key driver of
several different forms of chronic
diseases. Cellular repair also is seen to
visibly. Insulin levels also drop, thus
facilitating reduction of fat within the
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body, which eases the process of
weight loss. It also aids balance of
hormone function within the body. The
human growth hormone increases
which avails muscle gain and fat loss.
On a genetic level too, there is a change
witnessed that leads to longevity
and protection against disease.
Intermittent fasting is especially
beneficial to men dealing with type two
diabetes. It also helps controlling LDL
cholesterol, blood triglycerides and
blood pressure thus preventing the risk
of heart disease or failure. It also
reduces the risk of cancer and helps
deal with the side effects of
chemotherapy for those who may have
already developed it. It improves
various metabolic features known to
be beneficial for brain health. This
includes reducing oxidative stress,
reduced inflammation and insulin
resistance. It also increases the levels
of a brain hormone known as BDNF
(brain derived neutrotropic factor)
which is directly related with
conditions of depression and other
such brain problems.

Let’s talk about a
few detoxification
systems that can
easily be followed
while remaining at
home, and the
multifold benefits
they are capable of
bringing about, in
our systems.

By Ritu Zaveri
Yoga Teacher & Writer
Raw Juice Cleanse:
This concept has its roots in ancient
methods of healing. The raw juice
cleanse involves consuming only raw
fruits or vegetables for a given period of
time in order to eliminate unnecessary
toxins from the body. We live in a rather
toxic atmosphere. From caffeine and
sugar saturated foods to electronic
toxins that surround us as we spend
increasing hours on our phones and
computers or televisions, we expose
ourselves to all sorts of unhealthy
elements throughout the day. Every
now and then, to allow the gut to
pause, and heal is much like pressing
that reset button on our system that
enables internal rest and repair to
occur within the system. However,
there is a three step process to be
followed in order to follow this form of
detox.
Preparation: For about three to five
days before actually following this fast,
certain foods are gradually eliminated
from the daily diet. These foods include
dairy products, wheat, gluten, alcohol,
nicotine and meat. There might be the a
chance the individual may experience
symptoms of headaches, cravings and
other withdrawal pangs. However,
persistence helps ease them over time.
The actual cleanse: For about one to
three days it is recommended to
consume at least 32 ounces of juice
throughout the day.
Post fasting ritual: Once the fast is
completed, it is generally
recommended to eat a light diet for a
few days and then gradually go back to
your everyday system.
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Consuming raw juices that are rich in
anti inflammatory compounds help
boost the overall immunity of our
system and thus help us feel more
energetic. Fruits and vegetables are
very high in vitamins, some are even
very high in chlorophyll, which are
introduced to the system to boost
overall health and overcome
deficiencies. Juices also help
improving digestion by introducing
healthy enzymes that make gut
functioning more efficient.

live enzymes present within raw foods,
digestion is sure to see a spike in
overall functioning when following
such a diet. Following such a diet also
ensures compassion towards animals
that are otherwise mercilessly killed for
our gratification. There is a heightened
sense of healing and well being that an
individual experiences following such a
diet. On a spiritual level, raw foods
contain a living vibration which help
raise our own when we consume
them.

Raw food Cleanse: A raw food
cleanse involves consuming only raw
plant based foods. The food we eat can
turn on and off certain genetic
pathways that determine our lifestyle
and overall health. Raw vegan foods
have the power to heal the body and
support its ability to cleanse the toxins
that accumulate within the body,
stimulating our organs of elimination.
Raw foods deliver large amounts
absorbable vitamins and minerals
directly to the cells. They contain live
enzymes that improve the processes of
our digestive systems. The high water
content in live fruits and vegetables
optimise cellular hydration and
enhance kidney functioning. They
cleanse our lymphatic system which
help mobilise toxins. Certain plant
based foods have antibacterial and anti
inflammatory properties too, that help
tackle infections and toxins. The blood
in our body requires an alkaline
atmosphere in order to thrive.
Consuming raw foods can help alkalise
our systems. Additionally, owing to the

Water Fast: As the name suggests,
water fasts include consuming water
for period varying from twenty four to
seventy two hours. Anything more
than that can prove to be harmful in
certain cases.
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It is recommended that in the post fast
phase, a very light diet is consumed in
order to allow for the body to adjust to
these new systems. Water fasting is a
system followed in various religions
across the world. However the
physical benefits of such a cleanse are
also remarkable. Water fasts promote
autophagy- a process in which old
parts of the body’s cells are broken
down and recycled. This process helps
prevent diseases such as cancer,
alzheimers and heart disease. In
certain cases, it also may help increase
life span and aid lowering of blood
pressure. Insulin and leptin are
important hormones that affect the
metabolism of the body. Insulin aids
storage of nutrients from the blood
stream while leptin helps the body feel

fill. Water fasting could make the body
more sensitive to leptin and insulin.
Popular diets like the lemon detox
cleanse are also modelled through the
water fast.
Lemon detox cleanse lets you drink
lemon juice, water, maple syrup and
cayenne pepper several times a day.
The human body is the first and most
important companion in our life
journey. The more we look after it and
provide it with a conducive
atmosphere, the more its systems will
reward us with efficiency and good
health. We hope you can try one of
these detoxes and encourage your
bodies to heal from all kinds of
diseases.

Prisim Healing Institute is an alternative health
center that believes in healing one individual at a
time.
We have various complementary therapies that help
an individual to reach to their optimal health.
• 10 Day Detox Programme
• Brahma Satya Energy Healing
• Aura Scan & Analysis
• Aura Cleanse & Chakra Alignment
• Crystal Healing Workshops & Crystal Grid
• Yoga & Zumba
• Sujok & Acupuncture
• Sound Therapy
• Art Therapy & Zentangle
• Emotional Catharsis
• Fairy / Angel Card Reading
• Healing Meditations - Chakra Meditation,
Naadabrahma etc.
• Numerology
• Hypnotherapy / Past Life Regression
• Clearing of Spaces
• Reconnective Healing & The Reconnection
• Heartlight Ascension
• Raw & Vegan Foods by Prana Kitchen
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